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The effects of microstructure, texture, and material constraint for four American 
Petroleum Institute (API) X70 grade steel plates of varying thickness (13.5, 15.5, 22, and 32 
mm) on separations and the subsequent effects of separations on toughness and toughness 
anisotropy were evaluated. The effects of plate thickness and separations on impact behavior 
were also investigated. Tensile, Charpy V-notch (CVN), and drop-weight tear testing (DWTT) 
were used to evaluate the plates’ mechanical properties in three orientations: 0°, 45°, and 90° 
from the plate’s rolling direction. Microstructural characterization determined that the 13.5 and 
15.5 mm plate microstructures are primarily fine polygonal ferrite, with the 13.5 mm plate 
containing some small colonies of pearlite, while the 22 and 32 mm plate microstructures are 
banded with non-uniformly distributed polygonal ferrite and a bainitic secondary constituent that 
increases in volume fraction along the plates’ centerline. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) results did not correlate the microstructural banding observed in the thicker plates to 
manganese segregation or chemical banding. The increased volume fraction of the bainitic 
secondary constituent along the thicker plates’ centerline was correlated to a reduction in 
strength along the centerline, but may improve toughness measured by CVN testing. Coarser 
ferrite grain sizes may significantly lower a plate’s toughness measured by both CVN and 
DWTT. All four plates exhibited mechanical property anisotropy, deleterious in the 45° 
orientation, which was primarily attributed to texture rather than microstructure. High volume 
fractions and intensity of the {113}<110> texture component apeared to promote anisotropy in 
strength. Toughness performance degredation was observed in the 90° orientation for some of 
the CVN absorbed energy results and was correlated to the increased presence of separations in 
this orientation.  
Separation index (SI) measurements were performed in attempt to quantify separation 
severity, but the SI measurement is dependent on plate thickness and could only be compared 
between different orientations or through-thickness locations for an individual plate. Separations 
formed in impact specimens tested mainly at transition temperatures. Microstructure could not be 
directly correlated to separation formation in all plates, but was found to affect the morphology 
of the separation crack. Separations in polygonal ferrite microstructures generally were spread 
 
iv 
across the plate’s through-thickness and had a well-defined crack tip, while separations in a 
microstructure with a high volume fraction of the bainitic secondary constituent at the plate 
centerline formed mainly along the centerline and then split into many thin cracks extending 
from the main separation crack tip. Texture components with low angles between the closest 
{001} cleavage plane and the normal plane of a texture component were found to promote 
separation formation in plates that had high intensities and volume fractions of these 
components, especially the {113}<110> component. Increased material constraint (i.e. thickness) 
was also correlated to separation formation at the centerline of the plates.  
The bainitic secondary constituent, high material constraint, and texture maxima were 
found to promote separation formation primarily at the centerline for the thicker plates. High 
intensities of the texture components that promote separation formation across the through-
thickness were found to promote separation formation across the through-thickness of the 13.5 
mm plate. Lower intensities of texture components that promote separation formation in the 15.5 
mm plate were found to reduce separation formation. 
The 45° orientation was the least susceptible to separations and had the highest plastic 
strain ratio for all four plates. This correlation between resistance to thinning and reduction in 
separation formation in the 45° orientation suggests that separations are less likely to occur in 
materials that accommodate more strain in the width direction, because of the subsequent 
reduction in strain that would need to be accommodated in the through-thickness direction, 
which could lower the constraint in the through-thickness direction. Separation formation likely 
releases high through-thickness constraint in plates susceptible to thinning. High plastic strain 
ratios in the 45° orientation also correlate with increased ductile to brittle transition temperature 
(DBTT), since resistance to thinning may promote brittle fracture instead of ductile deformation 
and/or separation formation. 
Agreement between DWTT and CVN estimated toughness behavior only occurred for 
plates and orientations that exhibited lower toughness. Increasing plate thickness was found to 
affect the mechanics of the DWTT and promoted inverse fracture (IF) and work hardening in the 
DWTT hammer impacted region up to 40 mm into the specimen. Shear area (SA) rating methods 
designed to eliminate IF from the rating were tested and limitations were identified. Short and 
jagged instrumented DWTT force-time/displacement traces were correlated to specimens that 
exhibited an “arrowhead” separation pattern.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
As worldwide energy demands continue to rise, oil and gas companies must exploit 
increasingly remote and extreme environments (e.g. arctic and deep-water drilling sites) in order 
to meet demand for crude oil and natural gas.  One economic answer to this resource challenge is 
to optimize transportation by using large diameter, thick-walled pipelines that can withstand low 
temperatures and high pressures. In the United States, there are about 200,000 miles of oil and 
gas transmission (i.e. large diameter, non-local utility) pipelines, of which approximately 2/3 is 
more than 45 years old according to the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
[1.1].  Approximately 8 million metric tons of pipeline steel is produced every year worldwide 
[1.2], compared to the United States’ total steel production of 78.8 million metric tons in 2015 
[1.3]. Pipeline construction and replacement will be necessary in the upcoming decades and 
newly developed steels will be required to have higher strengths, resistance to cleavage, and high 
ductile crack blunting capabilities to perform well as large diameter, high working pressure line 
pipe in arctic and deep-water environments [1.4].   
The latest performance requirements for pipeline steels are challenging to meet; new 
pipeline materials must have increasingly higher strengths and toughness [1.2, 1.4]. The demand 
for larger diameter pipelines has in turn increased the demand for thicker API plate steel [1.5]. 
Thicker plates present numerous challenges to both steel and pipeline manufacturers. Control of 
toughness anisotropy and subsequently separations is desirable for pipeline manufacturing and 
performance [1.6]. The effects of microstructure, crystallographic texture, and banding on a 
steel’s susceptibility to separations have all been investigated and debated [1.4, 1.6–12], but 
there is no consensus on how to eliminate separations, or even if they are detrimental to pipeline 
performance [1.4, 1.13]. More research on how these conditions affect separations in thicker 
plate is also necessary, as most studies focus on thinner walled pipe design, where ASME B31.3 
thin walled pipe assumptions are still valid [1.14].  
In addition to the difficulty of controlling microstructure, thicker plates make mechanical 
testing more difficult. API recommended practice for conducting DWTT (API RP 5L3), requires 
DWTT specimens from pipes with wall thicknesses greater than 19 mm to be tested at full 
thickness or the samples must be reduced in thicknesses to 19 mm and tested at reduced 
temperatures [1.15]. As pipe wall thicknesses continue to increase well beyond 19 mm, full 
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thickness samples often exceed the capacity of older DWTT equipment. API RP 5L3 
recommends reducing the plate thickness and test temperature as a solution to testing thicker 
plate on older equipment, but does not address the problem of the significant initiation energy 
required to initiate fracture in new high strength and toughness steels. Impact energy determined 
using CVN or DWTT methods is composed of three main components: initiation energy, 
propagation energy, and kinetic or throw energy [1.16]. Correlations between full thickness 
pipeline fracture surfaces and CVN/DWTT fracture surfaces must be able to distinguish the 
contributions of these three components. Newer pipeline steels have higher initiation energies 
than older pipeline steels which could lead to error when predicting the DBTT and fracture 
behavior of full thickness pipelines [1.16]. The correlations generated from impact testing older 
steels were not designed to account for a large initiation energy. When they are employed to 
determine the propagation resistance of newer steels, older correlations generally overestimate 
the newer steel’s propagation resistance [1.16]. This can result in an inaccurate estimation of the 
DBTT [1.16, 1.17]. Plate thickness reduction also does not address IF or the abnormal fracture 
appearance phenomenon that has been reported during DWTT of high toughness and strength 
pipeline steels [1.17, 1.18].  Currently, pipeline and steel manufacturers have developed agreed 
upon requirements with customers that are outside international standard requirements to address 
materials that have abnormal fracture appearances [1.18], but more research on the cause and 
solution to the IF phenomenon is necessary. Modified CVN and DWTT specimens offer a 
potential solution, if specimens can be modified to meet equipment limitations while still 
providing DBTT values that correlate to full scale pipeline burst testing. More research is 
required to ensure that modified specimens reduce crack initiation energy while still providing 
enough material for steady state crack growth to occur.   
As new steels and geometries are proposed for pipeline service, it is imperative that the 
codes and standards used to ensure the safety and reliability of the pipelines are updated 
accordingly. Obtaining full scale DBTT data from sub-sized impact specimens relies upon 
standardizing correlations by comparing the fracture surface appearance to full scale fractures 
from pipe burst testing. It is necessary to characterize and understand the fracture behavior of 
new pipeline steel grades, as their full scale fracture behavior can no longer be safely estimated 
since correlations are based on older, lower strength and toughness steels. The old and new steels 
do not have the same fracture behavior, which must be accounted for in new correlations as CVN 
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and DWTT test results are not based on fracture mechanics, but are dependent on specimen size 
and geometry [1.5].  
1.1 Thesis Objectives 
The primary objectives of this research are to understand the factors that cause 
separations, also known as delamination, during impact testing and to assess the relationship 
between separations and toughness and toughness anisotropy in thicker, advanced high strength 
and toughness X70 pipeline plate steels that are intended for service at subzero temperatures. 
The effect of increasing plate thickness and subsequent through-thickness microstructural and 
crystallographic texture changes on impact behavior during CVN and DWTT were also 
investigated. The fundamental questions to be answered by this research are: 
 What factors control the formation and location of separations in plates of varying 
thickness and how do separations relate to toughness and toughness anisotropy during 
impact testing? 
 How does plate thickness and subsequent variation in through-thickness microstructure 
and crystallographic texture affect impact behavior? 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 provides a literature review on the alloying, processing, microstructure, 
texture, and mechanical properties of API pipeline steels. Research on unique features of impact 
testing such as separations, toughness anisotropy, and IF are reviewed next. Challenges and 
solutions for testing advanced high strength and toughness pipeline steels are also discussed.   
Chapter 3 outlines the experimental design and the experimental procedure can be found in 
Chapter 4. This includes a description of the materials, characterization, and mechanical testing 
methods employed in this research. Chapter 5 presents the experimental results, which are then 
discussed and analyzed in Chapter 6 to determine the effect of microstructure, texture, and 
constraint effects on separations, toughness, and mechanical property anisotropy and the issues 
with impact testing thicker, higher strength and toughness steels. Chapter 7 provides a summary 
of the important findings covered in Chapter 6. Chapter 8 offers recommendations for future 
research based on the results of this project. The Appendices contain all images, graphs, and data 
tables collected for this project.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter begins with a literature review on the development, microstructural, texture, 
and tensile properties of pipeline steels. Next, literature on the separation phenomenon in 
pipeline steels and different measurement techniques for assessing separation severity is 
presented. The effects of texture, microstructure, and separations on toughness anisotropy in 
pipelines are covered. Impact toughness topics such as the IF phenomenon and advanced and 
instrumented impact toughness techniques are also discussed.   
2.1 Pipeline Steels 
With the advancement of pipeline technology, the latest performance requirements have 
become challenging to meet for pipeline steelmakers and manufacturers; new pipeline grades 
have increasingly higher strengths and toughness, and require exceptional quality to improve 
reliability and reduce the risk of leaks and spills  [2.1–3]. Weldability and formability are 
required for forming and installation operations. Pipeline steels are also expected to perform in 
sour service and H2S environments, and must have resistance to hydrogen induced cracking and 
stress corrosion cracking [2.1, 2.2].  
There have been numerous advancements since the 1950s when pipelines were originally 
constructed with X46 and X52 API grades of pipeline steels [2.2, 2.4]. X70 and higher API 
grades have the necessary strength and toughness for most modern pipeline requirements, and 
with careful control of the steel’s microstructure through thermomechanical controlled 
processing (TMCP) and alloying, sufficient toughness at low temperature can be achieved [2.4].  
X70 and X80 make up most of the pipeline installed since the 1970s, but increased 
thickness and newer API grades such as X100 and X120 are being implemented [2.2, 2.4]. 
Figure 2.1 shows the increase in yield strength and toughness through different iterations of 
pipeline grades over time. Figure 2.1 also provides a brief description of the microstructural 
constituents presents in each grade, some important alloying elements, and general processing 
routs used for each grade. 
 A primary difference between the X60 and X70 grades is the introduction of TMCP. The 
X80 grade introduces accelerated cooling (AcC in Figure 2.1) and bainite becomes a possible 
microstructural constituent.  
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Figure 2.1 The evolution of pipeline steel grades since the 1970s. As TMCP and 
microalloying technologies were developed and improved, so did the strength and 
toughness of API steel grades [2.4]. 
 
2.1.1 Alloying and Processing  
Hot rolling and normalizing of pipeline steels was replaced with thermomechanical 
controlled rolling (TMCR) in the 1970s. This allowed for the development of steels microalloyed 
with vanadium and niobium and a reduced carbon content, such as X70, that had increased 
strength and toughness and improved weldability [2.4]. In the 1980s, accelerated cooling was 
introduced (i.e. TMCP) which allowed for the production of even higher strength materials, such 
as X80, that achieved even lower carbon contents, further improving weldability [2.2]. Advanced 
grades, such as X100 and X120, continue to lower carbon contents while achieving higher 
strengths with the addition of the alloying elements titanium, molybdenum, copper, nickel, 
chromium, and boron [2.2]. Advanced grades attribute their improved mechanical properties to 
their bainitic and martensitic microstructures, which require advanced TMCP to develop.    
 In X70 pipeline steel grades, niobium and vanadium serve as strengtheners that partly 
make up for the low carbon content desired for improved weldability. Niobium delays 
recrystallization kinetics through solute drag and strain induced precipitation during rolling, 
effectively retarding recrystallization and austenite grain growth, and further refines grain size 
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and precipitate strengthens the steel after rolling [2.5]. Vanadium can form carbides and nitrides 
at lower temperatures which act as a precipitation strengthener during aging treatments and is 
considered a strong ferrite stabilizer [2.4]. Niobium additionally suppresses the formation of 
polygonal ferrite as it has a strong hardenability effect while vanadium may sometimes promote 
the formation of polygonal ferrite [2.6]. Alloying with niobium and vanadium requires only 
minor additions of these elements (less than 0.06 weight % combined) to achieve the desired 
effects.  
2.1.2 Microstructure 
X70 pipeline steel microstructures vary with processing and alloying. TMCP has been 
shown to form polygonal ferrite and pearlite or bainitic microstructures in X70 [2.4], while the 
addition of accelerated cooling and inline quenching and tempering has expanded the possible 
microstructures to a combination of the following constituents in X70 and higher API grade 
steels: bainite, martensite, martensite-austenite (MA), ferrite-pearlite, polygonal ferrite, and 
acicular ferrite [2.1, 2.4, 2.6–8]. Careful control of the alloying and rolling procedures is required 
to develop an ideal microstructure with uniform, low angle grain boundaries that reduce 
dislocation mobility and provide the steel with an ideal combination of strength and toughness 
[2.4]. Acicular (or quasi-polygonal/irregular) ferrite with some uniformly distributed MA islands 
is considered an effective pipeline steel microstructure [2.6–8], as its highly substructured, non-
equiaxed grains have a small effective grain size [2.7]. This is because acicular ferrite does not 
retain its prior austenitic grain boundary network [2.6]. Irregular ferrite is formed during 
continuous cooling by a mix of diffusion and shear modes of transformation starting at 
temperatures just above the upper bainite transformation temperatures and can be effectively 
work hardened due to its relatively high dislocation density [2.6].  
2.1.1 Texture  
Both hot and warm rolling techniques are used in the production of pipeline plate steels. 
Deformation, recrystallization, and transformation during the rolling process control the final 
texture of the plate. Hot rolled steel textures are inherited from austenite during the 
transformation to ferrite. The final texture of the hot rolled steel may be similar to the texture of 
warm rolled steel [2.9, 2.10]. Rolling processes that further refine the austenite structure to 
achieve a more refined ferritic microstructure by finish rolling at lower temperatures within the 
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austenite-ferrite phase region are referred to as controlled rolling [2.11]. During warmer cold 
rolling, the steel is processed well below the temperature at which the transformation of austenite 
to ferrite is complete (Ar1) and the final texture evolves from ferrite deformation mechanisms. 
Therefore, the final texture of a plate, regardless of the processing method employed, is related to 
the initial texture of the parent austenite [2.9]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the three temperature regions 
associated with hot rolling and the associated microstructures that develop during a controlled 
rolling process. 
 
Figure 2.2 Illustration the three temperature regions and respective strains of the controlled 
rolling process and the resulting microstructural changes after each deformation 
stage [2.9]. 
 
 Rolled steel plate may develop a BCC rolling texture with components that are located 
along three orientation lines or fibers referred to as the α, γ, and ε fibers or as the RD, ND, and 
TD fibers, respectively. These fibers are composed of grains with the [110], [111], and [110] 
directions parallel to the rolling, normal, and transverse directions, respectively [2.9, 2.10, 2.12]. 
To avoid confusion with α and γ steel phases, the three primary steel fibers will be referred to as 
the rolling direction (RD), normal direction (ND), and transverse direction (TD) fibers. These 
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fibers and their respective components can be easily displayed using the φ2 = 45° section of the 
Euler space when using the Bunge Euler angle convention (see Figure 2.3). The RD fiber 
components are reinforced by all rolling procedures, while the TD fiber components are more 
typical of hot rolling or recrystallization products, and the ND fiber develops in low carbon and 
interstitial free steels [2.13]. Table 2.1 lists these fibers and their relevant components for the 
description of BCC textures (i.e the final texture of most pipeline steels) [2.1, 2.12, 2.13]. 
 
Figure 2.3 Illustration of the φ2 = 45° section of the Euler space showing the ideal 
orientations produced by rolling including the RD, ND, and TD fibers with their 
respective components using Bunge notation. The RD, ND, and TD fiber lines are 
shown to be parallel to the <110>, <111>, and <110> crystallographic vectors, 
respectively [2.10]. 
 
Table 2.1 – Fibers and Significant Components Describing BCC Textures [2.10, 2.12, 2.14] 
 














TD {001}<110> - {111}<112>- {554}<225> -{332}<113> - {110}<001> 
 
 It has generally been agreed that deformation of the ferrite phase produces the BCC 
rolling texture exhibiting strong RD and ND fibers. However, the final texture components and 
their respective intensities present after hot or cold rolling are dependent on five different texture 
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development mechanisms: austenite deformation (during hot rolling), austenite recrystallization 
(during and after hot rolling), austenite-ferrite transformation (during cooling after hot rolling or 
during controlled rolling), ferrite deformation (during controlled or cold rolling), and static 
recrystallization (during annealing after cold rolling) [2.14].  
 The deformation texture of rolled austenite is composed of two primary orientations, the 
copper {112}<111> and brass {110}<112> components [2.9], which are the major components 
of the deformation texture in all FCC materials such as aluminum, copper, and nickel [2.14].  
The S {123}<634> and Goss {110}<001> components are also considered significant texture 
orientations that develop during hot rolling in the austenite phase region [2.1, 2.9, 2.14].  The 
primary recrystallization texture of austenite is referred to as the cube {100}<001> component. 
Hot rolling introduces the copper, brass, S, and Goss components, but if recrystallization of the 
austenite is allowed to occur (i.e. rolling at temperatures above the no recrystallization 
temperature, TNR), these components will transform into the cube component [2.9, 2.14]. 
If finish rolling takes place just above the temperature at which austenite starts 
transforming into ferrite upon cooling (Ar3), recrystallization between rolling passes can be 
minimized and the copper {112}<111> and brass {110}<112> components will transform into 
the {113}<110> and {332}<113> ferrite (BCC) texture components, respectively, once the steel 
cools into the transformation temperature range between the Ar3 and Ar1 [2.9, 2.10]. The brass 
{110}<112> component has also been reported to transform into the {554}<255> BCC texture 
component, which lies close to the {332}<113> component, the rotated cube {100}<011> 
component, and a third variant located at {112}<131> [2.14]. Increased cooling rates from hot 
rolling temperatures also increase texture intensity, while lowering the finishing temperature 
(still above the Ar3) can increase the intensity of the {332}<113> component with minimal effect 
on the {113}<110> component [2.9]. If the amount of austenite deformation is increased, more 
elongated austenite grains containing deformation bands will form [2.1, 2.14]. This refines the 
final ferrite grain size as the deformation bands serve as ferrite nucleation sites in addition to 
austenite grain boundaries. Increased rolling reductions below TNR increases the austenite 
deformation texture intensity [2.14] and subsequently results in a stronger ferrite texture, as the 
austenite recrystallization cube {100}<001> component has been minimized and the final ferrite 
texture is directly inherited from the dominant copper {112}<111> and brass {110}<112>  
austenite deformation texture [2.9]. Conversely, steels produced without finish rolling have 
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weaker textures with maximum intensities of the rotated cube {001}<110> component, because 
the cube {100}<001> component dominates the austenite texture and is the only “parent” texture 
component that is passed on to the ferrite [2.12, 2.14]. This weakening of the final ferrite texture 
exhibits a general feature of transformations textures, as product textures are usually less intense 
than parent textures [2.14]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the relationship between the parent and product 
textures and includes the effects of compositional and processing variables for the two primary 
austenite texture components.  
 
Figure 2.4 The effect of compositional and processing variables on the two major 
components of the transformation texture in steel [2.14]. 
 
The austenite recrystallization texture cube {100}<001> component transforms into the 
rotated cube {100}<011>, the Goss {110}<001>, and the rotated Goss {110} <110> ferrite 
texture components [2.14]. The rotated cube {100}<011> texture component is further 
strengthened by ferrite rolling [2.9] and can also be produced from deformation of the brass 
{110}<112> austenite texture component [2.14]. The presence of the Goss {110}<001>, and the 
rotated Goss {110} <110> components in the final ferrite texture indicate that the austenite 
underwent recrystallization [2.14].  
All texture developments previously discussed have assumed that all deformation is 
taking place above the Ar3 temperature, with a clear chain of influence between parent and 
product textures defined by either austenite deformation or austenite recrystallization followed 
by austenite-ferrite transformation after deformation and recrystallization. During controlled 
rolling, deformation can take place above and below the Ar3 (still above the Ar1). Therefore, the 
following processes are all taking place: (i) crystal rotation of the parent austenite phase, (ii) 
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austenite-ferrite phase transformation, and (iii) crystal rotation and possible recrystallization of 
the product ferrite phase [2.9]. Since the dominance of each process is dependent on composition 
and processing (especially finishing temperature [2.9]), the resulting final texture is complex. 
The final texture will consist of the austenite-ferrite transformation texture and the texture 
developed during the hot rolling of the steel in the ferrite phase [2.9]. Figure 2.5 illustrates all of 
the major recrystallization, deformation and other important ideal texture orientations in the 
austenite and ferrite phases that have been discussed on (200) pole figures. 
 
Figure 2.5 (200) pole figure illustrating ideal positions of (a) major deformation and 
recrystallization texture components in austenite; (b) major transformation texture 
components in ferrite; (c) additional important orientations in transformed ferrite 
[2.9]. 
 
For X80 pipeline steels, Baczynski et al. [2.13] found that rolling in the austenite-ferrite 
phase region resulted in stronger texture development than X80 steels hot rolled in the austenite 
phase region with an overall texture intensity of 6.0 multiples of random distribution (MRD) 
compared to 4.3 MRD. The hot rolled X80 steel did not develop a strong ND fiber, with an 
intensity that was 50% weaker than that observed in the steels processed in the austenite-ferrite 
phase region. The RD and TD fiber intensities were also 30% weaker in the hot rolled steels. 
Baczynski et al. [2.13] associated the weaker texture in the hot rolled steel with an increase in 
favorably oriented slip planes, which also resulted in a higher toughness.  
The final texture present after cold rolling is dependent on how individual grains are 
reoriented during the deformation of the ferrite phase [2.10]. Multiple models for crystal 
plasticity can be employed to understand these rotations, such as the Sachs, Taylor, and relaxed 
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constraint models [2.10]. Tóth et al. [2.10] examined the orientation changes that take place 
under cold rolling conditions of low and extra low carbon steels using a rate-dependent model of 
crystallographic glide and was able to generate results that closely matched experimental data by 
assuming that mixed {112}<111> and {110}<111> slip was taking place. Cold rolling of the 
ferrite phase has also been shown to strengthen the rotated cube {100}<011> component [2.9, 
2.10].  
The texture of BCC metals are often inhomogeneous in the through-thickness direction of 
rolled steels [2.12]. , Baczynski et al. [2.13] found that most of the X80 plates examined had 
texture maxima at the centerline of the plate. Raabe et al. [2.12] investigated the texture 
development in the through-thickness direction of cold rolled high alloyed transition metals (iron 
with 10-17% chromium and iron with 3% silicon). These metals exhibited a strong 
microstructure and texture gradient in the through-thickness direction. In the center of the 
sample, the grain morphology was flat and elongated with a low recrystallized fraction, where 
the surface of the sample had a high amount of recrystallized equiaxed grains. Raabe et al. [2.12] 
found that after cold rolling, the texture at the center of the specimen retained the strong RD fiber 
inherited from the hot band texture and was similar to the texture development observed in a cold 
rolled specimen with a more homogeneous microstructure and texture profile. The ND fiber at 
the center also developed a strong {111}<110> orientation. However, the texture at the surface 
experienced a different evolution: the Goss {110}<001> component that developed due to a 
strong shear force deformation is not stable under plain strain deformation, and therefore split up 
and rotated into the {001}<110> and the {111}<112> components [2.12]. Therefore, the 
presence of texture gradation in the through-thickness direction can be further strengthened by 
cold rolling.  
2.1.1 Tensile Properties  
Tensile properties of X70 steels required by API RP 5L3 are yield strengths between 485-
635 MPa and ultimate tensile strengths between 570-760 MPa, with a maximum yield 
strength/tensile strength ratio (YS/TS ratio) of 0.93 [2.15].  Multiple studies [2.16, 2.17] on the 
microstructures and tensile properties of X70 steels have found that primarily bainitic 
microstructures resulted in higher tensile strengths, followed by acicular ferrite, and then 
polygonal ferrite had lower tensile strengths. However, mainly bainitic microstructures were 
found to increase the DBTTs of the steels due to the (a) higher dislocation density present in 
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bainite relative to acicular and polygonal ferrite [2.17] and/or (b) larger effective grain size 
[2.16]. Grain size reduction has been found to improve both strength and toughness of X70 steels 
[2.16, 2.17], however Kim et al. found that reduction of ferrite grain size in a primarily ferritic 
microstructure leads to an undesirable increase in the YS/TS ratio. Combined microstructures of 
ferrite/bainite [2.17] or a matrix of acicular ferrite/bainite with secondary phase of polygonal 
ferrite that reduces the effective grain size [2.16] has been found to result in improved toughness, 
strength, and YS/TS ratios (see Figure 2.6).  
 
Figure 2.6 Relationship between yield strength and DBTT for API steels with ferrite-
pearlite, ferrite-acicular ferrite, acicular ferrite-ferrite, and bainite 
microstructures [2.16]. 
 
 Presence of secondary constituents such as fine MA and niobium carbonitride 
precipitates have all been found to affect strength and toughness of X70 steels [2.17, 2.18]. 
Increasing the volume fraction of fine, homogenously distributed MA in acicular ferrite 
microstructures has been found to increase the tensile strength by increasing the number of 
mobile dislocation in the regions between the hard and soft constituents, while also improving 
toughness by deflecting the crack propagation path [2.18]. Fine niobium carbonitride precipitates 
have been found to contribute to precipitation strengthening in X70 steels, but coarser niobium 
carbonitrides have been reported to negatively affect toughness [2.17].  
 Yielding behavior is dependent on mobile dislocation density. Bainitic microstructures 
have higher dislocation densities than acicular or polygonal ferrite [2.17] and exhibit continuous 
yielding behavior [2.16]. Kim et al. found that increasing the volume fraction of acicular ferrite 
changed the yielding behavior from quasi-continuous to continuous, while polygonal ferrite 
microstructures exhibited discontinuous yielding. The promotion of dislocation mobility from 
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the presence of fine, homogenously dispersed MA was also found to promote continuous 
yielding [2.18]. 
2.2 Separations 
Separations are splits that form parallel to the rolling plane perpendicular to the fracture 
plane of CVN and DWTT specimens because the steel has effectively delaminated during impact 
testing. As the strength of pipeline steels has increased because of advanced alloying and TMCP 
techniques, separations began to occur during CVN and DWTT [2.3, 2.19]. Separations have 
been found to form along microstructural and texture changes in the through-thickness direction 
of the plate that develop when steels are rolled at temperatures close to the lower transformation 
temperature and thin bands of bainite or martensite can form [2.19]. Microstructural bands and 
texture regions with a high density of cleavage planes separate because they provide a path of 
lower resistance to the energy imparted on impact specimens during testing. While some studies 
suggest that banding has a greater effect on separations than texture [2.20, 2.21], both banding 
and texture have been found to play a role in separations [2.22]. Non-metallic inclusions such as 
manganese sulfides have also been found to promote separation formation [2.3, 2.4, 2.17] 
The effect of separations on a material’s toughness as reported in the literature is 
contradicting. Some studies have observed that the increase in separations in controlled rolled 
steels decreases the energy absorbed by the steel, but also decreases the DBTT [2.23]. However, 
other studies have found that the presence of separations increased the DBTT in pipeline steels 
[2.24]. The contradiction in toughness measurements between studies on separations could be 
due to human bias when it comes to evaluating fracture surfaces. The API RP 5L3 for DWTT 
provides two methods for rating the shear area (SA), as shown in Figure 2.7.  
 
Figure 2.7 Illustration of SA rating guidelines outlined in API RP 5L3 [2.25]. 
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In case A, the separations are parallel to the rolling plane and it is recommended not to 
subtract this area when calculating the SA. In case B, the separations are not parallel and the area 
should be subtracted when calculating the SA. However, this evaluation method is subject to 
individuals’ interpretation and is therefore a potential source of error. Ding et al. has proposed a 
new SA rating system to assess separations that account for not only the length, but the width of 
the separation and provide more sensitive results with respect to separations that have wider 
crack tip opening angles [2.3]. After evaluating multiple separations of different opening degree 
fractures, the authors found that the sidewalls of all the separations underwent cleavage fracture. 
Therefore, the projected area of the separation on the cross-sectional area was considered in the 
calculation of the SA. The lightly shaded area in Figure 2.8 represents the equivalent cleavage 
area that would be used to calculate the SA. 
 
Figure 2.8 Illustration of a separation in a chevron notched DWTT specimen. The lightly 
shaded area represents the equivalent cleavage area used to calculate the SA, 
while the coarsely shaded area represents the chevron notch [2.3]. 
 
Thicker plates have greater triaxial stresses at the crack tip when impact tested [2.19] and 
are more likely to separate along microstructural bands and texture regions with a high density of 
properly aligned cleavage planes [2.20, 2.20]. Therefore, it is important to understand how 
separations behave in thicker plates as they are more susceptible to separations. A novel study on 
the coupled effects of thickness and cracking resistance in X70 pipeline steel compact tension 
specimens [2.26] found that separations were present in all steel thicknesses, but increased in 
size and depth as specimen thickness increased. This study used a modification of the linear 
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach that addresses the 3D nature of a crack front. 
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Instead of using stress intensity factor and J-integral theories to characterize crack growth in a 
2D body that only take into account the variation of the in-plane constraint with respect to 
specimen geometries and configurations, the study focused on three parameter theories that 
included the out-of-plane constraint (Tz). Since the study was focused on varying thickness 
without changing the in-plane geometry configuration of the specimens, the Tz would control the 
3D effects and could be the sole focus. The separations located in the middle of a specimen were 
the most severe because the Tz is highest at the center of the specimen. The high Tz in front of a 
crack tip will create a path of least resistance that is perpendicular to the primary fracture 
surface, causing the formation of a separation. The thicker specimens also had more severe 
separations because as plate thickness increases, so does the initial Tz. However, separations 
prevent the material’s final Tz from increasing as specimen thickness increases because the 
initially high Tz will be released by the formation of a separation. 
The study also determined that the plane strain fracture toughness of the steel decreases 
with increasing sample thickness. As the thickness increases, so do the number of separations, 
reducing the effective local thickness. As the effective local thickness of a plate is reduced by 
separations, two effects occur: the ductile fracture energy decreases, which is detrimental to 
pipeline performance, and the DBTT decreases, which is beneficial for low temperature pipeline 
applications [2.19]. Both of these effects must be balanced when designing thick walled 
pipelines with API grades that are susceptible to separations in order to achieve an optimal 
design. 
2.2.1 Measuring Separation Severity  
There have been numerous methods proposed to characterize the severity of separations 
in steels, although there are no standardized methods approved by international groups such as 
ASTM or ISO. A thesis on the effect of separations on the assessment of CVN impact tests by 
Davis from the University of Wollongong [2.27] summarized two common methods used to 
measure separations; the separation index (SI) and the separation density (ρSP). The thesis also 
proposed a new method called the percent separation area (DA). The SI is described in 
Equation 2.1: 
 
 𝑆𝐼 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  𝑚𝑚−1 (2.1) 
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and has the units mm-1. The ρSP is described in Equation 2.2: 
 
 ρSP = 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑆𝑓 = 𝑚𝑚2 (2.2) 
 
where 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙is the relative number of separations determined by dividing the total length of all 
separations by the length of the shortest separation, and 𝑆𝑓 is the area of the fibrous zone of a 
CVN specimen. The DA is described as total separation width times total separation height 
divided by the total fracture surface area [2.27]. Davis found that the relationship between the SI 
and DA measurements were close to linear. 
 When comparing the separation severity metrics, Davis concluded that the SI and DA 
methods were comparable because they were not heavily influenced by small separations, while 
the ρSP method was heavily influenced by the smallest measured separation. One disadvantage of 
all three methods is that they do not capture the shape or distribution of the separations. Of all 
three methods, the SI method is the most objective, because each separation is measured 
individually and incorporated in the final measurement. Davis was also able to conclude, by 
correlating fracture surface appearance with the SI and DA measurements, that the greater the 
amount of separations observed in the CVN fracture surfaces, the more the separations were 
spread across the through–thickness direction. 
2.3 Toughness Anisotropy 
Controlling toughness anisotropy in plate produced for pipeline is critical as different 
pipeline fabrication methods can result in different angles between the original plate RD and the 
pipe’s hoop direction, which is also the direction of maximum tensile stress [2.1, 2.20, 2.22]. For 
example, the hoop direction or direction of maximum tensile stress in pipelines manufactured 
using the spiral welding method may correspond to the least tough 45° or diagonal direction (D-
D) CVN orientation [2.20] while pipelines manufactured by the UOE (U-ing and O-ing forming) 
method have the transverse CVN orientation corresponding to the hoop direction. Therefore, it is 
critical that the orientation dependence of toughness in the plate is controlled to prevent the use 
of steel plate that falls below standard requirements and increases the risk of catastrophic failure. 
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Crystallographic texture, microstructural banding, and their effect on separations have all been 
examined as the cause of toughness anisotropy in pipeline steels [2.1, 2.3, 2.20–22, 2.28–30]. 
2.3.1 Texture Effects on Toughness Anisotropy  
Crystallographic texture contributes to toughness anisotropy in CVN and DWTT because 
some specimen orientations place a large density of cleavage planes parallel to the primary 
fracture plane. Al Jabr et al. found that X70 CVN specimens with a large volume fraction of 
grains with their {100} planes parallel or close to the primary fracture plane substantially 
reduced the energy required to propagate fracture [2.1]. Numerous studies have determined that 
CVN samples with 45° orientations with respect to the RD typically contain a higher volume 
fraction of grains with these deleterious orientations [2.1, 2.20, 2.22, 2.28]. Figure 2.9 illustrates 
the 45° orientation, which is also referred to as the D-D.  
 
Figure 2.9 Illustration of CVN sample orientations showing conventional CVN orientations 
(left) and additional orientation (right). L, T, and D stand for longitudinal (parallel 
to the RD), diagonal (45° from the RD) and transverse (perpendicular to the RD) 
orientations, respectively. S stands for short TD parallel to the plate normal. The 
first letter represents the sample direction and the second represents the impact 
direction [2.20]. 
 
A study performed by Yang et al. on a X100 API steel grade found that elongated grain 
structures were found in different orientation CVN specimens [2.22]. The major textures 
observed in these specimens were {112}<110>, {223}<110>, {332}<113> and {001}<110> 
components. The RD fiber centered at {112}<110> and {223}<110> components was 
determined to be the main cause of anisotropy in impact toughness, while the weak {001}<110> 
component did not appear to contribute to impact toughness anisotropy. The strong {332}<113> 
component produced an isotropic effect while providing both high strength and toughness [2.22]. 
Figure 2.10 shows two inverse pole figures (IPF) generated with electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) data taken from 0° and 45° specimen orientations show the 45° orientation had a higher 
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volume fraction of grains with the deleterious <001> component than the 0° orientation, which 
resulted in a higher proportion of cleavage fracture at the same temperature. Therefore, the 
impact toughness in the 45° orientation was significantly lower than the other two orientations. 
Figure 2.10 also illustrates how the <110> component is one of the main contributors to 
toughness anisotropy in X100, as there is a significant difference in volume fraction of <110> 
grains between the two orientations. This is problematic when evaluating plate toughness on an 
industrial scale, because in order to evaluate the impact toughness of the X100 steel, multiple 
CVN orientations would need to be tested and the possible manufacturing methods for turning 
the plate into pipe would be limited.  
The {332}<113> is considered beneficial for improving a steel’s strength, toughness, and 
drawability [2.9]. The rotated cube {100}<011> component has a deleterious effect on the 
delamination behavior of steel [2.9]. Processing in the austenite-ferrite phase region has also 
been found to cause anisotropy in strength and toughness (increasing strength but reducing 
toughness) in finished products because there is a difference in the deformation resistance 
between the two phases which results in variation of texture orientations produced [2.10].  
 
Figure 2.10 EBSD data shown as an IPF map for X100 pipeline steel and graph of volume 
fractions of texture component orientations. The IPF map on the left was taken 
from the 0° orientation and the IPF map on the right was taken from the 45° 
orientation [2.22] (color image – see PDF copy). 
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Baczynski et al. [2.13] investigated the influence of rolling practices and their subsequent 
texture development on CVN impact toughness and measured the volume fractions of important 
texture components for each CVN impact specimen orientation in X80 steels. They found that 
controlled rolling in the austenite-ferrite phase region (referred to as Process B or Steel B) 
resulted in stronger texture development than X80 steels only hot rolled in the austenite phase 
region (referred to as Process A or Steel A). The weaker texture in the hot rolled steel was 
associated with more favorably oriented slip planes which lead to a higher toughness of the hot 
rolled steel samples at higher test temperatures. USE fracture at higher test temperatures occurs 
through nucleation and coalescence of micro-voids as the material experiences ductile failure. 
Steel B was found to have higher intensities of deformation components along the RD and ND 
fibers than steel A [2.13]. Therefore, Steel B has less of an ability to undergo ductile 
deformation, resulting in lower USEs.  
Baczynski et al. [2.13] considered how the specimen coordinate system rotations around 
the ND affected the volume fraction of the important texture components present. Figure 2.11 
illustrates how some of the critical texture components change with specimen orientation. Most 
notably, the {112}<110> component, associated with {110} and{112} slip planes, significantly 
drops from a volume fraction of 16 % to 1 % as the angle to the RD increases, and the 
{001}<110> component displays a minimum at the 45° to the RD.    
 
Figure 2.11 Rotated volume fractions of some important texture components observed in the 
work done by Baczynski et al. [2.13].  
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While the {001}<110> and {011}<001> components contribute to the anisotropy of 
fracture behavior with lower toughness in 45° and 0° specimen orientations, Baczynski et al. 
[2.13] found that the volume fraction of grains with such orientations were minimal, and 
exhibited minimal variation in volume fraction for all test orientations. This resulted in a lack of 
impact energy anisotropy at low CVN test temperatures (-196 °C), where all specimens failed in 
a brittle manner due to cleavage crack propagation. At lower temperatures, the distribution of the 
{001} cleavage planes play a greater role in influencing the mode of fracture. As CVN test 
temperatures were increased to -60 °C, the impact anisotropy associated with ductile fracture 
increased and was correlated to the {112}<110> component [2.13]. Baczynski et al. found that 
the volume fraction of both the {112} and {110} slip planes would control the ductile fracture, 
but only the {112}<110> component varied significantly (by a factor of 16) between the 0° and 
90° specimen orientations [2.13]. Temperature dependent toughness anisotropy occurs especially 
in the transition region between cleavage fracture to ductile fracture. Mouriño et al. [2.31] also 
studied the texture dependent mechanical anisotropy in X80 steels and found the TT region that 
exhibited toughness anisotropy was between -80 °C and -40 °C, especially in samples with the 
long axis at 45° to the RD. The samples with the long axis at 45° to the RD  had a volume 
fraction of {001} planes that was three times larger than samples oriented along the RD or TD 
and exhibited a 50 % CVN impact energy decrease compared to the other specimen orientations. 
For comparison, the TD samples had the minimum fraction of {001} planes and exhibited USE 
behavior at temperatures as low as -100 °C. Mouriño et al. [2.31] noted that an increase in the 
intensity of the {001}<110> component was correlated to a higher volume fraction of {001} 
planes parallel to 45° orientation specimen’s fracture plane.  
In addition to contributing to the anisotropy of fracture behavior with lower toughness in 
the 45° and 0° specimen orientations, {001}<110> component also contributes to the density of 
the {110} planes associated with glide. To determine the volume fractions of the {110} slip 
planes associated with the ductile type of fracture, Baczynski et al. [2.13] tested additional CVN 
specimens that had been rotated 45° around the TD axis. Figure 2.12 shows the volume fraction 
of the {hkl}<110> fiber after the 45° rotation around the TD axis and the CVN impact energy 
curves for both processes.  
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Figure 2.12 Rotated volume fractions of {hkl}<110> fibers in comparison with the CVN 
impact energy measured at room temperature [2.13]. 
 
There was a notable decrease in the volume fraction of the {hkl}<110> fiber (meaning 
{hkl} planes with {110} directions inclined 45° to the notch plane) in both steels as the sample 
orientation increases from 0° to 90° that was accompanied by a drop in CVN impact energy. 
Therefore, the CVN impact energy increases with the increase in {110} planes available to 
promote ductile fracture. This is because the {110}<111> slip system is the main source of 
plastic deformation in BCC materials [2.1, 2.32], and as plastic deformation increases, so does 
the CVN impact energy. 
2.3.2 Microstructural Effects on Toughness Anisotropy  
The microstructure of advanced API pipeline grades (X70 and greater) is often bainitic. 
Joo et al. found that large granular bainitic ferrite can impede crack growth and prevent 
separations [2.20]. Multiple authors have shown that a large volume fraction of deleterious 
orientations will form if the bainite is elongated, which subsequently promotes the formation of 
separations in the steel studied [2.21, 2.33]. Banding that occurs because of chemical segregation 
during solidification, especially when manganese is present [2.28], is another concern when 
manufacturing pipeline steels. Gervasyev et al. and Shin et al. [2.21, 2.33] suggest that banding 
may have an even greater effect than the volume fraction of grains with deleterious orientations 
on separations. Gervasyev et al. found that X80 steels with the same volume fraction of grains 
with the deleterious orientations, but increased banding, exhibited more separations [2.21]. A 
novel study by Joo et al. utilized additional CVN specimen orientations designed to promote 
separation to determine if microstructural banding was the main cause of separations in X80 
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steel, and subsequently the main contributor to toughness anisotropy [2.20]. The additional CVN 
specimens (i.e. L-S, D-S, and T-S illustrated in Figure 2.9) had the notches machined parallel to 
the plate surface to promote separations, since the maximum principal stress imparted by the 
CVN impact test on the specimens would then be normal to the rolling plane. In other words, the 
planes on which fracture occurs are the same for both the conventional and additional 
orientations, but the direction of impact during CVN testing is different. When testing traditional 
CVN orientations and then comparing them with the additional CVN orientations, Joo et al. 
suggested that separations caused by microstructural banding were the main contributor to 
toughness anisotropy in the X80 steel, while crystallographic texture was a secondary contributor 
[2.20]. 
However, another study conducted by Joo et al. designed to isolate the role of 
crystallographic texture on toughness anisotropy in the same X80 steels found that when 
banding, and subsequently separations, were eliminated through heat treatment, there was still 
significant variation in impact toughness between CVN specimen orientations, indicating that 
crystallographic texture also causes toughness anisotropy [2.28]. Both studies by Joo et al. [2.20, 
2.28] used X80 steels with similar microstructures. While heat treatments can affect texture and 
other mechanical properties, the heat treatment used on the X80 steel was specifically designed 
to be at a low enough temperature and time so significant austenite grain growth would not occur 
and the original austenite-ferrite texture relationship would be mostly preserved while 
eliminating banding. This is possible because of a “memory effect” which reproduces the 
crystallographic texture of the steel after austenitization when conditions are controlled to avoid 
significant austenite grain growth and then followed by quenching to room temperature [2.28]. 
The 24 possible Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationships between austenite and ferrite 
allow for some of the texture of the BCC ferrite to be retained after being heated and cooled into 
FCC austenite and back to BCC ferrite. A BCC grain will typically transform into an FCC grain 
using one specific K-S variant. As a result, it is possible for a similar texture to the original 
texture to develop in the pipeline steel after the heat treatment. Rapid cooling from austenite to 
ferrite designed specifically for the X80 steel used in the study was employed to suppress the 
formation of microstructural banding [2.28].  
Comparison of orientation distribution function (ODF) data also showed that the heat 
treatment had no significant effect on the texture, as both the as-received and the quenched 
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samples showed similar patterns of behavior in each of the orientation distribution maps taken 
from all sample orientations. CVN impact data taken from the conventional L-D, D-D, and T-D 
orientations indicated that the elimination of microstructural banding succeeded in preventing 
separations, but the variation in the CVN toughness in the impact transition region as a function 
of sample orientation was still very strong. Figure 2.13 shows that while the anisotropy index is 
reduced after the heat treatment, there is still a significant anisotropy index due to 
crystallographic texture. The anisotropy index is defined in Equation 2.3: 
 
 𝐴𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = (𝐽𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚−𝐽𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚)/𝐽𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (2.3) 
 
where J represents the energy absorbed during a CVN test and the subscripts represent the values 
of J at a given test temperature and sample orientation.  
The study designed to isolate the role of crystallographic texture on toughness anisotropy 
in X80 steels concluded that crystallographic texture was the major cause of CVN toughness 
anisotropy, rather than banding or delamination, which contradicts the other study conducted by 
Joo et al [2.20]. There is a lack of consensus on the respective roles of crystallographic texture 
and microstructural banding in developing toughness anisotropy. Regardless, all studies 
referenced suggest that both banding and crystallographic texture play a role in separations, 
which has been shown to have a significant effect on toughness anisotropy and requires further 
study. 
 
Figure 2.13 Graph of anisotropy index versus CVN test temperature comparing anisotropy 
indices for as received and heat treated samples [2.28]. 
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2.4 Inverse Fracture (IF)  
IF, also known as reverse fracture or abnormal fracture appearance (AFA), is described in 
two ways. (1) A DWTT fracture surface where ductile fracture initiates at the notch prior to 
brittle fracture. (2) The back half of the DWTT specimen exhibits AFA, or the restart of cleavage 
fracture in the hammer impacted region that extends significantly into the specimen (i.e. a 
distance of more than the plate thickness) because the material has undergone work hardening 
before fracture. This is commonly seen in high impact energy steels [2.34, 2.35]. Figure 2.14 
shows three DWTT fracture surfaces that exhibit both descriptions of IF: the ductile fracture 
initiation is outlined by the red triangle and the AFA in the hammer impacted region is outlined 
by the red teardrop. As new pipeline steel grades continue to increase in strength and toughness, 
with CVN energies exceeding 400 J, IF has become a major concern amongst pipeline steel 
manufacturers and consumers when qualifying these steel for service [2.1, 2.35, 2.36]. The API 
RP 5L3 for DWTT of pipeline steels was recently revised in 2017 to address this phenomenon. 
The API RP 5L3 considers specimens that exhibit ductile fracture initiation to be invalid, unless 
the fracture surface exhibits 100% ductile fracture [2.25]. Pipeline steel manufacturers currently 
do not have a widely accepted international standard to follow when assessing IF, which has lead 
manufacturers to make case by case agreements with clients purchasing high toughness pipeline 
steels [2.34]. 
 
Figure 2.14 Typical DWTT specimen fracture surface exhibiting both types of IF (color image 
– see PDF copy) [2.34].  
 
IF has been attributed to the work hardening of the DWTT specimen during testing that 
occurs because of the high fracture initiation required to initiate a crack in high toughness steels 
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[2.34, 2.37, 2.38]. Research performed by Hioe et al. [2.39] suggests that IF in advanced pipeline 
steels is caused mainly by their high fracture initiation energy, but not necessarily their fracture 
propagation energy. The high toughness of advanced pipeline steels resists the traditional brittle 
fracture initiation seen in DWTT of lower toughness steels and delays fracture initiation [2.34]. 
This delay has been observed using high speed cameras of DWTT that show the specimen 
bending significantly before the crack initiates [2.34]. The footage also shows that this initiation 
is often followed by crack arrest and additional significant bending of the remaining ligament 
until the specimen finally fails. This bending of the DWTT specimen results in work hardening 
of the steel ahead of the crack, especially in the remaining ligament after crack arrest. Hardness 
testing on broken DWTT specimens has shown that this remaining ligament is where the 
majority of work hardening occurs [2.34, 2.38], meaning the crack is propagating through work 
hardened steel that is not representative of the original material. By performing hardness testing 
on broken DWTT specimens, Hwang et al. determined that the area of the fracture surface that 
exhibits IF can be correlated to the presence of work hardening in a DWTT specimen. As the 
amount of the fracture surface exhibiting IF increased, the Vickers hardness and work hardening 
exponent of the hammer-impacted region of the specimen also increased. This is for a limited 
number of data points, but additional studies on the relationship of IF and work hardening in the 
hammer impacted region support these results [2.40].   
Two methods for dealing with IF have been debated in the literature: change the rating 
systems and standards to accommodate or work around IF, or change the DWTT specimen 
geometry to eliminate IF. Proponents of the latter method call for DWTT specimen redesign 
because the bending of the specimen during testing results in the work hardening of the steel, 
making it no longer representative of the original steel that is being qualified. A proper redesign 
of the DWTT specimen would allow for the isolation of crack propagation energy from the total 
energy imparted during DWTT. However, as the complexity of specimen geometry increases, so 
do the costs and precision required for machining. Both factors are inhibitive for mass adoption 
by industry and standardization.  
The pressed notch DWTT specimen (PN-DWTT) is simple to manufacture and a 
commonly used geometry, however it is preferred for testing lower-toughness steel because for 
high toughness steels the PN-DWTT does not always initiate brittle fracture [2.40, 2.41]. The 
API RP 5L3 recommends the use of a chevron notched DWTT specimen (CV-DWTT) for higher 
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toughness steels [2.25]. However, multiple studies [2.38, 2.39, 2.42, 2.43] have found that the 
use of a CV-DWTT does not eliminate the occurrence of IF. There have been numerous 
investigations of alternative DWTT specimen notches that are able to initiate brittle fracture in 
high toughness steels.  
While investigating the fracture initiation and TT behavior of quench and tempered arctic 
pipeline steels in 1976, Wilkowski et al. [2.44] found that the standard PN-DWTT for a 31.75 
mm thick X65 plate did not predict the full-scale TT. Upon reexamination of the PN-DWTT, IF 
was observed in the region of one plate thickness from the notch that is normally excluded from 
the SA rating. Wilkowski et al. [2.45] then conducted an investigation of four modified DWTT 
notch designs that would embrittle the notch and allow for brittle crack initiation or “pop in”: 
1. Brittle weld notch (BW-DWTT) (see Figure 2.15) 
2. Tungsten inert gas (TIG) weld embrittled notch 
3. Fatigue cracked notch 
4. Statically pre-cracked pressed notch (SPC-DWTT) 
Wilkowski et al. found that the BW-DWTT and the SPC-DWTT specimens produced 
DBTT curves that matched full scale pipe burst testing behavior. At the time, Wilkowski et al. 
concluded that the SPC-DWTT was the best modified DWTT notch design because it employed 
the pressed notch and required the least amount of additional effort, while the BW-DWTT 
required more time and effort to manufacture [2.45]. However, in a 2016 study by Hioe et al. 
[2.39] that investigated modified DWTT specimens and full scale pipe burst testing of 24.6 mm 
thick X65 pipeline steel (CVN energy 350-400 J) , the SPC-DWTT proposed in Wilkowski et 
al.’s 1977 work was found to exhibit IF.  Therefore, the BW-DWTT was reinvestigated. Hioe et 
al. found that the original weld metal (Rockwell C = 58) used was so brittle that it always 
initiated the brittle crack and would arrest 25 -30% of the maximum load. Therefore, a lower 
hardness weld metal (Rockwell C=20) was then successfully used to initiate brittle fracture 
without arresting to much of the load. The BW-DWTT specimens showed a more gradual 
transition curve with a higher DBTT, but agreed with the PN-DWTT results at higher 
temperatures when there was about 15% SA or less.  The BW-DWTT results were also in closer 
agreement with the full scale pipe burst testing than the PN-DWTT. The BW-DWTT eliminated 
the appearance of IF in full thickness specimens, and valid tests were obtained unless there was 




Figure 2.15 (a) BW-DWTT design from testing done in 1977 [2.43] and (b) BW-DWTT 
design from testing done in 2016 [2.39].  
 
Another modified design is the “back-slotted” DWTT specimen (Figure 2.16) that uses 
the same standard DWTT geometry but introduces a slot in the hammer impacted region that is 
then filled with a shim during testing. The slot shortens the fracture path ligament while ideally 
not affecting the crack initiation energy. Pussegoda et al. performed instrumented DWTT on 
back-slotted  and traditional DWTT specimens of API pipeline steel grades ranging from X57-
X100 and found the back slot did not affect the first portion of the load-time trace and curtailed 
the trace once the crack reached the back-slot in most cases [2.41]. Hwang et al. found that the 
use of a 3 mm x19 mm x plate thickness back slot in the hammer impacted region of 20.63 mm 
thick X70 DWTT specimens slightly reduced the fracture surface area that presented IF in both 
PN and CV-DWTT specimens (see Table 2.2) because the fracture path no longer passes through 






Figure 2.16 (a) Shape and dimensions of the back slotted DWTT specimen and (b) 
measurement of SA % and IF area on the DWTT fracture surface [2.38].  
 
Hwang et al.’s work with the back-slotted DWTT specimens also assessed the efficacy of 
a corrected SA rating system versus the standard API rating system for assessing IF, as the 
amount of IF could be controlled by introducing or removing the back slot. The API RP 5L3 for 
the % SA calculation is described in the following equation: 
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where t, a, and b are the full plate thickness, width of cleavage fracture, and length of cleavage 
fracture, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.16. The corrected % SA proposed by Hwang et al. 
does not include IF is described by the following equation: 
 




Hwang et al. found that there was a significant variation in the calculation of the % SA 
between the two rating systems, and that the inclusion of IF decreased the % SA resulting in a 
high calculated 85 % SA transformation temperature. This resulted in a low toughness 
evaluation. The results of Hwang et al.’s work are summarized in Table 2.2. Hwang et al. 
concluded that it was desirable to exclude the IF that formed in the hammer-impacted region 
when calculating % SA of a DWTT because the material in that region is not representative of 
the actual pipeline.   
Table 2.2 – DWTT results comparing back-slotted DWTT to traditional DWTT and rating 






Including IF* Not Including IF** 
Pressed Notch 88 96 
Chevron Notch 82 93 
Pressed Notch, back-
slotted 93 100 
Chevron Notch, back-
slotted 91 96 
*% SA measured by API RP 5L3, Equation 2.4 [2.25] 
** % SA measured by a corrected method, Equation 2.5 [2.38] 
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A discontinued joint industry project by Det Norske Veritas (DNV) developed an 
informal rating methodology (DNV OS-F101) that allows for the inclusion of ductile fracture 
initiation IF in the area for rating the SA [2.40]. DNV first compared the force-time curves of 
multiple steels in the joint industry project and determined that while the initiation of brittle 
fracture was earlier than ductile fracture, the point in time for ductile fracture was more 
consistent than brittle fracture and the propagating fracture velocity and the absorbed 
propagation energy were consistent for a large range of test temperatures [2.40]. DNV concluded 
that DWTT results with ductile fracture initiation IF area are as consistent as the results obtained 
from DWTT that exhibit brittle fracture initiation. Therefore, brittle initiation was not required 
by DNV for their SA rating [2.40].  
DNV also investigated a SA rating system that proposed eliminating 25 mm from each 
end of the DWTT fracture surface, instead of 19 mm, which is the thickness of the DWTT 
specimens investigated in the study. The DWTT specimens in this study were all 19 mm thick 
because the API RP 5L3 standard allows for a reduction in thickness for plates greater than 19 
mm to 19mm with an accompanied drop in DWTT temperature. DVN chose to subtract 25 mm 
from the fracture surface because it was a compromise between providing enough fracture 
surface for evaluation and avoiding the hammer-impacted region. Hardness testing determined 
the size of the region to be 30 mm into the specimen for the materials that exhibited the most 
ductile fracture [2.40]. 
 DNV found that there was a decrease in the calculated DBTT when using this 
preliminary approach to reduce the influence of IF on the SA rating. DNV recommended 
critically choosing an 85 % SA criteria that avoids unnecessary conservatism in DBTT 
calculation by verifying that the SA corresponds to the curves generated by plotting the 
corresponding absorbed propagation energies to assess the actual transition in ductility for the 
tested steel [2.40]. 
Igi et al. proposed the use of another rating method called the Best-Estimate method; SA 
calculations are only made in the fracture area between shear lips of constant a width, as 
observed in a full-scale pipe burst testing [2.35].   
Work done by Hioe et al. compared two 24.6 mm thick X65 TMCP line-pipe steels called 
Pipe 271 and Pipe 272 that had average upper-shelf CVN energies of 400 J and 350 J 
respectively at 0 °C and used all three rating systems to assess the 85% SA of full thickness and 
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reduced thickness 19 mm DWTT specimens. The results are summarized in Table 2.3 and Table 
2.4: 




85 % SA Temperature 
(°C) 
Pipe 272 








API RP 5L3 No valid test 0 -3 9 
DNV -25 0 -3 9 
Best-
Estimate -10 -6 to 3 6 12 
 




85 % SA Temperature 
(°C) 
Pipe 272 








API RP 5L3 -32 -7 <-30 9 
DNV -32 -7 <-30 9 
Best-
Estimate -32 -7 <-30 9 
 
Hioe et al. found that the Best-Estimate rating matched the results of the API RP 5L3 and 
DNV ratings for the 19 mm reduced thickness specimens, but did not match the results of the 
full-thickness DWTT. The Best-Estimate rating of the BW-DWTT were the best match for the 
full scale pipe burst tests. Hioe et al. also found that using the Best-Estimate rating procedure 
moves the DBTT curve of the PN-DWTT closer to the BW-DWTT curve. Therefore, the Best-
Estimate method partially addressed the IF present in the PN-DWTT.  
2.5 Advanced and Instrumented Fracture Toughness Measurements 
CVN testing is commonly used to determine the DBTT and USE of pipeline steels. The 
test relies upon visual inspection of fully broken CVN specimens to determine the percent SA of 
the fracture surface and measuring the final swing height of the hammer to determine the impact 
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energy. The percent SA rating and the USE measurements can then be correlated to the 
material’s fracture behavior and fracture toughness, respectively. 
Higher toughness pipeline steels often exhibit IF and separations or, in particular when 
the absorbed energy values of the steel are greater than 400 J, hardly any fracture is observed and 
the specimen is subjected to severe plastic deformation (i.e. the specimen is bent and pushed 
through the anvil) during CVN testing [2.36]. Empirical correlations between USE and fracture 
toughness, as well as comparisons to lower toughness steel USEs, are not designed to incorporate 
CVN test results that do not completely fracture, as is often the case with advanced pipeline and 
higher toughness steels.  The ASTM standard for CVN testing ASTM E23-16 [2.46] states that 
partially fractured specimens may not provide the same absorbed energy information as a fully 
broken specimen. When testing high toughness steels, the CVN impact test behaves more like a 
dynamic bend test causing significant wear to the machine through the large amounts of 
anvil/specimen friction and hammer vibrations [2.36]. 
2.5.1 “Low-Blow” Modified CVN Testing 
Alternatives to the standard CVN test have been investigated by the NIST CVN machine 
verification program as a means to characterize the impact toughness of these high toughness 
steels. Lucon et al. [2.36] investigated T200 maraging steel and X65 pipeline steel. In addition to 
the traditional CVN specimens and miniaturized CVN (KLST) type specimens (covered in the 
ASTM E2248-15 standard [2.47]), fatigue-precracked CVN (PCVN) and fatigue-precracked 
miniaturized CVN (PKLST) specimens were also made by initiating and propagating a fatigue 
crack at the root of the CVN notch. Regular sized (CVN-S) and miniaturized (KLST-S) 
specimens were made by cutting a narrow slit with an EDM wire with a diameter of ~0.1 mm at 
the bottom of the existing CVN root, or from the upper surface of the specimen, replacing the 
notch. A variation of the CVN-S specimen, designated CVN-SC, was also investigated and uses 
a rough mechanical cut produced by a saw at the bottom of the CVN notch (blade thickness ~0.3 
mm). An additional parameter of side-grooves (total depth = 20% of original thickness) on the 
full sized CVN specimens was also tested, as side-grooves can enhance the stress triaxiality and 
crack-tip constraint, facilitating plane-strain fracture, and promote uniform crack growth which 
prevents crack tunneling [2.36].  
To determine the critical J-integral value (JQ) and develop the J-R (crack-resistance) 
curve for each specimen geometry, the multiple-specimen approach was used. The multiple-
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specimen approach is an isothermal CVN test where varying amounts of crack growth (Δa) are 
generated by testing each specimen configuration at different final values of deflections [2.36, 
2.48]. The final value of deflection (or specimen bending angle) depends on the potential energy 
of the impact hammer and is varied by changing the fall angle (the initial height of the hammer). 
The falling angle of the hammer is adjusted to produce the desired amount of crack extension 
(Δa) without fracturing the specimen. The J-integral was calculated from the instrumented force-
displacement test record and the crack length was measured on the fracture surface after heat 
tinting the fracture surface and then breaking them open in liquid nitrogen. The J-R curve is 
generated by fitting J/Δa data points with a power law regression curve in accordance with 
ASTM E1820-17 Annex A8 [2.49]. JQ, or an engineering approximation of the material’s 
toughness at crack initiation, can then be calculated from the J-R curve. JQ is calculated by 
determining where the J-R curve intersects with a 0.2 mm offset construction line that is 
representative of the flow stress of the material [2.49]. The JQ values determined using CVN 
specimens are considered size dependent toughness measurements and cannot be qualified as JIc, 
the material’s plane strain fracture toughness, as the dimensions of the specimens are too small to 
measure fracture toughness [2.49]. The J-integral at 0.5 mm of crack extension (J0.5) can also be 
calculated if the experimental data falls outside of the construction lines, as was the case with 
most of the J-R curves developed for the X65 steel [2.36]. 
Lucon et al. [2.36] found that while the X65 steel had a larger tearing modulus (a 
quantitative property related to propagation resistance that is calculated as the derivative of the J-
R curve at JQ [2.50]) than the T200 maraging steel, the notch configuration (fatigue pre-cracked 
versus EDM slit) had only a limited influence on the tearing modulus for the same specimen type 
(full size or miniaturized), regardless of material. The J-R curves also showed that the notch 
configuration had only a moderate effect on the resistance to dynamic crack propagation, 
especially for the tougher X65 steel. The saw-cut notch properties were even comparable for the 
T200 material up to 1 mm of ductile crack propagation.  
Lucon et al. [2.36] also noted that there was an insensitivity of ductile fracture toughness 
to notch acuity in both steels. The tougher a material is, the larger the plastic zone ahead of the 
crack tip can be, and subsequently crack tip blunting before initiation of ductile tearing becomes 
more pronounced [2.51]. Since both X65 and T200 are relatively tough materials, with relatively 
large plastic zones, the effect of notch acuity between a fatigue pre-cracked notch with a root 
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radius of essentially zero and an EDM slit with a radius of ~0.1 mm was not significant and was 
reflected in the JQ / J0.5 results. Lucon et al. [2.36] concluded that while both notch configurations 
allow for accurate characterization of initiation and propagation of stable tearing in high 
toughness materials, effectively measuring the actual fracture toughness better than traditional 
CVN test, the “coarser” and more cost effective EDM slit notch configuration can be used 
instead of the fatigue pre-cracked notch configuration when testing high toughness steels with no 
significant change in the ductile fracture toughness properties measured [2.36]. However, notch 
acuity could play a greater role in measuring fracture toughness in brittle materials that have 
smaller plastic zones. Comparison of the standard CVN and side-grooved specimens also 
showed that side-grooving has a larger effect on the measured ductile fracture toughness 
properties than notch acuity, and reconfirmed the use of side-grooves as a means of avoiding 
overestimating these properties [2.36]. 
2.5.2 Instrumented Impact Testing 
Lucon et al. [2.36] utilized instrumented CVN machines to generate force-displacement 
data. Instrumented CVNs are a part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s 
(NIST) effort to relate CVN impact measurements of fracture toughness back to fundamental 
force/energy theories, rather than relying upon empirical correlations that must be continually 
updated to accurately represent advanced materials with novel microstructures and higher 
strength and toughness [2.36]. While instrumented CVN machines first gained prominence in the 
early 1960s [2.52, 2.53], they are not in common use as they increase the cost of CVN testing. 
The force-displacement or load-time data provided from instrumented CVN machines is more 
detailed than traditional energy absorbed during impact data, and can provide a better 
understanding of the fracture initiation and propagation energies. Instrumented CVN testing on 
nuclear reactor vessel materials conducted by the Belgian SCK CEN nuclear research center 
[2.52] determined that the load-time trace exhibits features that can be related to a number of key 
parameters in additional to the traditional “global quantities” (i.e. absorbed energy, lateral 
expansion (LE), and SA); flow properties, the microcleavage fracture stress, crack arrest 
performance, and the DBTT [2.52]. Figure 2.17 has been adapted from Chaouadi et al. [2.52] 
and identifies the characteristic loads and various stages of fracture that a CVN specimen 






Figure 2.17 Graph of an instrumented CVN force-displacement trace (a) with the 
characteristic observed loads, and (b) illustrating the stages of fracture in relation 
to the correlating fracture surface features labeled from [2.52]. 
 
 According to Chaouadi et al. [2.52], the following characteristic loads that can be 
observed on an instrumented force-displacement trace are: 
 load at general yield (Pgy): occurring when the plastic zone reaches the opposite surface 
of the specimen cross-section below the notch; 
 maximum load (Pm);   
 load at unstable fracture (Pu): load at which brittle unstable fracture occurs;  
 arrest load (Pa): load at which fracture arrest occurs resulting in a transition from 
cleavage to ductile fracture.  
 In Figure 2.17(b), the load-time trace shows the stages of fracture in relation to the 
correlating fracture surface features. The energy expended in the initiation of the ductile crack 
includes the energy required to reach the material’s yield point to a midway point between the 
yield point and the maximum load. Additional work utilizing a magnetic emission detector 
experimentally verified the latter. Ductile crack extension follows until brittle fracture initiation 
and rapid propagation, which is marked by a rapid drop in the load-time trace. The remaining 
energy is expended in shear lip formation. The appearance and presence of these regions on the 
load-time trace is dependent on temperature, which dictates ductile and brittle fracture 
mechanisms [2.52]. Chaouadi et al. [2.52] concluded that for highly sensitive studies on the 
irradiation effects on reactor pressure vessels, the global quantities measured in traditional CVN 
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testing are biased. This is because traditional CVN testing relies solely on point energy 
measurements that are not sensitive enough to account for the effects of the multiple fracture 
processes (i.e. ductile crack initiation, propagation, brittle fracture, crack arrest, and shear lip 
formation) that are unequally affected by irradiation [2.52].   
Instrumented CVN testing is also often employed in the study of composite materials that 
commonly display separations. Instrumented CVN impact testing on four different 
unidirectionally reinforced epoxy-matrix composites by Adams et al. [2.54] found that the load-
time trace had characteristic signatures that could be used to identify and quantify the initiation 
of separations [2.54]. When examining the load-displacement traces in a glass-epoxy composite 
that exhibited “gross delamination”, Adams et al. [2.54] noted that after the large peak load was 
attained, most of the energy did not dissipate until well after the peak load, at load levels that 
were a fraction of the peak load. The total impact energy of the glass-epoxy composite was also 
larger when compared to a graphite-epoxy composite that has a similar peak load, but did not 
exhibit separations. Therefore, the extended and “jagged” load-time trace of the glass-epoxy 
composite due to the delayed dissipation of energy caused by separations allowed Adams et al. 
[2.54] to identify and quantify the impact energy associated with separation. If traditional CVN 
testing had been used to compare the impact behavior of the glass-epoxy and graphite-epoxy 
composites, there would have been no notable difference between the two materials beyond the 
visual difference between the fracture surfaces, as the peak loads that would have been used to 
determine the USE or develop a DBTT curve were similar. Further study of pipeline steels using 
instrumented CVN and potentially DWTT is needed to identify and quantify the impact behavior 
of these steels when separations occur. Separations are often considered deleterious to the 
performance of pipeline steels because they are unpredictable and cannot reliably be used as an 
energy dissipation mechanism [2.54]. However, if they can be quantified and predicted, 
separation behavior could be designed as energy dissipation mechanisms and used to greatly 
increase the absorbed impact energy of pipeline steels [2.26].  
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
This project follows  research presented in the Doctor of Philosophy thesis, “Influence of 
Crystallographic Texture in X70 Pipeline Steels on Toughness Anisotropy and Delamination” by 
Haytham Al-Jabr [3.1], and is focused on understanding the factors that cause separations during 
impact testing of advanced higher toughness X70 pipeline plate steels. This research also 
assesses the effects of separations on toughness and toughness anisotropy in thicker, high 
strength pipeline steels that are intended for service at subzero temperatures. The effect of 
increasing plate thickness and subsequent through-thickness microstructural and crystallographic 
texture changes on impact behavior during CVN and DWTT were also investigated.  
The fundamental questions to be answered by this research are: 
 What factors control the formation and location of separations in plates of varying 
thickness and how do separations affect toughness and toughness anisotropy during 
impact testing? 
 How does plate thickness and subsequent variation in through-thickness microstructure 
and crystallographic texture relate to impact behavior? 
To answer these questions X70 plates of four different thicknesses, but similar 
chemistries were obtained for CVN and DWTT. The next chapter details the materials used and 
outlines the experimental procedures followed in this project. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 This chapter presents the experimental materials, characterization, and mechanical 
testing methods used for this project. 
4.1 Material 
Four commercially produced X70 steel plates of four different thicknesses were obtained 
for this project. The 13.5 and 15.5 mm thick plates were provided by SABIC and taken from 
coiled plate. The 22 and 32 mm thick plates were provided by Baosteel Co. Ltd. and were taken 
from flat plate. All four plates’ chemical compositions are similar and in line with the target 
compositions outlined by the API 5L Specification for Line Pipe [4.1], and are listed in Table 
4.1. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) testing was used to determine the 22 and 32 mm 
plates’ chemical compositions in accordance with ASTM E415 [4.2]. EDS was performed on the 
22 mm plate to determine if chemical banding was present in the plate. EDS point and line scans 
performed along the through-thickness direction of the plate were obtained using a JEOL® 
7000F FE-SEM equipped with an EDAX DigiView camera and analyzed using EDAX 
GenesisTM Data Collection Software. Point scans were spaced approximately 1 mm apart and 
traversed from the centerline to the edge of the plate to determine if there was a chemical 
gradient across the plate through-thickness. Points were placed randomly on regions of the 
bainitic secondary constituent and ferrite. Two line scans of 425 μm and 290 μm with a point 
spacing of ~5 μm (i.e. 86 individual points) was performed across banded regions to determine if 
there was local chemical segregation within the bands.  
Table 4.1 – Chemical Composition of X70 Plates in Weight % (NR: Not Reported) 
 C Mn Si Cr Mo Al Ni S P Cu Ti + Nb + V 
13.5 mm  0.052 1.57 0.21 0.12 0.21 0.04 0.02 0.003 0.010 0.03 ≤0.10 
15.5 mm 0.050 1.51 0.20 0.14 0.16 0.03 0.01 0.002 0.005 0.01 ≤0.09 
22 mm 0.040 1.62 0.23 0.16 NR 0.03 NR 0.004 0.013 NR ≤0.06 
32 mm 0.050 1.63 0.24 0.16 NR 0.03 NR 0.006 0.014 NR ≤0.06 
 
4.2 Metallography 
Metallographic samples from all four plates, with dimensions 12.5 mm x 5 mm x plate 
thickness in the LD (revealing the 0° orientation plane) and the TD (revealing the 90° orientation 
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plane) (see Figure 4.1 (a)), were cut using a water-cooled abrasive saw. These samples were then 
quartered for mounting in Bakelite (Figure 4.1 (b)). Mounted samples were ground and polished 
using a LECO® GPX300 auto-polisher. Grinding and polishing stages are summarized in Table 
4.2. Isopropyl alcohol was used between stages to clean the samples while avoiding pitting. 
Samples were etched with 2% nital solution (2% nitric acid, 98% methanol). 
Table 4.2 – Auto-Grinding/Polishing Routine 
Stage Time (min) Weight (N) 
Head/Base Speed 
(rpm) 
120-180 grit  3:00 13.34 (3 lbs) 150/75 
220-320 grit  2:00 13.34 (3 lbs) 150/75 
600 grit  3:00 13.34 (3 lbs) 150/75 
6 µm diamond 1:30 17.79 (4 lbs) 180/100 
3 µm diamond 1:00 17.79 (4 lbs) 180/100 
1 µm diamond 1:30 17.79 (4 lbs) 170/100 
 
4.2.1 Light Optical Microscopy (LOM) and Field Emission Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (FE-SEM) 
Initial microstructural characterization was performed with an Olympus PMG3 LOM, 
followed by imaging with a high resolution JEOL® 7000F FE-SEM in order to characterize the 
finer microstructural constituents present. Two samples from each plate and sample orientation 
were imaged in order to have a complete set of images that covered the full plate thickness. As 
illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), images were taken in three locations, designated edge, quarter, and 
center, in order to collect micrographs in the through-thickness direction of each sample and 
analyze the microstructure through the plate thickness.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1 Illustration of the (a) different orientations of the metallographic samples with 
respect to the RD and (b) quartered specimens and the three image locations. 
Red arrow indicates the path of the through-thickness hardness traverse. 
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4.3 Grain Size and Volume Fraction Measurements 
This section discusses the procedures used for grain size and volume fraction 
measurements. 
4.3.1 ASTM E562 Volume Fraction Measurement  
Initial characterization revealed the 22 and 32 mm plates’ microstructure contains both 
ferrite and a secondary microconstituent that is likely bainite. ASTM E562-11 [4.3] was 
followed to perform volume fraction analysis on both steels in both orientations at the three 
through-thickness locations illustrated in Figure 4.1. Using the software ImageJ, a circular grid 
of three concentric circles with 100 evenly spaced points was overlaid randomly on the 
micrographs. A visual estimate of the area % of the secondary constituent was determined to be 
around 20% or greater for most samples. The 100 point grid (PT=100) was chosen to facilitate 
easy volume % calculations and to allow for the use of a minimum of 5 micrographs (called 
fields) to achieve ~ 20% relative accuracy. 
 Micrographs with a magnification of 500x were used as they allowed for clear resolution 
of the ferrite grains and secondary constituent regions. The grid points that fell within the 
secondary constituent (Pi) were counted using ImageJ’s cell counter function. Any points that 
fell on a constituent border were counted as 0.5. The average % of points per field (?̅?𝑝) was 
calculated using the following equation: 
 
 ?̅?𝑝 = 1𝑛 ∑ 𝑃𝑖/𝑃𝑇 × 100𝑛𝑖=1  (4.1) 
 
The standard deviation for ?̅?𝑝, the 95% confidence index (CI), and % relative accuracy (RA) of 
the volume % estimate were calculated in accordance with ASTM E562-11. The volume % 
estimate of the secondary constituent was given as: 
 
 𝑉𝑣 = ?̅?𝑝 ± 95% 𝐶𝐼 (4.2) 
 
Additional fields were counted for volume fraction analysis if the grain size analysis required 
additional fields to improve statistical accuracy. 
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4.3.2 ASTM E112 Grain Size Measurement 
ASTM E112-13 [4.4] was followed to perform grain size analysis on all four steels and 
used the same micrographs taken for volume fraction analysis for the 22 and 32 mm plates. 
Micrographs taken in both orientations were used for grain size analysis of the 15.5 mm plate. 
Only the TD micrographs revealing the 90° orientation plane were used for grain size analysis of 
the 13.5 mm plate. The Abrams three-circle procedure was used to determine grain size. Using 
ImageJ, a grid of three concentric circles was overlaid randomly on the micrographs. The 
number of ferrite grains that intercepted the circles (N) were then counted using ImageJ’s cell 
counter function and the total length (𝐿𝑇) of the circumferences of the three circles was 
calculated in ImageJ using micrographs of a standard scale bar to set the scale in the software. 
The number of intercepts per unit length of test line was then calculated using the following 
equation: 
 
 𝑁𝐿 = 𝑁𝐿  (4.3) 
 
This process was repeated two times per field (n) and ?̅?𝐿 was calculated as the average of the 
two 𝑁𝐿  measurements. The mean lineal intercept value for each field was then calculated using 
the following equation: 
 
 𝑙 ̅ = 1?̅?𝐿 (4.4) 
 
The average value of n determinations of 𝑙 ̅was used to determine the ASTM grain size. The 
standard deviation f of 𝑙,̅ the 95% CI, and % RA of the volume % estimate were calculated in 
accordance with ASTM E112-13. Generally, a <10% RA is considered to be acceptable 
precision for most purposes. If the % RA was >10%, up to six more additional fields were 
measured. For the 22 and 32 mm thick plates, the following equation was used to determine the 
mean lineal intercept: 
 
 𝑙?̅?𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 𝑉𝑣 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑁𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒  (4.5) 
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where 𝑉𝑣 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 is the ferrite volume fraction. Statistical analysis was performed on the data from 
both orientations. 𝑙 ̅can be used to estimate an average grain size diameter, ?̅?. No statistical 
analysis can be applied to ?̅? because it is estimated with a multiplying factor that is based upon 
the grain shape and a grain size distribution function. The following equation provides a 
reasonable estimate of the spatial diameter based upon the tetrakaidecahedron shape model: 
 
 ?̅? = 1.571𝑙 ̅ (4.6) 
 
4.4 Vickers Microhardness 
Automated Vickers microhardness (100 g, 10 second dwell) traverses were performed 
through-thickness (see Figure 4.1(b)) using a LECO® LM110AT indenter with a spacing of 100 
µm between each indent on the same metallographic samples used for microstructural 
characterization. Samples were re-polished before hardness testing to remove the nital etch.  
4.5 Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing was conducted at the Colorado School of Mines on a MTS Alliance® 
RT/1100 load frame with an 89 KN (20,000 lb) load cell. The same flat tensile specimen 
geometry and orientations used in the preceding work by Haytham Al-Jabr [4.5] were machined 
from the centerline and quarter-depth of all four plates (see Figure 4.2) and tested at room 
temperature at a strain rate of 2.54 mm/min (0.1 in/min) in accordance with ASTM E8 [4.6]. 
Elongation was measured with a 50.8 mm (2 in) Shepic extensometer and yield strengths were 
calculated with a 0.2% strain offset. Uniform elongation was determined at the ultimate tensile 
strength and total elongation was determined at failure. Additional post-mortem thickness and 
width measurements were taken in order to calculate the plastic strain ratio (r) for each specimen. 
The standard for plastic strain ratio, ASTM E517-18, generally recommends using two 
extensometers for determining r, but also allows for manually measuring changes in width and 
thickness. The plastic strain ratio is the ratio of the width and thickness strains under tension and 
is usually calculated for sheet metal intended for deep drawing applications [4.7, 4.8]. The plastic 
strain ratio was determined at the maximum uniform strain. When r = 1, the material is 
considered isotropic. When r>1, it suggests resistance to thinning in the thickness direction, 
while r<1 suggests susceptibility to thinning [4.9]. For sheets with planar anisotropy, the plastic 
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strain ratio will vary with orientation. Planar anisotropy in sheet is related to texture [4.8, 4.9] 
and high plastic strain ratios suggest that texture components present in the tensile specimen do 
not allow for slip to enable deformation easily in the thickness direction [4.9]. The plastic strain 
ratio is usually calculated using width and length strains instead of thickness strains and assumed 
that the volume remains constant during tensile testing [4.7], because the minimal change in 
sheet thickness is difficult to accurately measure. For this research, the thickness strain was 
measured because plate tensile specimens are significantly thicker than sheet and allow for 




Figure 4.2 (a) Dimensioned drawing of tensile specimen geometry (all units in mm) 
adapted from [4.5] and (b) diagram showing the three orientations of the 
specimens with respect to the plate’s RD. 
 
The width and thickness of each specimen was measured at both ends of the gauge length 
before and after tensile testing and these values were used to determine the width strain (ε𝑤) and 
thickness strain (ε𝑡). The plastic strain ratio was calculated for both of these locations and then 
averaged to determine the plastic strain ratio of the specimen. Finally, all three plastic strain 
ratios for a test condition were averaged and the standard deviation was calculated from these 
values. The plastic strain ratio is defined in the following equation:  
 
 𝑟 = ε𝑤ε𝑡  (4.7) 
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Once the plastic strain ratio is calculated for each orientation, it can be averaged over the three 
orientations to determine the normal anisotropy coefficient (rm): 
 
 𝑟𝑚 = r0 + 2r45 + r904  (4.8) 
 
4.6 CVN Testing 
CVN impact testing was conducted at NIST Boulder on a high-capacity 953 JMPM 
Pendulum 9000 CVN test machine. Traditional CVN specimens, with the geometry shown in 
Figure 4.3(a), were machined in the three orientations illustrated in Figure 4.3(b) and tested over 
a range of 10 temperatures (listed in Table 4.1) to determine the plates’ DBTTs, in accordance 
with  ASTM E23 [4.10]. All tests were performed at impact loading rates (hammer speed ≈ 1 
m/s). CVN specimens tested below room temperature were chilled for a minimum of 10 minutes 
in a bath of ethanol and liquid nitrogen that had been normalized to the appropriate temperature. 
Absorbed energy results were determined by comparing the initial and final hammer heights, as 
outlined in ASTM E23 for un-instrumented CVN testing. Lateral expansion (LE) measurements 




Figure 4.3 (a) Dimensioned drawing of CVN specimen geometry (all units in mm unless 
specifying surface finish) adapted from [4.10] and (b) diagram showing the 
three orientations of the specimens with respect to the plate’s RD. 
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CVN Test Temperatures (°C) DWTT Temperatures (°C) 
13.5 
0° -180, -135, -115, -100, -95, -90, -75, -40, -40, 21 -20, -40, -60 
45° -180, -135, -115, -90, -70, -60, -50, -40, -40, 21 -20, -40,-50, -60 
90° -180, -135, -115, -90, -70, -40, -10, 21, 100, 200 -20, -40, -60, -70 
15.5 
0° -180, -135, -115, -100, -100, -90, -75, -40, -40, 21 -20, -25, -30, -40 
45° -180, -135, -115, -90, -70, -65, -60, -40, -10, 21 0,-10, -20, -30, -40 
90° -180, -135, -115, -90, -75, -40, -40, -30, 21, 100 -20, -25, -30, -40 
22 
0° -180, -135, -120, -115, -100, -95, -90, -40, -40, 21 -20, -40, -50, -60 
45° -180, -135, -115, -110, -105, -100, -90, -40, 21, 100 -20, -40, -50, -60 
90° -180, -135, -130, -125, -120, -115, -110, -90, -40, 21 -20, -30, -40, -60 
 
4.6.1 CVN DBTT Curve Fitting 
TT curves were fitted to the CVN absorbed energy, LE, and SA data using Equation 4.9 
[4.11] with the Microsoft Excel solver function. The variables used in Equation 4.9 are 
illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
 
 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (𝑇 − 𝑇0)𝐶  (4.9) 
 
The 50% absorbed energy, LE, and SA TT were determined by the intersection of the 
50% response value (labeled A in Figure 4.4) and the TT curve. 
  
Figure 4.4 Graph of temperature versus response as an example of fitting a curve to 
toughness data using Equation 4.9 [4.11]. 
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4.7 “Low-Blow” CVN Testing 
In addition to traditional CVN impact testing, a supplemental study on modified 
geometry “low-blow” CVN specimens were tested at NIST Boulder on an instrumented high-
capacity 953 JMPM Pendulum 9000 CVN test machine. “Low-blow” CVN specimens, with the 
geometry shown in Figure 4.5, were machined in the same three orientations illustrated in Figure 
4.3(b). “Low-blow” CVN testing is designed to determine the dynamic fracture toughness of a 
material, following ASTM E1820-17 [4.12]. Using a multiple specimen approach, the J-R curve 
and JQ was determined for each plate. Seven “low-blow” CVN specimens per plate were tested at 
room temperature and the falling angle of the hammer was adjusted for each specimen to 
produce different amounts of Δa. All tests were performed at impact loading rates (hammer 
speed ≈ 1 m/s). To measure Δa, cracked specimens were heat tinted at 300 °C for 1 hour, broken 
open in liquid nitrogen, and imaged and measured on a Keyence digital microscope. The 
corresponding J-integral value was calculated form the instrumented force-deflection data. The J-
R curve was generated by fitting the seven data points with a power-law regression curve using 
the Microsoft Excel solver function in accordance with ASTM E1820-17 Annex A8. JQ was then 
calculated from the J-R curve, following ASTM E1820-17 Annex A9.  None of the data sets met 
the criteria of ASTM E1820-17 Annex A9, therefore all JQ values cannot be qualified for JIC. In 
addition to JQ, the material tearing modulus (Tm) was calculated as the normalized slope of the J-
R curve at crack initiation (i.e. the derivative at JQ). The results of this supplemental study are 
reported in Appendix C. 
  
Figure 4.5 Dimensioned drawing of “low-blow” CVN specimen geometry (all units in mm 
unless specifying surface finish) adapted from [4.13] 
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4.8 DWT Testing 
Standard PN-DWTT specimens were machined from the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates 
and tested at EVRAZ Regina in Saskatchewan Canada on a 35,900 J capacity flywheel DWTT 
machine. Additional 15.5 mm plate specimens were machined and tested at SABIC in Saudi 
Arabia on an instrumented DWTT machine. The specimens were machined in accordance with 
API RP 5L3 [4.14]. Figure 4.6 shows the standard geometry and dimensions of the specimens.  
 
Figure 4.6 Standard geometry and dimensions of a PN-DWTT specimen from API RP 5L3 
[4.14].  
 
 Specimens were machined in the same three orientations used for CVN testing (see 
Figure 4.3(b)) and tested over a range of four temperatures to capture the ductile to brittle 
transition behavior of the steel. Test temperatures were chosen iteratively; first by establishing 
the upper and lower shelf temperatures, and then choosing test temperatures that would 
characterize the TT region (see Table 4.3). Specimens were chilled in accordance to API RP 5L3 
with a liquid nitrogen bath for a minimum of 20 minutes and tested within 10 seconds of removal 
from the bath. Two specimens were tested for each combination of orientation and temperature, 
totaling 24 specimens per plate. The 12 additional 15.5 mm thick plate specimens (four for each 
orientation) tested by SABIC were tested at temperatures that would further characterize the TT 
region. The DWTT machine operators made initial SA ratings of the DWTT fracture surfaces 
following the API RP 5L3 specimen evaluation method.  
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4.8.1 SA Rating Methods  
All DWTT fracture surfaces were evaluated following the API RP 5L3 standard. All 
specimens were considered valid by the standard because they either exhibited brittle fracture 
from the tip or were 100% ductile fracture. To evaluate the fracture surfaces, all of the specimen 
fracture surfaces were photographed using a Keyence digital microscope and measurements were 
performed in ImageJ. The following equation was used to determine the API RP 5L3 SA rating 
of the fracture specimens:  
 
 %𝑆𝐴 (𝐴𝑃𝐼) =  (71 − 2𝑡)𝑡 − 3 4⁄ (𝑎𝑏 + 𝑎′𝑏′)(71 − 2𝑡)𝑡 × 100 (4.10) 
 
where t is the thickness of the specimen, a is the width of the cleavage fracture at the “one t” line 
beneath the notch, and b is the length of the cleavage fracture in between the “two t” lines. a’ and 
b’ are the same as a and b, but for the back half of the specimen (see Figure 4.7)  
 
Figure 4.7 Area evaluated for the SA rating of DWTT fracture surfaces [4.15]. 
 
 The SA rating of the 13.5 and 15.5 mm thick plate fracture specimens exclude the areas 
of the fracture surface for a distance of one specimen thickness from the root of the notch and 
from the opposite side of the specimen (see Figure 4.7). For the 22 mm thick plate fracture 
specimens, a distance of 19 mm from the root of the notch and from the opposite side of the 
specimen was eliminated from the SA rating in accordance with API RP 5L3.  
Cleavage fracture present in separations that were angled from the plate surface were 
included in the SA rating (see Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8 API RP 5L3 SA rating method for separations in controlled-rolled steel fracture 
surfaces [4.14].  
 
For fracture specimens that exhibited SAs of less than 45%, the SA rating was 
determined by making four measurements of the total shear lip thicknesses (see Figure 4.9) and 
using the following equation to determine the SA: 
 
 %𝑆𝐴 < 45% (𝐴𝑃𝐼) =  𝐴𝑣𝑔.  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 × 100 (4.11) 
 
 
Figure 4.9 API RP 5L3 SA rating method for specimens with less than 45% shear adapted 
from [4.14] 
 
 In addition to the API RP 5L3 SA rating method, three other methods were used to 
evaluate the SA of the fracture specimens tested at EVRAZ Regina; one developed by Pohang 
University [4.15], another developed by DNV [4.16], and a combined method. The Pohang 
method is described by Equation 4.12 and excludes any IF area from the SA rating:  
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 %𝑆𝐴 (𝑃𝑜ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔) =  (71 − 2𝑡)𝑡 − 3 4⁄ (𝑎𝑏)(71 − 2𝑡)𝑡 × 100 (4.12) 
 
The DNV method is described by Equation 4.13 and eliminates 25 mm from each end of the 
DWTT fracture surfaces for the SA rating: 
 
 𝑝𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝐴 (𝐷𝑁𝑉) =  (71 − 2 ∗ 25)25 − 3 4⁄ (𝑎𝑏 + 𝑎′𝑏′)(71 − 2 ∗ 25)25 × 100 (4.13) 
 
The combined method excluded any IF area from the SA rating and eliminated 25 mm from each 
end of the DWTT fracture surfaces: 
 
 𝑝𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝐴 (𝐷𝑁𝑉 + 𝑃𝑜ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔) =  (71 − 2 ∗ 25)25 − 3 4⁄ (𝑎𝑏)(71 − 2 ∗ 25)25 × 100 (4.14) 
 
The additional 12 15.5 mm thick DWTT specimens tested by SABIC were evaluated 
following the API RP 5L3 for SA analysis, but used a grid overlay to quantify the %SA. An 
example of this grid overlay method can be seen in Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10 Example of a grid overlay being used to measure the %SA and % brittle area of a 
15.5 mm thick plate fracture surface specimen (0° orientation, -25 °C) (color 
image – see PDF copy). 
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4.8.2 DWTT DBTT Curve Fitting 
Once the SA ratings were completed, the same technique outlined in Section 4.6.1 was 
applied to determine the 85% SA DBTT (DBTT85) of the plates. API RP 5L3 states “When the 
SA in the DWTT is ≥ 85%, the test provides assurance that the steel fractures in a predominantly 
ductile manner at the test temperature” [4.14]. Therefore, the DBTT85 was determined by the 
intersection of the 85% SA limit and the TT curve. In some instances, this technique failed to 
produce reasonable DBTT curves and the data were fitted by hand.  Figure 4.11 provides an 
example of how the fracture appearance of DWTT specimens changes along the DBTT curve.  
Figure 4.11 13.5 mm thick plate fracture surfaces (45° orientation) exhibiting changes in 
fracture surface appearance along the DBTT curve (color image – see PDF copy). 
 
4.8.3 Separation Index (SI) 
With the same fracture surface photos used to determine the SA ratings, the line lengths 
of all the separations and the inspected fracture surface area were measured in ImageJ. The SI 
was calculated using Equation 4.15. The inspected fracture surface areas were divided into six 
regions to allow for the subdivision of the total SI of a specimen into the SI at the edge, quarter-
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depth, and centerline of the specimen to allow for the comparison of separation intensity along 
the through-thickness of the specimen. Figure 4.12 shows an example of a divided inspected 
fracture surface area with the line lengths of the separations overlaid on the image.  
 
 𝑆𝐼 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  𝑚𝑚−1 (4.15) 
 
 
Figure 4.12 A 13.5 mm thick DWTT fracture surface (0° orientation, -40 °C) divided into six 
regions with the line lengths of the separations overlaid on the image using 
ImageJ (color image – see PDF copy).  
 
4.8.4 Rockwell Hardness 
To determine the extent of work hardening the DWTT specimens underwent during 
testing, a 5mm thick section of the specimen was removed as close to the fracture surfaces as 
possible, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. Two Rockwell A hardness measurements (10 kg minor 
load, 60 kg major load, 10 second dwell) were taken at 5 mm intervals traversing the width of the 
DWTT specimen (see Figure 4.13) using a Instron® Wilson Rockwell Series 2000 TB indenter. 
 
Figure 4.13 A 22 mm thick DWTT fracture surface (90° orientation, -20 °C) sectioned for 




Two DWTT specimens from the 13.5 and 22 mm plates in the 90° orientation tested at -
40 °C that exhibited separations were cross-sectioned at the center of the fracture surfaces’ width 
for EBSD investigation of the separations. The cross-sections were 5 mm in thickness and were 
cut using a water-cooled abrasive saw for mounting in Bakelite. The cross-section face exposed 
by the cut 5 mm away from the centerline chosen for examination and mounted accordingly. 
Mounted samples were ground and polished using a LECO® GPX300 auto-polisher. The final 
polishing stage was done using a Buehler® VibroMet2TM vibratory polisher. Grinding and 
polishing stages are summarized in Table 4.4. Isopropyl alcohol was used between stages to 
clean the samples while avoiding pitting. Samples were ultrasonically cleaned before EBSD. 
 
Figure 4.14 A 22 mm thick DWTT fracture surface (90° orientation, -40 °C) cross-sectioned 
for EBSD investigation of separations (color image – see PDF copy).  
 
Table 4.4 – Auto-Grinding/Polishing Routine for EBSD 
Stage Time (min) Weight (N) 
Head/Base Speed 
(rpm) 
120-180 grit  3:00 10 150/75 
220-320 grit  3:00 10 150/75 
600 grit  3:00 10 150/75 
9 µm diamond 4:00 10 150/75 
6 µm diamond 4:00 8 150/75 
3 µm diamond 4:00 6 150/75 
1 µm diamond 4:00 4 150/75 
0.5 µm diamond 4:00 2 150/75 
0.02 µm colloidal 
silica overnight n/a n/a 
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EBSD patterns were obtained using a JEOL® 7000F FE-SEM equipped with an EDAX 
DigiView camera. The microscope was operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a 
medium beam current setting of 11. The FE-SEM stage was tilted to 70° and working distances 
of 15-20 mm were used. EBSD Kikuchi patterns were indexed using EDAX OIMTM Data 
Collection Software. 
4.10 Neutron Diffraction 
This section reviews the procedures used to collect and analyze neutron diffraction data 
used for texture analysis.  
4.10.1 HIPPO TOF Diffractometer 
The HIgh Pressure Preferred Orientation (HIPPO) time-of-flight (TOF) neutron 
diffractometer located at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) Manuel Lujan 
Neutron Scattering Center in Los Alamos, New Mexico was used to determine the bulk 
crystallographic texture of the four plates. Samples with dimensions 8 mm x 8 mm x plate 
thickness to fit the HIPPO sample holder were cut using a water-cooled abrasive saw. The RD 
was carefully marked with an arrow on the top of each sample, as it is not only critical to know 
the orientation of the sample relative to the diffraction instrument in order to determine the 
diffraction vectors relative to the sample for all spectra, but also in relation to large scale 
parameters, such as RD [4.17]. Samples were then systematically mounted on the HIPPO sample 
holder with the RD arrow aligned with the reference notch on the sample holder. The sample 
holders are made of aluminum that is shielded with neutron absorbing cadmium and are then 
hung in the sample chamber, which can then be lowered into the path of the neutron beam. The 
HIPPO uses 720 He detector tubes distributed over 30 detector panels that are arranged on three 
banks (150°, 90°, and 40° 2θ) for texture measurements [4.17].  
Figure 4.15(a) shows the pole figure coverage provided by the detectors. Rotations of 0°, 
67.5°, and 90° around the HIPPO rotation axis (referred to as ω in by the computer code Material 
Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD) used to perform Rietveld texture analyses and generate pole 
figures) provide the full coverage pattern. The final texture result is a compilation of individual 
measurements taken with each rotation. It should also be noted that the coverage pattern shown 
in Figure 4.15(b) has a ωoffset rotation of -67.1° that is introduced during MAUD analysis to 
account for the geometry of the HIPPO sample changer [4.17]. MAUD’s sample coordinate 
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system is illustrated in Figure 4.15(c). MAUD uses an x, y, z Cartesian system with 
corresponding rotations, χ, ω, ϕ, that are defined as positive for counter clockwise rotations when 
in the sample changer.   




Figure 4.15 (a) Pole figure coverage provided by detectors in the HIPPO TOF diffractometer, 
(b) coverage pattern after rotations of 0°, 67.5°, and 90° around the HIPPO 
rotation axis [4.17], and (c) illustration of the sample coordinate system in 
MAUD: an x, y, z Cartesian system with corresponding rotations, χ, ω, ϕ, that are 
defined as positive for counter clockwise rotations when in the sample changer. 
 
Texture measurements were taken at different intervals along the through-thickness 
direction of the samples. A shutter was placed over the neutron beam to reduce the spot size from 
its full diameter of 1 cm2 to a 2 mm wide slit so overlap between measurements was avoided and 
to ensure that the intended regions of the sample were analyzed. The texture measurements for 
the 13.5, 15.5, 22, and 32 mm samples were taken at 2, 2, 3, and 4 mm steps down through the 
through-thickness direction, respectively. The step size was increased as the sample thickness 
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increased, instead of being held constant, due to beam time limitations. The step sizes chosen for 
each plate thickness ensure that at least eight measurements were taken for each sample, and 
uniform spacing ensures that all regions of interest in the through-thickness direction were 
covered. Figure 4.16 illustrates how the samples are oriented with respect to the neutron beam 
and the sample’s RD, with texture measurements being taken at intervals along the through-
thickness. 
 
Figure 4.16 Illustration of a HIPPO specimen showing the orientation of the specimen with 
respect to the neutron beam and the sample’s RD and the intervals at which 
texture measurements were taken.  
 
4.10.2 MAUD Rietveld Texture Analysis and Pole Figures 
The Rietveld method employed with MAUD is an iterative fitting technique that refines 
theoretical spectra by comparing theoretical spectra to experimental spectra using the Le Bail 
algorithm to weight the texture factors. The data are first refined considering the instrument and 
background parameters, second the crystallographic and microstructural parameters, and finally 
all parameters, including texture and phase volume fraction, are refined [4.18]. The texture is 
refined within a least-squares Rietveld refinement procedure described in the literature [4.17–
19]. The weighted texture factors are then used as pole figure input for a vector method of 
derivation of the ODF called the extended-Williams, Imhof, Matthies and Vinel (E-WIMV) 
algorithm [4.17–19]. The staring estimates of the texture factors are generally highly 
incompatible [4.19], therefore, at least three to five iterations during a refinement are required to 
generate accurate pole figure values.  
The following process was applied to all of the data produced by scans taken from each 
plate. One data set per plate taken close to the centerline of the plate was selected to set the initial 
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background and scale parameters for all of the scans taken on that plate. Data sets close to the 
centerline of each plate were selected for this because they generally had higher texture 
intensities and clearly defined BCC rolling texture in their pole figures. Once the data were 
loaded in MAUD through the hippo wizard following the standard procedure outlined in the 
literature [4.17] and the d spacing range was set to 0.96-2.5 Å, data file #36 of the 120° detector 
bank was disabled, as the detector associated with this data file was down during the 
experiments. Next, the alpha-iron phase was loaded into the program from a .cif file that came 
pre-loaded in MAUD’s structures.mbd file. Then, within the phase file, the Debye-Waller 
temperature factor (B) was re-set from an unrealistic value of 0 [4.17] to an initial value of 1. 
Next, E-WIMV was selected as the texture refinement method and the ODF resolution was set to 
10°. The ODF resolution approximates the angular resolution of the HIPPO [4.17]. Changing the 
ODF resolution can smooth or sharpen the intensities of the pole figure. An ideal ODF resolution 
depends on the sample and a range of parameters should be examined. Typically ODFs between 
7.5° and 15° will generate ideal pole figures for MTEX analysis [4.17]. 10° was chosen because 
it was found to provide detailed resolution without causing the E-WIMV refinement method to 
artificially sharpen high texture intensities over a few cycles of refinement. Next, the sample 
rotation angles were set.  The sample coordinate system in MAUD is an x, y, z Cartesian system 
with corresponding rotations, χ, ω, ϕ, that are defined as positive for counter clockwise rotations 
when in the sample changer (see Figure 4.15(c)). The default sample position used for this study 
in MAUD is χ = -90°, ω & ϕ = 0°, which places the sample rotation axis in the center of the pole 
figure and perpendicular to the plane of the pole figure generated by MAUD. The viewer of the 
pole figure is “looking down” on the sample hanging in the HIPPO, with the face of the sample 
glued to the holder facing the viewer and the RD arrow pointing to the notch located at the north 
pole [4.17].  
Once these parameters were set, the refinement wizard was used to refine the background 
and scale parameters over five iterations. Next, the following parameters were all changed from 
the preset setting of ‘fixed’ to ‘refined’, meaning later refinements are able to adjust and fit these 
parameters to the data: the cell parameter, B, crystallite size, and microstrain. The cell parameter 
is the lattice cell length and is set to an initial value of 2.8665 by the alpha-iron.cif file. Cell 
parameters adjust texture intensity peak positions during refinement [4.17]. B adjusts peak 
intensities and crystallite size and microstrain adjust peak shapes (i.e. controls peak broadening) 
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during refinement [4.17]. Crystallite size and microstrain initial values are set to 1000 Å and 8 E-
4, respectively, by the alpha-iron.cif file. Once these parameters were set to ‘refined’, the 
refinement wizard was used to run a complete texture analysis over five iterations. The data fit, 
parameters, and pole figures are then checked to make sure they are in good alignment. After this 
first round of texture refinements, the scaling factors and conversion factors for TOF to d spacing 
(DIFC) can be changed from the preset setting of ‘refined’ to ‘fixed’. DIFC should be the same 
for every scan taken on the same plate, thus the parameter is now fixed after one round of 
refinements. 
 Two versions of these parameter files are saved; the first is used for continued 
refinement of this data set, the second is used to export the background, instrument, 
crystallographic, and microstructural parameters to the other data sets for this plate. To prepare 
the parameter file for export, the texture is reset so only the parameter values are exported and no 
initial texture is overlaid on the other data sets. To export these parameters a bash program called 
prepare_maud.sh is used to generate parameter files for the other data sets.  
The first file that still has the texture data is then refined once more without the 
refinement wizard  (as the wizard will change the ‘fixed’ or ‘refined’ status of some parameters) 
for five iterations, resulting in 10 total Rietveld texture refinements performed on the data set, 
which is more than the recommended minimum of three to seven [4.17]. Once the second cycle 
is complete, the data can be exported as a .beartex file for ODF analysis in MTEX and the pole 
figures can be generated.  
The other scans can then be refined for two cycles of five iterations to match the total 
number of Rietveld refinements. This is done by opening the parameter file made by the 
prepare_maud.sh program, recalculating the parameters to fit the data set, and then running a 
refinement cycle without the refinement wizard, checking data fit, parameters, and pole figures 
for alignment, and then running the last refinement cycle. The .beartex files and pole figures 
were generated after the second cycle of Rietveld refinements for every data set. 
4.10.3 MTEX Orientation Distribution Function Calculation 
A Matlab toolbox called MTEX was used to estimate orientation distribution function 
(ODF) representations of the plate textures from the Rietveld analyses and pole figure data 
generated in MAUD. MTEX takes background and total intensity count data from the imported 
pole figure measurements and divides the orientation Euler space into points (i.e. kernels). Then, 
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a function is fit to the data and a given constant is applied to each kernel on the summation of the 
ODFs [4.20]. The function used for this analysis is the MTEX default de la Vallee-Poussin 
kernel function with a half-width of 5°, resulting in 1232 radially symmetric kernel functions 
distributed to fill Euler space [4.20]. The data were imported from MAUD into using the MTEX 
pole figure import wizard. The iron-alpha.cif file was loaded as the crystal symmetry and the 
specimen symmetry was set to orthorhombic. The MTEX plotting convention was set to match 
the MAUD plotting convention (see Figure 4.15(c)).  
Once the ODFs were generated, reconstructed pole figures could be generated and 
compared to the pole figures generated in MAUD to assure a good fit was achieved. An ODF 
resolution angle of 2° in MTEX was found to produce the best fit between pole figures generated 
in MAUD and the reconstructed pole figures generated in MTEX. MTEX’s calcError function 
was used to calculate the approximation error between the imported MAUD pole figure data and 
MTEX ODF calculation. The calcError function determines the integrated difference between 
the two data sets.  
Once a satisfactory ODF had been generated, MTEX’s volume portion function was used 
to calculate the relative volume of crystals having a user defined orientation. A radius of 2.5° 
was set to determine the volume portion of crystals with a misorientation maximum of 2.5° from 
the orientation of interest. This radius was chosen to prevent significant overlapping of volume 
portions between orientations located close together in Euler space. This was done for the 
estimated ODF and for a uniform ODF (i.e. an ODF that is representative of completely random 
orientations and is therefore uniform in appearance when plotted in Euler space) generated by 
MTEX’s uniformODF function.  
Then, the estimated volume of an orientation was divided by the uniform volume for that 
orientation to determine the MRD (i.e. the texture component’s intensity). This was done 
because the volume portions measured for different locations in Euler space of both estimated 
and uniform ODFs is non-uniform. This is because of the symmetry operators imposed on the 
Euler space by the cubic-orthorhombic crystal-specimen system [4.21]. These symmetry 
operators are drawn as lines, points, and planes in Euler space for a cubic-orthorhombic crystal-
specimen system in Figure 4.17. Therefore, the reported MRDs for an orientation can be 
meaningfully compared to different orientations. MTEX was also used to generate figures of ф2 
slices of orientation space.  
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Figure 4.17 Illustration from [4.21] of orientations with high multiplicity for a cubic-
orthorhombic crystal-specimen symmetry. Points on all thin, continuous, and 
dashed lines have a multiplicity of two, while thick lines and points indicate a 
multiplicity of four.   
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS 
 This chapter contains the experimental results of the characterization and mechanical 
testing outlined in Chapter 4. Through-thickness microstructures, textures, hardness, tensile 
properties, and impact properties for the four plates are presented in this chapter.   
5.1 Microstructure and Material Characterization 
The results of the LOM and FE-SEM microstructural characterization conducted 
following the procedures outlined in Section 4.2 for the 13.5, 15.5, 22, and 32 mm are presented 
in Figure 5.1-4, respectively. All micrographs presented are taken in the TD. The microstructure 
of the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates is a fine polygonal ferrite equiaxed at the centerline and 
elongated with substructure at the rolled edge. The 13.5 mm plate contains some pearlite, with 
larger colonies of pearlite toward the center of the plate. The microstructure of the 22 and 32 mm 
plates is banded and contains non-uniformly distributed polygonal ferrite and a bainitic 
secondary constituent, with some small, irregular regions of MA at the centerline. Additional 
secondary constituents present may include pearlite, retained austenite, or carbides [5.1–5]. 
 
Figure 5.1 LOM and SEM micrographs of the 13.5 mm plate in the TD. The three rows of 




Figure 5.2 LOM and SEM micrographs of the 15.5 mm plate in the TD. The three rows of 
images correspond with the edge, quarter-depth, and center of the plate. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 LOM and SEM micrographs of the 22 mm plate in the TD. The three rows of 




Figure 5.4 LOM and SEM micrographs of the 32 mm plate in the TD. The three rows of 
images correspond with the edge, quarter-depth, and center of the plate. 
 
5.1.1 ASTM E562 Bainite Volume Fraction Measurements 
The results of the volume fraction analysis described in Section 4.3.1 on the 22 and 32 
mm plates are listed below in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Following the error analysis requirements 
outlined in ASTM E562-11, 95% confidence index (CI), and % relative accuracy (RA) and 
standard deviation are reported below. The volume fraction of bainite increases from ~25% at the 
edge to ~55% at the centerline for the 22 mm plate when averaging the measurements taken in 
the LD and TD orientations. The volume fraction of bainite increases from ~28% at the edge to 
~54% at the centerline for the 32 mm plate when averaging the measurements taken in the LD 
and TD orientations. The results of the volume fraction analysis performed on the 22 and 32 mm 
plates are displayed in graphs below in Figure 5.5. The error bars on the graph represent the 95% 
CI. 
Table 5.1 – 22 mm Plate Bainite Volume Fraction Analysis Results 
Orientation Location Vbainite (%) 95% CI % RA stdev 
LD 
center 44 13 29 19 
quarter 32 12 36 9 
edge 23 3 13 2 
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Table 5.1 – Continued 
TD 
center 65 7 10 9 
quarter 37 3 9 5 
edge 27 8 29 6 
 
Table 5.2 – 32 mm Plate Bainite Volume Fraction Analysis Results 
Orientation Location Vbainite (%) 95% CI % RA stdev 
LD  
center 53 33 33 27 
center 42 19 45 15 
quarter 27 4 4 3 
edge 24 3 11 2 
TD 
center 67 48 72 58 
quarter 38 8 22 7 
edge 32 6 18 6 
 
When evaluating the volume fraction of the bainitic secondary constituent, the standard 
deviation, 95% CI, and % RA are large because the microstructure that is being evaluated is not 
consistent along the centerline (see Figure 5.3 and 5.4). Depending on the micrographs chosen 
for analysis, the volume fraction and error will vary significantly. This is shown in Table 5.2 
when comparing the two different measurements made for the 32 mm LD sample’s centerline 
region using two different sets of micrographs. This is also illustrated in Figure 5.5(b) when 
comparing the error bars between data collected from the first set of micrographs (solid line) and 
data collected from the second set of micrographs (dashed line) for the 32 mm LD sample’s 
centerline region.  
There is also a decrease in the estimated bainitic secondary constituent volume fraction 
when comparing data collected from the first set of micrographs and data collected from the 
second set of micrographs. ASTM E562-11 generally assumes that the fields selected for volume 
fraction evaluation will not have a large variance in volume fraction of the constituent of interest 
between fields, therefore making it difficult to reduce error values for widely varying 
microstructures. 
 However, both sets of data shows that the volume fraction of the bainitic secondary 
constituent in both the 22 and 32 mm plates increases at the centerline of the plate. Micrographs 
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with enough ferrite present were used for grain size analysis, as the same fields were used for 
both volume fraction and grain size analysis.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.5 Bainite volume fraction versus depth from the plate surface in mm for the (a) 22 
mm plate and the (b) 32 mm plate. Data collected from the first set of 
micrographs is connected with a solid line and data collected from the second set 
of micrographs is connected with a dashed line for the 32 mm LD sample’s 
centerline region 
 
5.1.2 ASTM E112 Grain Size Measurements 
The results of the grain size analysis performed on the 13.5, 15.5, 22, and 32 mm plates 
are displayed in Figure 5.6 and listed in Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively. Following the 
error analysis requirements outlined in ASTM E112-13, the 95% CI, % RA, and standard 
deviation are reported.  
The 13.5 mm plate generally has the smallest ferrite grain size across the plate’s through-
thickness, while the 15.5 mm plate has the largest ferrite grain size across the plate’s through-
thickness. The 13.5, 15.5, and 32 mm plates’ grain size does not appear to vary with through-
thickness locations, but the edge of the 22 mm plate has a finer ferrite microstructure than the 
centerline, as shown in Figure 5.6(c).  
The results of the grain size analysis performed on the 15.5, 22, and 32 mm plates are 






Figure 5.6 Mean spatial grain diameter, ?̅?, determined for the ferrite phase versus depth from 
the plate surface in mm for the (a) 13.5 mm (b) 15.5 mm (c) 22 mm, and (d) 32 
mm plates.  
 
Table 5.3 – 13.5 mm Plate Ferrite Grain Size Analysis Results  
Orientation Location l ̅(μm) 95% CI % RA stdev D̅ (μm) 
TD 
center 3.0 0.3 11 0.3 4.7 
quarter 3.2 0.3 10 0.3 5.0 
edge 3.3 0.4 11 0.3 5.1 
 
Table 5.4 – 15.5 mm Plate Ferrite Grain Size Analysis Results  
Orientation Location l ̅(μm) 95% CI % RA stdev D̅ (μm) 
LD  
center 4.8 0.2 3 0.1 7.6 
quarter 5.2 0.3 5 0.2 8.2 
edge 4.8 0.2 4 0.2 7.6 
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Table 5.4 – Continued  
TD 
center 4.8 0.1 3 0.1 7.5 
quarter 4.8 0.4 9 0.3 7.5 
edge 5.2 0.4 8 0.4 8.1 
 
Table 5.5 – 22 mm Plate Ferrite Grain Size Analysis Results 
Orientation Location l ̅(μm) 95% CI % RA stdev D̅ (μm) 
LD  
center 4.7 0.6 13 0.9 7.4 
quarter 3.8 0.3 9 0.3 5.9 
edge 3.5 0.3 9 0.3 5.5 
TD 
center 4.8 0.7 14 0.9 7.5 
quarter 4.1 0.3 7 0.4 6.4 
edge 3.2 0.1 4 0.1 5.0 
 
Table 5.6– 32 mm Plate Ferrite Grain Size Analysis Results 
Orientation Location l ̅(μm) 95% CI % RA stdev D̅ (μm) 
LD  
center 3.9 0.3 9 0.3 6.1 
quarter 4.1 0.3 6 0.2 6.4 
edge 4.3 0.3 7 0.2 6.7 
TD 
center 4.0 0.4 10 0.5 6.3 
quarter 3.9 0.2 5 0.2 6.2 
edge 3.9 0.3 8 0.3 6.1 
 
5.1.3 Through-thickness EDS 
EDS point scans in the through-thickness direction on the TD metallographic sample of 
the 22 mm plate revealed no significant change in chemical composition in the through-thickness 
direction of the plate. Banded microstructures in plate are often attributed to manganese 
segregation. Manganese decreases the austenite to ferrite transformation temperature thereby 
increasing the steels’ hardenability. Upon rolling, the manganese enriched and depleted regions 
are elongated into bands. During cooling, ferrite nucleates first in the manganese depleted bands, 
thus developing the banded microstructure. The high manganese regions stabilize the austenite 
present, allowing lower temperature transformation products, such as bainite, to form instead of 
pearlite. For the 22 mm plate, manganese content did not significantly vary from the centerline to 
the edge of the plate, even though the microstructure exhibits discontinuous bands of bainite. The 
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results of the EDS point scans can be seen in Table 5.7. The manganese content also did not vary 
across the local band measurements. The results of the EDS line scan can be seen in Figure 5.7. 
Table 5.7– EDS Point Scan Results for the 22 mm Plate in the Through-Thickness Direction 

















Figure 5.7 (a) 290 μm and (b) 425 μm EDS line scan results with ~5 μm point spacing of 
banded regions, showing minimal variation in manganese content.  
 
5.2 Vickers Microhardness 
The Vickers microhardness traverse results taken from TD orientation samples are 
displayed in Figure 5.8 and summarized in Table 5.8. The 13.5 mm plate has the highest average 
hardness, followed by the 15.5 mm, 22 mm, and then the 32 mm plate has the lowest average 
hardness. The two thicker plates have ranges of hardness values that are approximately double 
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the range observed in the thinner plates. Vickers microhardness traverses of the thinner plates 
have relatively flat profiles relative to the thicker plates, which exhibit hardness minima at the 
quarter-depths, as shown in Figure 5.8. When compared to the through-thickness micrographs of 
the 22 and 32 mm plates, the hardness minima correspond with quarter-depth region where the 
microstructure is ~35% and 32%  bainitic secondary constituent. For comparison, the volume 







Figure 5.8 Vickers microhardness (100g, 10 seconds dwell time) versus depth from the plate 
surface measured on TD samples for the (a) 13.5 mm, (b) 15.5 mm, (c) 22 mm, 
and (d) 32 mm plate. 
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13.5 209 31 
15.5 207 35 
22 205 72 
32 198 67 
 
5.3 Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing results averaged over the three tensile specimens tested per plate, 
orientation, and location in the through-thickness are reported in Table 5.9. Engineering stress-
strain curves and detailed graphs of yielding behavior for each test condition for the 13.5, 15.5, 
22, and 32 mm plates are presented in Figures 5.9-12, respectively. Photos of the tensile 
specimen fracture surfaces can be found in Appendix A. 
The 13.5 mm plate generally has the highest yield and tensile strengths and YS/TS ratios 
for each orientation and specimen location, followed by the 15.5 mm plate. These two plates also 
generally have relatively small differences in strength between their centerline and quarter-depth 
specimen locations. The 22 and 32 mm plates have lower yield and tensile strengths for all three 
orientations. For some orientation and location combinations the thicker plates do not meet the 
tensile property API requirements for X70 steel of minimum yield and tensile strengths of 485 
MPa and 570 MPa in the pipe hoop-stress orientation, respectively. However, the API standard is 
written for tensile tests performed on the full plate thickness [5.6]. The 22 and 32 mm plates also 
exhibit larger differences in strength between their centerline and quarter-depth specimen 
locations, with the quarter-depth specimen location generally exhibiting higher yield and tensile 
strengths. This is most noticeable when comparing the 22 mm plate’s significantly lower 
centerline yield strengths to the quarter-depth yield strengths for all three orientations. For almost 
all plates and specimen locations, the 90° orientation generally exhibits higher yield and tensile 
strengths than the 0° and 45° orientations, which has consistently been reported for X70 pipeline 
steels [5.1, 5.7–9]. The 22 mm plate 0° orientation, however, has higher yield and tensile 
strengths for both specimen locations than the 90° orientation.  
Total and uniform elongation was the highest in the 45° orientation for most centerline 
specimens in all four plates. This trend was also generally observed for the total elongation 
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results of the 45° orientation in most quarter-depth specimens. The 15.5 mm plate generally has 
the highest uniform and total elongations for all orientations and specimen locations across all 
four plates. The quarter-depth specimen location generally had slightly higher total and uniform 
elongations for all plates and orientations. All four plates exhibit discontinuous yielding for all 
orientations and specimen locations. The yielding behavior of the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates is 
similar between specimen orientation and location. However, the 22 and 32 mm quarter-depth 
location tensile tests exhibit extended discontinuous yielding behavior in conjunction with higher 
yield strengths when compared to the centerline location results for all three orientations. 
Table 5.9– Average Tensile Test Results for all Plate Thicknesses and Specimen Orientations 
Plate 













Centerline 555 637 0.87 0.12 0.24 
Quarter 551 629 0.87 0.12 0.25 
45° 
Centerline 532 626 0.85 0.12 0.26 
Quarter 546 635 0.86 0.12 0.25 
90° 
Centerline 596 676 0.88 0.11 0.23 
Quarter 603 672 0.89 0.11 0.24 
15.5 
0° 
Centerline 521 629 0.83 0.15 0.27 
Quarter 534 629 0.85 0.15 0.28 
45° 
Centerline 525 609 0.86 0.15 0.30 
Quarter 531 615 0.86 0.14 0.27 
90° 
Centerline 549 635 0.87 0.14 0.26 
Quarter 558 639 0.87 0.13 0.25 
22 
0° 
Centerline 470 619 0.76 0.11 0.23 
Quarter 559 639 0.88 0.09 0.21 
45° 
Centerline 444 582 0.76 0.11 0.24 
Quarter 525 608 0.86 0.11 0.25 
90° 
Centerline 446 592 0.75 0.11 0.24 
Quarter 530 613 0.87 0.11 0.24 
32 
0° 
Centerline 451 564 0.80 0.11 0.24 
Quarter 476 569 0.84 0.12 0.26 
45° 
Centerline 441 542 0.81 0.12 0.26 
Quarter 472 551 0.86 0.12 0.26 
90° 
Centerline 472 588 0.80 0.10 0.22 
Quarter 490 587 0.84 0.12 0.26 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.9 Engineering stress-strain curves for the two 13.5 mm plate specimen locations in 
the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90°. Yielding behavior is shown in (d), (e), and (f). 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.10 Engineering stress-strain curves for the two 15.5 mm plate specimen locations in 
the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90°. Yielding behavior is shown in (d), (e), and (f). 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.11 Engineering stress-strain curves for the two 22 mm plate specimen locations in 
the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90°. Yielding behavior is shown in (d), (e), and (f). 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.12 Engineering stress-strain curves for the two 32 mm plate specimen locations in 
the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90°. Yielding behavior is shown in (d), (e), and (f). 
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5.3.1 Plastic Strain Ratio Results 
Plastic strain ratio (r) results averaged over the three tensile specimens tested per plate, 
orientation, and location in the through-thickness are displayed in Figure 5.13 and reported in 
Table 5.10. Figure 5.13 shows the plastic strain ratio for each specimen location with respect to 
orientation and the normal anisotropy coefficient (rm) calculated for each specimen location. For 
all four plates there is generally very little difference in plastic strain ratio between the centerline 
and quarter-depth specimen locations. The centerline specimens generally have slightly higher 
plastic strain ratios in the 45° orientation, with the exception of the 13.5 mm plate. The 13.5 mm 
plate exhibits the lowest plastic strain ratios for all orientations and locations when compared to 
the other three plates. For all four plates, the 45° orientation has the highest plastic strain ratios. 
The plastic strain ratios for the 45° orientation are all greater than one, meaning they exhibit a 





Figure 5.13 Plastic strain ratio calculated from the width and thickness strains at the centerline 
and quarter-depth for all three specimen orientations for the (a) 13.5 mm, (b) 15.5 
mm, (c) 22 mm, and (d) 32 mm plates. Error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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Table 5.10– Average r Results for all Plate Thicknesses and Specimen Orientations 
Plate (mm) Orientation Location r stdev 
13.5 
0° Centerline 0.6 0.02 Quarter 0.6 0.01 
45° Centerline 1.1 0.03 Quarter 1.3 0.31 
90° Centerline 0.7 0.03 Quarter 0.8 0.02 
15.5 
0° Centerline 0.8 0.07 Quarter 0.8 0.05 
45° Centerline 1.5 0.07 Quarter 1.4 0.10 
90° Centerline 1.1 0.03 Quarter 1.1 0.09 
22 
0° Centerline 1.1 0.03 Quarter 1.0 0.08 
45° Centerline 1.7 0.08 Quarter 1.6 0.03 
90° Centerline 0.9 0.17 Quarter 0.9 0.04 
32 
0° Centerline 0.8 0.08 Quarter 0.8 0.08 
45° Centerline 1.6 0.18 Quarter 1.3 0.05 
90° Centerline 1.0 0.07 Quarter 1.1 0.08 
 
5.4 CVN Testing 
The CVN DBTTs for all four plates determined from the 50% absorbed energy 
(DBTTAE), LE (DBTTLE), and SA (DBTTSA) and the USE were determined from the DBTT 
curves shown in Figure 5.14 and are presented in Table 5.11. Photos of the CVN fracture 
surfaces can be found in Appendix B. Overall, the trends exhibited by all four toughness 
anisotropy parameters (i.e. DBTTAE, DBTTLE, DBTTSA, and USE) for all three plates and 
specimen orientations are similar even though the DBTTs vary. The 22 mm plate has the lowest 
DBTTAE, DBTTLE, and DBTTSA and highest USEs for all three plates and orientations. For most 
permutations of plate thickness, DBTTs, and USE, the 45° orientation exhibits deleterious 
toughness anisotropy (e.g. high DBTTs and low USEs). However, the 13.5 mm plate 90° 
orientation has the lowest DBTTAE for the plate and the 22 mm plate 90° orientation has the 










Figure 5.14 CVN (a) SA DBTT curves and (b) DBTTs for all three specimen orientations for 
the 13.5 mm, (c) (d) 15.5 mm, (e) (f) 22 mm, and (g) (h) 32 mm plate .  
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The 90° orientation is the only orientation that exhibits separations for every plate 
thickness on CVN fracture surfaces (see Appendix B). The 90° orientation of the 13.5 and 22 
mm plate CVN specimens tested at TTs exhibited the most separations, followed by the 0° 
orientation of the 32 mm plate. The 13.5 mm plate has the most CVN fracture surfaces that 
exhibit separations for all three orientations while the 15.5 mm plate has the fewest CVN fracture 
surfaces with separations for all three orientations. The 22 mm plate 0° and 45° orientations both 
exhibit zero separations, while the 90° orientation has multiple specimens exhibiting separations. 
All three orientations for the 32 mm plate exhibit separations, but not on as many specimens as 
the 13.5 mm plate.   




on USE (J) 50% USE (°C) 50% LE (°C) 50% SA (°C) 
13.5 
0° 395 -93 -101 -110 
45° 351 -62 -82 -77 
90° 431 -22 -85 -99 
15.5 
0° 427 -101 -110 -97 
45° 360 -61 -65 -64 
90° 396 -90 -111 -93 
22 
0° 484 -104 -130 -114 
45° 450 -100 -113 -107 
90° 435 -121 -129 -126 
32 
0° 407 -102 -114 -106 
45° 385 -92 -120 -102 
90° 453 -92 -119 -96 
 
5.5 DWT Testing 
This section presents the DWTT results for the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates. The 32 mm 
plate was too thick to test with the DWTT machine at EVRAZ Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 
and will likely be tested as a part of future research at EVRAZ Portland, USA. 
5.5.1 DBTTs 
The DBTT85 results (determined using the API RP 5L3 SA rating method) for the 13.5, 
15.5, and 22 mm plates with respect to specimen orientations are summarized in Table 5.12 and 
displayed in Figure 5.15 (b), (d), and (e), respectively. All of the DWTT fracture surface photos 
can be found in Appendix D. The DBTT curves for the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates for all three 
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specimen orientations based on the operator SA ratings are displayed in Figure 5.15(a), (c), and 
(e), respectively. The data collected by SABIC for the 15.5 mm plate is included in these figures. 
The intersection of the 85% SA limit line and the response curve was used to determine the 
DBTT85 of the plate with respect to specimen orientation. Curve fitting results were calculated 
for additional SA rating methods and are reviewed in Section 5.6.3.   
Table 5.12  – DWTT DBTT85 Results Based on API SA Analysis  














The average SA rating for the lower test temperatures of the 13.5 mm 0° orientation 
curve (see Figure 5.15(a)) is significantly higher than the other two orientations’ curves because 
one of the four specimens tested at -60 °C was an outlier and exhibited upper shelf region 
behavior. The rest of the specimens tested with the same conditions exhibited SA ratings 
commensurate with lower shelf region behavior. The 22 mm 0° orientation curve (see Figure 
5.15(e)) required hand fitting because the data points within the TT region did not follow the 
sigmoidal trend expected with DWTT results. The decrease in test temperature from -40 °C to -
50 °C resulted in an increase in average SA rating, instead of a decrease.  
Figure 5.15(b) shows that the 13.5 mm plate has the lowest DBTT85 for all three 
specimen orientations, while the 15.5 mm plate has the highest DBTT85 for all three specimen 
orientations (Figure 5.15(d)). Figure 5.15(b), (d), and (f) also show that the estimated DBTT85 
varied with specimen orientation, with the 45° orientation having higher estimated DBTT85 for 
the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates. The 22 mm plate did not exhibit significant variation in estimated 
DBTT85 with respect to specimen orientation. The error bars in Figure 5.15(b), (d), and (f) were 
created by determining the two contiguous test temperatures between which the SA rating 








Figure 5.15 (a) DBTT curves of operator SA ratings and (b) graph of 85% SA TT with respect 
to orientation determined using the API RP 5L3 SA rating method for all three 
specimen orientations for the 13.5, (c) (d) 15.5, and (e) (f) 22 mm plates. The 15.5 
mm plate 85% SA TT graph includes data taken from the additional 12 specimens 
tested at SABIC. 
 
For all three plates and specimen orientations, the largest variation in SA ratings 
generally occurs within the TT region, while upper and lower shelf test temperatures (UST and 
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LST, respectively) generally have less variation in SA ratings. This variation is likely 
exacerbated by the increased presence of separations in DWTT specimens tested at TTs, which 
can complicate visual assessments performed to generate SA ratings. 
5.5.2 Instrumented DWTT Measurements 
The results of the additional 15.5 mm plate specimens were machined and tested at 
SABIC in Saudi Arabia on an instrumented DWTT machine are summarized in Table 5.13. 
Maximum load, total crack propagation force, crack initiation energy, and total energy are the 
same as the maximum load illustrated in Figure 2.17(a), the ductile crack extension area in 
Figure 2.17(b), the ductile crack initiation energy area in Figure 2.17(b), and the total area under 
the curve in Figure 2.17(b), respectively. The instrumented DWTT fracture surface photos and 
force-time/displacement traces can be found in Appendix E. Two tests were performed for each 
combination of test temperature and specimen orientation. The test temperatures were chosen to 
further characterize the TT region and because separations were found to generally form at TTs. 
The 0° and 45° orientations exhibit significant variation between the two sets of results for each 
combination of test parameters, suggesting that the test temperatures examined fall within the TT 
region for these orientations. The 90° orientation does not exhibit this variation between tests, 
and the instrumented energy results in conjunction with the SA ratings indicate that all of the 90° 
orientation specimens tested by SABIC exhibit upper-shelf behavior.  
















-25 817 82 8.2 16.0 724 72 1.1 1.4 
-30 742 74 1.3 2.4 821 82 8.9 16.0 
45° 
-10 853 85 10.5 20.0 868 87 11.8 18.1 
-20 874 87 10.0 13.5 845 85 9.8 13.5 
90° 
-25 565 57 1.0 6.1 895 89 9.4 10.6 
-30 540 54 0.9 5.1 866 87 8.6 15.9 
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5.5.3 SA Ratings  
The operator, API RP 5L3, Pohang University, DNV, and DNV+Pohang estimates of the 
DBTT85 with respect to specimen orientation of the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates tested at 





Figure 5.16 Graphs of the DBTT85 estimates with respect to specimen orientation of the (a) 
13.5 (b) 15.5, and (c) 22 mm plates.  
 
For all three plate thicknesses and specimen orientations, the Pohang University, DNV, 
and DNV+Pohang estimates of the DBTT85 were lower than the API RP 5L3 estimates. Both 
DNV methods that eliminate 25 mm of the fracture surface from the notch and back end of the 
specimen predicted lower DBTT85 for all three specimen orientations for the 13.5 and 15.5 mm 
plates. The Pohang University method that eliminates any IF area from the SA rating predicted 
lower DBTT85 for all three specimen orientations for the 22 mm plate. The estimated DBTT85 
varied with specimen orientation for all SA rating methods, with the 45° orientation specimens 
for the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates and the 90° orientation specimens for the 22 mm plate having 
higher estimated DBTT85s.  
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5.5.4 Separation Index (SI) 
Graphs of SI versus depth for DWTT specimens showing test temperature effects on 
separation formation for the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates for all three specimen orientations are 




(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 5.17 Graph of DWTT SI versus depth from plate surface showing test temperature 
effects on separation formation for the 13.5 mm plate in the (a) 0°, (d) 45°, (g) 90° 
orientation, the 15.5 mm plate in the (b) 0°, (e) 45°, (h) 90° orientation, and the 22 
mm plate in the (c) 0°, (f) 45°, (i) 90° orientation.  
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Figure 5.17 shows that for all specimen orientations and at USTs, the centerline of the 
plate has the highest SI, with the 90° specimen orientation having higher SI than the 0° or 45° 
orientation specimens for all three plate thicknesses. However, this is a test temperature 
dependent trend. 
As test temperature decreases into the TT region, the SI at the quarter-depth thickness 
begins to overtake the centerline SI, especially for the 90° orientation specimens. At LSTs, the SI 
drops to zero for all plate depths, except for in Figure 5.17 (c), where the 13.5 mm 90°, -70 °C 
specimens exhibited separations at the edge and quarter-depth, but not at the centerline. The 13.5 
mm specimens also exhibited the largest range in SIs with respect to orientation at all test 
temperature regimes. 
Graphs of SI versus specimen orientation showing test temperature effects on separation 
formation for the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates are displayed in Figure 5.18. The 45° specimen 
orientation generally has the lowest SI for all three plate thicknesses, but this is also temperature 
dependent as this trend is less pronounced at USTs and there is very little variation between 
specimens at LSTs, where the presence of separations decreases overall.  
Graphs of SI versus test temperature showing specimen orientation effects on separation 
formation for the 13.5, 15.5, and 22 mm plates are displayed in Figure 5.19. For the 13.5 and 
15.5 mm plates, the overall SI of the facture surface increases at transition test temperatures, and 
the largest variation in SI measurements for all three plate thicknesses occurs in the TT region. 
The 22 mm plate SIs are similar for USTs and TTs, but begin to drop at LSTs. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.18 Graph of SI versus orientation showing temperature effects on separation 
formation for the (a) 13.5 (b) 15.5, and (c) 22 mm plates. Filled in symbols 







Figure 5.19 Graph of SI versus temperature showing orientation effects on separation 
formation for the (a) 13.5 (b) 15.5, and (c) 22 mm plates.  
 
5.5.5 Work Hardening 
The results of the Rockwell A hardness measurements on the fractured DWTT specimens 
can be found in Figure 5.20. The hammer impacted region of the DWTT specimens generally 
has a significantly higher hardness that the notch end at higher test temperatures. This work 
hardened region even extends across the entire width of the specimen for some UST test cases 
(see the 15.5 mm plate, 90°, -20 °C test condition in Figure 5.20(h)), with the hardness steadily 
decreasing from the hammer impact end to the notch end. As test temperature decreases, some of 
the hardness traverse begin to level out closer to the hammer impact end (see the 15.5 mm plate, 
90°, -30 and -40 °C test conditions in Figure 5.20(h)). Some LST test conditions even show no 
indication of work hardening in the hammer impact region at all (see the 15.5 mm plate, 0°, -30 
and -40 °C test condition Figure 5.20(b)). For TTs, the work hardened region can extend 
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anywhere from a quarter to halfway through the width of the DWTT specimen. All three plate 
thicknesses and orientations appear to follow these temperature dependent trends. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 5.20 Graph of Rockwell hardness A scale versus depth from plate surface showing test 
temperature effects for the 13.5 mm plate in the (a) 0°, (d) 45°, (g) 90° 
orientation, the 15.5 mm plate in the (b) 0°, (e) 45°, (h) 90° orientation, and the 22 
mm plate in the (c) 0°, (f) 45°, (i) 90° orientation.  
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5.6 EBSD 
A 13.5 mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C exhibited five 
separations on the cross-section taken across the plate’s through-thickness. Three separations 
were selected for EBSD investigation; one separation located approximately at the centerline and 
two at approximately the two quarter-depth locations (see Figure 5.21(a)). A 22 mm plate 90° 
orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C exhibited two separations on the cross-section 
taken across the plate’s through-thickness. One separation located along the centerline was 




Figure 5.21 Photo of the cross-sections of the (a) 13.5 and (b) 22 mm plates with the 
separations investigated with EBSD outlined in red (color image – see PDF copy). 
 
The centerline separation of the 13.5 mm plate has a blunt crack tip with large 
misorientation angles between the grains on each side of the crack, as shown in Figure 5.22. The 
numbers on Figure 5.22(a) correspond with the two points selected for each misorientation 
measurement that are reported in Table 5.14. A large grain, shown in brown in Figure 5.22(b), 
dominates the right side of the separation, while smaller elongated grains are present on the right 
side of the separation. The grain size diameter and area fraction data for Figure 5.22(b) are 
reported in Table 5.15. It should be noted that all grain size diameter and area fraction 
measurements presented in this section are skewed by the presence of the separations in the grain 




Figure 5.22 Image quality maps overlaid with (a) and an IPF map (RD = plane normal) (b) a 
color coded grain map showing the end of the centerline separation for the 13.5 
mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C (color image). 
 
Table 5.14 – Misorientation Angle Measurements for the Centerline Separation for the 13.5 mm 
Plate  





Table 5.15 – Grain Diameter and Area Fraction Measurements for the Centerline Separation for 
the 13.5 mm Plate 
Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) 
0.083 1.24% 0.770 1.50% 
0.104 0.25% 0.962 0.50% 
0.130 0.34% 1.202 3.81% 
0.162 0.15% 1.503 2.52% 
0.202 0.08% 1.877 0.00% 
0.253 0.32% 2.346 7.80% 
0.316 0.30% 2.931 37.02% 
0.395 0.53% 3.663 0.00% 
0.493 0.60% 4.577 21.45% 
0.616 1.08% 5.719 20.51% 
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The first quarter-depth separation of the 13.5 mm plate has a relatively sharp crack tip 
and is discontinuous in the plane observed, with two cracks present below the crack end of the 
main continuous separation, as shown in Figure 5.23. There are large misorientation angles 
between the grains on each side of the main continuous separation crack end and the first 
unconnected crack, but the second crack has relatively low misorientation angles between the 
grains on each side of the crack. The numbers on Figure 5.23(a) correspond with the two points 
selected for each misorientation measurement that are reported in Table 5.16. The grain size 
diameter and area fraction data for Figure 5.23(b) are reported in Table 5.17. Figure 5.24 shows 
just the second crack and shows that the misorientation angles are relatively low when compared 
to the other cracks. The numbers on the figure correspond with the two points selected for each 
misorientation measurement that are reported in Table 5.18.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.23 Image quality maps overlaid with (a) and an IPF map (RD = plane normal) (b) a 
color coded grain map showing the end of the quarter-depth separation for the 
13.5 mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C (color image – 
see PDF copy). 
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Table 5.16 – Misorientation Angle Measurements for the First Quarter-Depth Separation for the 
13.5 mm Plate  








Table 5.17 – Grain Diameter and Area Fraction Measurements for the First Quarter-Depth 
Separation  
Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) 
0.133 0.38% 1.200 2.16% 
0.165 0.13% 1.495 2.45% 
0.206 0.21% 1.863 5.43% 
0.257 0.30% 2.323 14.59% 
0.320 0.33% 2.895 14.36% 
0.399 0.60% 3.608 13.33% 
0.497 0.88% 4.497 10.92% 
0.620 1.07% 5.604 12.34% 
0.772 1.86% 6.985 0.00% 
0.963 1.94% 8.706 16.72% 
 
 
Figure 5.24 Image quality map overlaid with an IPF map (RD = plane normal) showing the 
second unconnected crack of the quarter-depth separation for the 13.5 mm plate 
90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C (color image – see PDF copy). 
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Table 5.18 – Misorientation Angle Measurements for the Second Crack in the Quarter-Depth 
Separation  






The second quarter-depth separation of the 13.5 mm plate has a blunt crack tip with large 
misorientation angles between the grains on each side of the crack, as shown in Figure 5.25. The 
numbers on Figure 5.25(a) correspond with the two points selected for each misorientation 
measurement that are reported in Table 5.19. The separation appears to terminate at a large grain, 
shown in green in Figure 5.25(b). The grain size diameter and area fraction data for Figure 
5.25(b) are reported in Table 5.20. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.25 Image quality maps overlaid with (a) and an IPF map (RD = plane normal) (b) a 
color coded grain map showing the end of the quarter-depth separation for the 
13.5 mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C (color image – 
see PDF copy). 
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Table 5.19 – Misorientation Angle Measurements for the Second Quarter-Depth Separation for 
the 13.5 mm Plate  






Table 5.20 – Grain Diameter and Area Fraction Measurements for the Second Quarter-Depth 
Separation  
Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) 
0.098 1.86% 0.722 3.66% 
0.120 1.52% 0.882 3.35% 
0.147 0.56% 1.076 2.96% 
0.179 0.77% 1.314 8.31% 
0.218 0.54% 1.604 5.19% 
0.267 0.98% 1.957 26.29% 
0.326 0.58% 2.389 0.00% 
0.397 1.59% 2.916 18.59% 
0.485 1.32% 3.559 0.00% 
0.592 0.71% 4.344 21.23% 
 
The centerline separation of the 22 mm plate does not terminate at a singular crack tip, 
but disperses into many thin cracks that spread down from the crack tip, as shown in Figure 5.26. 
EBSD was used to investigate two areas of the crack; directly below the crack tip where many 
small cracks can be seen and at the end of one of the thin cracks (see Figure 5.27 and Figure 
5.28, respectively). Figure 5.27 shows that the thin cracks are forming between many small 
grains, likely small plates of bainite, and generally do not form near larger grains or groups of 
grains with similar orientations.  
This can also be seen in Figure 5.28 showing the end of one of the cracks; the crack 
terminates when reaching larger grains and/or groups of grains with similar orientations. The 
cracks are also generally forming along grain boundaries of these larger grains. Misorientation 
angle analysis was not performed on these EBSD maps due to the very small size of the small 
grains between which the cracks formed. The grain size diameter and area fraction data for 
Figure 5.27 and 5.28 are reported in Table 5.21 and Table 5.22, respectively. 
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Figure 5.26 SEM image showing the end of the centerline separation for the 22 mm plate 90° 




Figure 5.27 Image quality maps overlaid with (a) and an IPF map (RD = plane normal) (b) a 
color coded grain map showing the directly below the crack tip of the centerline 
separation for the 22 mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested at -40 °C 





Figure 5.28 Image quality maps overlaid with (a) and an IPF map (RD = plane normal) (b) a 
color coded grain map showing at the end of one of the thin cracks of the 
centerline separation for the 22 mm plate 90° orientation DWTT specimen tested 
at -40 °C (color image – see PDF copy). 
 
Table 5.21  – Grain Diameter and Area Fraction Measurements Below the Crack Tip 
Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) 
0.161 3.54% 0.828 5.09% 
0.190 3.16% 0.975 4.81% 
0.224 6.15% 1.149 4.38% 
0.263 4.72% 1.353 2.55% 
0.310 6.84% 1.594 2.59% 
0.365 6.77% 1.877 4.34% 
0.430 6.12% 2.211 4.59% 
0.507 7.71% 2.604 0.00% 
0.597 8.44% 3.067 1.96% 
0.703 6.85% 3.613 9.40% 
 
Table 5.22  – Grain Diameter and Area Fraction Measurements at the End of a Thin Crack 
Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) Grain Diameter (µm) Area Fraction (%) 
0.082 1.08% 0.548 4.26% 
0.099 1.38% 0.663 5.32% 
0.120 1.10% 0.802 3.97% 
0.145 1.39% 0.971 3.86% 
0.175 2.08% 1.174 5.95% 
0.212 2.31% 1.421 7.16% 
0.256 2.58% 1.719 1.98% 
0.310 3.96% 2.079 18.57% 
0.375 2.92% 2.515 6.90% 
0.453 5.86% 3.043 17.36% 
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5.7 Neutron Diffraction 
Bulk texture measurements were successfully taken along the through-thickness direction 
of the four plates. The 13.5 mm plate was only scanned up to 8 mm into the plate due to an error 
in initializing the sample’s position within the HIPPO sample holder. It is important to note that 
based upon the experimental set up of the HIPPO and the sample coordinate system defined in 
MAUD, all pole figures are oriented so the RD is the north pole and the ND and sample rotation 
axis are both in the center of the pole figure and normal to the plane of the pole figure (see 
Figure 5.29).  
 
Figure 5.29 Pole figure orientation with respect to the HIPPO sample orientation and MAUD 
sample coordinate system. 
5.7.1 MAUD Rietveld Texture Analysis and Pole Figures 
The pole figures generated in MAUD for each scan location on each plate can be found in 
Appendix F, along with the maximum texture intensity generated and the texture index, which 
indicates if the overall texture strength is high or low [5.10]. If the texture is strong across the 
pole figures generated by MAUD, the texture index will be close to the texture maximum. A 
summary of the cell parameter, B, crystallite size, and microstrain (ms) values and respective 
errors for each scan are reported for the 13.5, 15.5, 22, and 32 mm plates in Tables 5.23-26, 
respectively. The weighted profile R-factor (Rwp) and expected R-factor (Rexp) are also reported. 
Rietveld refinements adjust the function being fitted to minimized the weighted sum of squared 
differences between the experimental and calculated texture intensities [5.11]. Rwp is determined 
from the square root of the minimized intensity value, scaled by the weighted texture intensities, 
and Rexp is a “best possible Rwp” value based on an ideal model assumption that all the weighting 
factors are correct for the examined data set [5.11].   
For all plates, scans where the 2 mm slit beam configuration hits above, below, or only 
partially on the sample, the parameter and error values generally diverge from the values that 
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they converge around for the scans that fall within the bulk of the sample. It is interesting to note 
that the crystallite size fit by the Rietveld refinements is largest for the 13.5 mm thick plate, even 
though the ferrite grain size is smallest for this plate. However, without additional material 
analysis to customize the initial values set for all parameters used to analyze a plate, the 
crystallite size parameter should not be expected to refine to values that represent the actual 
physical size of the material’s crystallites. Rather, the parameter will refine to achieve the best 
the data and the peak shape fit. The 13.5 mm plate neutron diffraction experiment took place at a 
later date than the 15.5, 22, and 32 mm plates. Therefore, a different initial instrument parameter 
file was loaded in the MAUD HIPPO wizard for the 13.5 mm plate, which could affect how the 
other parameters were refined in order to fit the data. This potentially explains the difference 
between the crystallite size between the 13.5 mm and other plates since the initial values for the 
parameters were left as the default settings for all plates and not customized.  
The maximum texture intensity and texture index is at the centerline for all four plates. 
This can be seen in the pole figures shown in Figure 5.30, where the texture components are the 
most defined in the (110), (200), and (222) pole figures generated by the scans taken closest to 
centerline for all four plates. All four plates’ pole figures exhibit typical BCC steel rolling texture 
components. Texture intensities and texture indexes are plotted as a function of scan location in 
Figure 5.31. The 22 mm plate scan located 13 mm from the top of the sample (beam centered 2 
mm below the centerline) produced the most textured pole figure of all the plates, with a texture 
maximum of 4.58 MRD and a texture index of 2.75. The 22 mm plate scans between the scan 
located 4 mm below the top of the sample and the scan located 16 mm below the top of the 
sample all had texture intensity maximums greater than 3 MRD. The 13.5 mm plate scan located 
6 mm from the top of the sample (beam is centered 0.75 mm above the centerline) produced the 
second most textured pole figure with a texture maximum of 4.07 MRD and a texture index of 
2.99. The 13.5 mm plate scans between the scan located 4 mm below the top of the sample and 
the scan located 8 mm below the top of the sample all had texture intensity maximums greater 
than 3 MRD. The 15.5 mm plate had only two scans near the centerline that had a texture 
intensity maximums greater than 3 MRD and generally had low texture maximums. The 32 mm 
plate scans between the scan located 9 mm below the top of the sample and the scan located 21 
mm below the top of the sample all had texture intensity maximums greater than 3 MRD. The 
two thinner plates generally had higher texture indexes relative to the texture maximums of their 
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scans, meaning there are more high texture intensities spread across the pole figures, rather than 
isolated, high texture intensities. The thicker plates generally had isolated, high texture 
intensities, which was problematic for generating pole figures for a 32 mm plate scan. The scan 
located 25 mm below the top of the 32 mm plate sample did not converge using the standard 
procedure and initial parameter values used to refine all other scans. This was due to the E-
WIMV algorithm artificially sharpening isolated, high texture intensities.  
Table 5.23  – Refined Parameters and Error Analysis for 13.5 mm Plate Rietveld Refinements  
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5 10.76 11.54 
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Table 5.24  – Refined Parameters and Error Analysis for 15.5 mm Plate Rietveld Refinements  
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4 9.59 11.32 
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Table 5.25  – Refined Parameters and Error Analysis for 22 mm Plate Rietveld Refinements  
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Table 5.26  – Refined Parameters and Error Analysis for 32 mm Plate Rietveld Refinements  
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Figure 5.30 (110), (200), and (222) pole figures generated in MAUD for each plate and scan 





Figure 5.31 (a) Maximum texture intensity (MRD) and (b) texture index as a function of scan 
location for all four plates. 
 
5.7.2 MTEX ODF Calculation 
The pole figure quarters generated in MTEX can be found in Appendix G and are 
annotated with the maximum texture intensity. These recalculated pole figures were generated 
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from the ODF calculation performed on the pole figure data imported from MAUD for each scan 
location in each plate. MTEX only plots pole figure quarters when there is orthorhombic sample 
symmetry. Visually comparing the pole figures generated in MAUD and MTEX reveals that the 
experimental and calculated data are in fairly good agreement; both sets of pole figures show 
typical transformation textures [5.12]. The calcError function results for each scan location and 
plate (also reported in Appendix G) also show that most of the experimental and recalculated 
pole figures are in good agreement. The calcError function determines the integrated difference 
between the two data sets. As texture intensity maximums increase, the error also increases. This 
occurred at the centerline for all plates. For pole figures that had high intensities around the rim 
of the pole figure (e.g. the 110 pole figure for centerline scans with higher texture intensity 
maximums), the error was generally higher (~14-16%). This is likely due to difficulty in 
discretizing texture components along the rim of a pole figure [5.10]. It should be noted that 
while only the (110), (200), and (222) pole figures were generated in both MAUD and MTEX, 
MAUD generates as many pole figures as possible for the data set provided and all are imported 
by MTEX. Only the (110), (200), and (222) pole figures were generated because they best 
represent BCC rolling textures.  
ODF Euler space sections for φ2 from 0° to 85° at 5° intervals for each scan location can 
also be found in Appendix G. As previously shown in the pole figures, the texture is strongest 
along the centerline for all four plates. The texture present in all four steels is similar to the 
transformation texture that develops when austenite deformation takes place [5.12], and to the 
texture observed in the previous research done by Haytham Al-Jabr [5.1].   
The results of the volume fraction analysis (i.e. the volume fraction, uniform volume 
fraction, and MRD) of selected texture components were plotted along the RD, TD, and ND 
fibers. The graphs and tables summarizing the data can be found in Appendix G. It should be 
noted that when comparing volume fractions of different texture components it is important to 
consider the uniform texture volume fraction, as meaningful comparisons cannot be made 
without considering how the uniform volume fraction changes in Euler space. However, since 
the uniform volume fraction only changes for different texture components and is not affected by 
the scan location or material, volume fraction comparisons of the same texture component 
between different scan locations and plates can be made. The texture is similar for all four plates 
when comparing centerline scan locations that produced high and distinct texture intensities. The 
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intensities and volume fractions measured along the fibers generally decrease as the scan 
location moves out from the centerline towards the plate edge. The amount of decrease in 
intensities and volume fractions between these two locations varies by plate. The 13.5 mm plate 
has the least amount of difference in intensity and volume fraction between the edge and 
centerline scan locations and generally has the strongest texture of all the plates, as shown in 
Figure 5.32.  
 
Figure 5.32 Graph of scan location versus intensity of the {113}<110> texture component 
showing how texture intensity generally increases at the centerline for all four 
plates.   
 
Figure 5.33 compares the three fibers for the 13.5 mm plate centerline scan and illustrates 
the trends that were generally observed in each fiber for all four plates. The highest texture 
intensities and volume fractions can be found along the RD fiber for all four plates. At the 
centerline scan locations, all four plates exhibit non-random texture beginning at the 
{001}<110> texture component along the RD fiber. Texture intensities and volume fractions 
increase through the {114}<110> component and hit a maximum for most scan locations and 
plates at the {113}<110> component. The maximum texture intensity and volume fraction was 
observed at the {113}<110> component in the 13.5 mm plate centerline scan, with a MRD of 
5.46 and a volume fraction of 0.2266. The 32 mm plate centerline scan exhibits a {113}<110> 
component with the next highest intensity, with a MRD of 5.04 and a volume fraction of 0.2121. 
The 22 mm plate centerline scan {113}<110> component has an MRD of 4.93 and a volume 
fraction of 0.207. The 15.5 mm plate centerline scan {113}<110> component has an MRD of 
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4.57 and a volume fraction of 0.195. For all four plates, texture intensities and volume fractions 
begin to decrease after the {113}<110> component along the RD fiber. The {337}<110>, 
{112}<110>, and {223}<110> texture components all exhibit significant non-random texture. 
Texture intensities drop to just above 1 MRD at the {111}<110> texture component, and 
generally fall to or below 1 MRD for the remaining texture components along the RD fiber. The 
13.5 mm plate generally has higher texture intensities and volume fractions between the 
{114}<110> and {223}<110> components when compared to the other plates at all scan 
locations. The 13.5 mm plate also exhibits a sharper drop in intensity and volume fraction 
between the {223}<110> and {111}<110> components than the other plates, especially for 
centerline scans. The other plates’ texture intensity and volume fraction generally begins to 
decrease significantly after the {112}<110> component.  
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.33 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the (a) RD, (b) ND, and (c) TD fibers for the 13.5 mm 
plate at the centerline scan location. 
 
The ND fiber exhibits relatively weak textures along the entire fiber for all four plates. 
Only at centerline scan locations do some of the texture components reach intensities above 2 
MRD. The {111}<112> texture component generally exhibits the highest texture intensity and 
volume fraction along the fiber for most plates and scan locations. The {111}<121> component 
sometimes exhibits higher texture intensities and volume fractions than the {111}<112> and is 
generally the second strongest texture component of the fiber.  
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All four plates exhibit non-random texture for all scan locations at the {111}<112>, 
{554}<225>, and {332}<113> components along the TD fiber. There is little difference in 
intensity between the plates and their corresponding scan locations for these components. The 
{001}[110] component also exhibits non-random texture and has a more significant increase in 
texture intensity and volume fraction between the edge to the centerline of the plates than the 
{111}<112>, {554}<225>, and {332}<113> components. The 13.5 mm plate has lower 
intensities and volume fractions of the {001}[110] component when compared to the other three 
plates at most scan locations. The {110}<001> component does not exhibit significant non-
random texture, with texture intensities below 1 MRD for most scan locations in all plates.   
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION 
 This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapter 5 and focuses on the effect of 
microstructure, texture, and impact behavior on separations and toughness anisotropy.    
6.1 Review of Microstructure  
The processing histories of the four plates are proprietary and were not provided. 
Therefore, microstructural analysis results were used to assess some of the possible processing 
routes used for each plate.  The microstructure observed in the 13.5 and 15.5 mm thick plates is a 
fine polygonal ferrite (grain size approximately 5 and 8 µm, respectively) equiaxed at the 
centerline and elongated with substructure at the surface (see Figure 5.6). SEM images (see 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2) of the near surface regions of both steels show the presence of substructures 
within the elongated grains, which form when ferrite is deformed [6.1]. This suggests that the 
plates may have been at least partially processed in the austenite-ferrite phase region or even 
under “warm” rolling conditions (below the temperature where the transformation from austenite 
to ferrite is complete), and the substructure developed as the ferrite was deformed. The 
micrographs of the 13.5 mm plate (see Figure 5.1) indicate the presence of pearlite distributed 
between the ferrite grains. The surface regions of the 13.5 mm thick plate do not contain pearlite 
colonies, but as the through-thickness of the plate is traversed to the center, the size and 
frequency of the pearlite colonies increases. The pearlite colonies, even at the center of the plate, 
are very small and have not developed the typical continuous cementite lamellae. Cementite 
lamellae that are not uniform in spacing or orientation with respect to each other generally 
indicate that the pearlite has formed over a range of temperatures [6.2].  
The typical transformed microstructures of pipeline steels include pearlite, polygonal, 
acicular, and bainitic ferrite, and martensite. The pipeline industry defines polygonal ferrite as an 
equiaxed [6.3] and/or plate like [6.4] microstructure that often contains lamellar pearlite 
colonies, as relatively slow cooling rates from the austenite phase region allows for the near-
equilibrium transformation of austenite to ferrite. Carbon partitions to untransformed austenite 
and transforms to pearlite once the temperature falls below the eutectoid temperature [6.3]. 
Acicular ferrite forms at faster cooling rates and is described in the pipeline industry as a non-
equiaxed or irregular ferrite [6.1, 6.3, 6.4]. It has been sometimes been used to describe other 
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non-polygonal ferritic features such as bainitic ferrite, quasi-polygonal, or granular bainite [6.3, 
6.4], but in this case will be specifically described as a “highly substructured non-equiaxed phase 
that forms in the continuous-cooling-transformation process… at a temperature range slightly 
higher than upper bainite” [6.4]. Figure 6.1 shows a continuous-cooling-transformation (CCT) 
diagram representative of pipeline steels [6.3], and a CCT diagram taken from Zhao et al.’s [6.4] 
investigation on CCTs of deformed and undeformed X70 steels that underwent hot deformation 
with similar carbon, manganese, and silicon contents as the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates. The 
general CCT diagram is representative of many pipeline steels, but specific feature vary with 
composition and processing [6.3]. The X70 steel (Steel A#) investigated by Zhao et al. [6.4] has 




Figure 6.1 CCT diagram (a) generally representative of pipeline steels [6.3] and (b) for steel 
A# with deformation [6.4]. 
 
Upon examination of the microstructures in conjunction with the CCT curves, it is 
possible that the 13.5 mm plate may have experienced slower cooling rates than the other plates, 
passing through the polygonal ferrite and pearlite regions of the CCT diagrams. The 15.5 mm 
thick plate likely experienced faster cooling rates, passing through the polygonal ferrite region 
closer to the bainite region on the CCT diagrams. It has been shown that the formation of 
polygonal ferrite is favored when the austenite-ferrite TT is high [6.1, 6.3, 6.4]. 
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The banded microstructure observed in the 22 and 32 mm thick plates contains non-
uniformly distributed polygonal ferrite (grain size approximately 5-7.5 µm and 6 µm, 
respectively) and a secondary constituent. The SEM images of the 22 and 32 mm plates (see 
Figure 5.3 and 5.4) suggest the secondary constituent present in the microstructure is primarily 
bainite, with some small, irregular regions of MA at the centerline. Additional secondary 
constituents present may include pearlite, retained austenite, or carbides [6.5–9]. The presence of 
lower temperature transformation products suggests that the thicker plates experienced faster 
cooling rates than the thinner plates. This is counterintuitive, considering that thicker plates 
generally cool at slower rates.  
The microstructure observed in the 22 and 32 mm plates is similar to a microstructure 
that was developed by Rosado et al. in a study of X80 pipeline steels [6.7]. The authors described 
the microstructure as a ferrite-bainite dual-phase that was obtained when the plate underwent a 
three step TMCP: controlled rolling followed by accelerated cooling that started below the Ar3 
temperature and then air cooling. Figure 6.2 shows a micrograph of the X80’s microstructure. 
While chemistry plays a role in determining the final microstructure, it is possible that the 22 and 
32 mm plates were processed under similar conditions as the X80 plate due to their similar 
microstructures. The chemistry of the X80 steel reviewed by Rosado et al. was not reported. 
Accelerated cooling after TMCP enhances ferrite grain refinement and prevents the formation of 
pearlite during cooling. X70 steels have been reported to form bainite when accelerated cooling 
is employed [6.7]. It is also possible that the 22 and 32 mm plates were also rolled under “warm” 
rolling conditions, as elongated ferrite is present at both plates’ edges.   
 
Figure 6.2 X80 steel microstructure developed by Rosado et al. [6.7]. X80 ferrite-bainite 
dual-phase obtained when accelerated cooling starts below the Ar3 temperature. F 
indicates ferrite, B indicates bainite. 
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Both the 22 and 32 mm plates exhibit non-uniform banding of the bainite through the 
plates’ thicknesses. The volume fraction analysis of the two thicker plates (see Figure 5.5) 
indicates that the volume fraction of the bainitic constituent increases at the centerline of the 
plate. The increased presence of a low temperature transformation product (i.e. bainite) at the 
centerline of the plates can be caused by the segregation of manganese to the interdendritic liquid 
during solidification. Both steels have a relatively high manganese content for X70 pipeline 
steels; 1.62 and 1.63 weight % manganese, respectively. This is within standard limits due to the 
plates lowered carbon content, as the API 5L Specification for Line Pipe [6.10] states that “For 
each reduction of 0.01% below the specified maximum concentration for carbon, an increase of 
0.05% above the specified maximum concentration for manganese is permissible.” Manganese 
decreases the austenite to ferrite transformation temperature thereby increasing the steels’ 
hardenability. Upon rolling, the manganese enriched and depleted regions are elongated into 
bands. During cooling, ferrite nucleates first in the manganese depleted bands, thus developing 
the banded microstructure. The high manganese regions stabilize the austenite present, allowing 
lower temperature transformation products, such as bainite, to form instead of pearlite. EDS in 
the through-thickness of the 22 mm plate revealed no significant change in manganese content 
between the bainitic bands and ferrite matrix. However, the variation in manganese content that 
produced these bands may be very small and therefore undetectable using EDS.   
6.2 Review of Mechanical Properties 
This section will discuss the key results of the Vickers microhardness and tensile testing. 
Since toughness is one of the main motivators for this study, it will be discussed separately in 
Section 6.4.  
6.2.1 Vickers Microhardness 
Through-thickness Vickers microhardness traverses of the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates have 
relatively flat profiles relative to the thicker plates (see Figure 5.8). The 22 and 32 mm plates 
exhibit hardness minima at the quarter-depths and larger hardness ranges than the thinner plates 
(72 HV and 67 HV, respectively). The hardness ranges for the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates (31 HV 
and 35 HV, respectively) are roughly half of those the thicker plates. The thicker plates have 
notably heterogeneous microstructures with non-uniform banding compared to the thinner plates. 
When there is an inadequate increase in the cooling rate or too large of a reduction in the cooling 
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stop temperature during continuous cooling of thicker plate, the non-uniform hardness 
distribution in the through-thickness direction of the plate tends to increase due to the larger 
thermal mass retained in the thicker plate [6.11]. Regions of the thicker plates’ microstructure 
(closer to the centerline) are bainitic and therefore have more variance in grain sizes, potentially 
contributing to the larger variance in the hardness measurements. The 13.5 mm plate has the 
highest average hardness (209 HV), followed by the 15.5 mm plate (207 HV), 22 mm plate (205 
HV), and finally the 32 mm plate (198 HV), although all averages are within the ranges of all the 
plates (i.e. the hardness is similar for the four plates). Higher hardness is correlated to higher 
strength, and the same trend in average hardness between the four plates was observed in the 
yield and tensile strength results discussed in Section 6.2.2. 
LOM and Vickers hardness measurements show that the 22 and 32 mm plates have at 
least two phases or constituents present and that there is gradation of these phases/constituents in 
the through-thickness direction of the plates. The inhomogeneity and gradation of the plates 
microstructure could have a significant effect on the performance of the plates as a pipeline, as 
banded microstructures and crystallographic texture anisotropy, which can be inferred from the 
presence of multiple microstructures, have been found to affect separations, toughness 
anisotropy, and CVN impact behavior [6.5, 6.12–17].  
6.2.2 Tensile Testing  
Yield strength is a function of multiple parameters including the lattice friction stress, 
solid solution strengthening, precipitation strengthening, dislocation strengthening, sub-grain 
size, crystallographic texture, grain boundary contributions to hardening (the locking parameter), 
and grain size [6.18]. The 13.5 mm plate has the smallest ferrite grain size and the highest yield 
and tensile strengths at both centerline and quarter-depth specimen locations (see Figures 5.6 and 
Table 5.9, respectively). The 15.5 mm plate has the largest ferrite grain size and the next highest 
yield strengths.  
The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates have similar tensile results for the centerline and quarter-
depth specimens (see Table 5.9) and have relatively similar grain sizes and flat hardness profiles 
across their through-thicknesses. In contrast, the 22 and 32 mm plates exhibit higher yield and 
often tensile strengths at the quarter-depth location (see Table 5.9) and have varying 
microstructures and hardness profiles across their through-thicknesses. The volume fraction of 
the bainitic secondary constituent increases from the edge to the centerline of the plate from ~25 
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to ~55% and ~28 to ~54% for the 22 and 32 mm plates, respectively (see Figure 5.5). The bainite 
appears to correspond with reduced strength along the centerline. The 22 mm plate exhibits a 
larger increase in yield strength between the quarter-depth and centerline specimen locations 
than the 32 mm plate. This is likely because the 22 mm plate has a smaller grain size at the 
quarter-depth than the centerline, while grain size is relatively consistent across the 32 mm 
plate’s through-thickness (see Figure 5.6).  
According to the literature [6.19, 6.20], combined bainitic-ferrite microstructures usually 
have higher tensile strengths than the polygonal ferrite microstructures, however the opposite 
was observed in these steels. The strength of steels containing multiple microstructures and 
constituents is dependent on the volume fraction, morphology, and strength of the constituents 
present, with fine, uniformly distributed higher strength/hardness phases generally resulting in 
increased elongation and strength [6.19, 6.21, 6.22]. The non-uniform distribution of the 
secondary constituent may reduce tensile strength since a better ratio and distribution of high and 
low strength constituents for tensile strength was found at the quarter-depth location. In addition, 
the thinner plates may have experienced more severe rolling reductions and therefore the ferrite 
may be significantly work-hardened. Thus increasing the thinner plates’ strength.  
The centerline specimens for both of the thicker plates exhibit less yield point elongation 
than the quarter-depth specimens. This would suggest that the increase in the bainitic secondary 
constituent at the centerline of these plates increases the amount of mobile dislocations. The 22 
and 32 mm centerline specimens have lower YS/TS ratios than the quarter-depth specimens, 
indicating a potential increase in mobile dislocations that would contribute to the centerline 
specimens’ higher work hardening rates. The reduction in discontinuous yielding also suggests 
that more microconstituents, such as MA, may be present along the centerline of the 22 and 32 
mm plates since they increase the initial density of mobile dislocations [6.23].  
The 90° tensile specimen orientation generally exhibits the highest yield strengths, with 
the exception of the 22 mm plate where the 0° orientation exhibits higher yield strengths. The 
45° orientation exhibits the lowest yield strengths for all four plates. Yield strength anisotropy 
favoring the 90° orientation while detrimental to the 45° orientation has consistently been 
reported for X70 pipeline steels and is often attributed to the presence of the {113}<110> texture 
component [6.5, 6.24, 6.25]. In the preceding Ph.D. thesis work done on similar X70 steels by 
Haytham Al-Jabr [6.5], the 15T alloy (similar to the 15.5 mm plate in composition and 
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processing) had lowest yield strength anisotropy and the lowest intensity of the {113}<110> 
component. The 13.5 mm plate has the highest volume fraction and intensity of {113}<110> 
texture component across the plate’s through-thickness, followed by the 32 mm, 22 mm, and 
finaly 15.5 mm plate (see Table 6.1). The 13.5 mm plate exhbits the highest variation in strength 
with respect to orientation, while the 15.5 mm plate also exhbits the lowest variation in strength 
with respect to orientation (see Table 5.9). This supports the hypothesis that the {113}<110> 
texture component promotes strength anisotropy, although other texture components may play a 
role. The {332}<113> texture component is known to improve strength and toughness while 
mitigating anisotropy of mechanical properties [6.5, 6.24, 6.25]. The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates 
have the highest strengths and also have high intensities of the {332}<113> component with the 
least amount of variation in intensity across the plates’ through-thickness (see Table 6.1). The 22 
and 32 mm plates have the highest intensity and volume fraction of the {332}<113> component 
at the centerline, but exhibit significant variation in intensity across the plates’ through-thickness 
for this component (see Table 6.1). The thicker plates have lower yield and tensile strength at the 
centerline than the quarter-depth specimen location, even though they have a higher intensity and 
volume fraction of the {332}<113> component at the centerline. This suggests that 
microstructural effects may dominate tensile performance over texture effects for the thicker 
plates. The 15.5 mm plate has a combination of low intensity for the {113}<110> component 
and high intensity of the {332}<113> component, resulting in an ideal combination of low 
strength anisotropy and high strength. 
Table 6.1 – Intensity of Selected Texture Components at Edge and Centerline Locations  
Plate Thickness (mm) Texture Component Scan Location from Top of Sample (mm) MRD 
13.5 
{332}<113> 0 2.16 6 3.08 
{113}<110> 0 2.85 6 5.46 
15.5 
{332}<113> 0 2.40 8 3.04 
{113}<110> 0 2.42 8 4.23 
22 
{332}<113> 1 1.64 10 3.22 
{113}<110> 1 1.74 10 4.93 
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{113}<110> 1 2.44 13 5.04 
6.3 Impact Behavior of Thick High Strength and Toughness Pipeline Steels 
This section will discuss the work done to address some of the specific challenges of 
impact testing thicker, higher strength and toughness pipeline steels. This includes the correlation 
of CVN and DWTT results, quantifying the effect of IF on DWTT fracture surfaces, using 
different SA rating methods to address the IF issue, and instrumented DWTT.  
6.3.1 Comparison of DWTT and CVN Results 
DWTT is a mill test developed in the 1960s used to determine the DBTT85 of ferritic 
steels. DWTT fracture surfaces were found to closely match the fracture surfaces of full-scale 
pipe burst tests performed at similar temperatures and could be used to estimate the full-scale 
fracture propagation mode [6.26]. A correlation between CVN, DWTT, and full-scale pipe burst 
fracture surfaces that exhibit the same SA and fracture resistance was made in the 1970s [6.26]. 
This correlation allowed DWTT SAs to be used for determining the CVN absorbed energy 
required for full-sized plates and is illustrated in Figure 6.3. It should be noted that the DBTT for 
CVN testing is lower than that for the DWTT at the same SA because of the difference in 
transition behavior of CVNs as a result of constraint [6.26].  
 
Figure 6.3 The relationship between the CVN absorbed energy and SA at (a) an 85% SA 
or (b) a set service temperature. Recreated from [6.26]. 
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CVN and DWT testing estimated different DBTTs for the same plates. The 22 mm plate 
has the lowest DBTT and highest USE based on CVN testing, while the 13.5 mm plate generally 
has the highest DBTT and lowest USE. DWTT results also contradict the CVN results: the 13.5 
mm plate has the lowest DWTT DBTT85. The following discussion first compares the CVN 
DBTTs estimated by SA and absorbed energy curves and then compares these results to the 
DWTT DBTTs following the relationship illustrated in Figure 6.3. Detailed data are presented in 
Table 6.2.  
First, the DBTT was estimated for both the CVN SA and absorbed energy curves (Table 
6.2, columns 3 and 4). An 85% SA and absorbed energy criteria was used to enable comparisons 
with DWTT SA ratings, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). It should be noted that the DBTT85 is a 
conservative value generally used for DWTT and is intended to determine when the fracture 
propagation mode transitions from mostly ductile to ductile/brittle SA appearance, whereas a 
50% SA DBTT is generally used to evaluate CVN testing [6.27, 6.28]. The CVN energy curve 
estimates lower DBTTs than the SA curve for all three plates and orientations. For example, the 
13.5 mm plate 45°orientation energy curve estimates a DBTT that is 77 °C lower than the SA 
curve. Therefore, the CVN absorbed energy curve exhibits upper-shelf behavior at temperatures 
where the SA curve is beginning to exhibit transition behavior. Since the CVN absorbed energy 
that matches an 85% CVN SA is used to calculate the plate’s expected fracture resistance, an 
artificially high estimate of fracture resistance would occur in this case. This issue could be 
further exacerbated because advanced higher toughness steels require large initiation energies 
that can inflate CVN absorbed energy results [6.26]. There is no physical relationship between 
CVN SA and CVN energy DBTT curves and these relationships have been developed out of 
empirical evidence gathered on lower strength and toughness steels [6.28].  Absorbed energy is 
easier to measure, but gives no indication of fracture appearance and is not a material property, 
while SA is more difficult to measure, but indicates the fracture mode at a given temperature 
[6.28]. LE also estimates different impact behavior than absorbed energy (see Figure 5.14) most 
notably for the 13.5 mm and 22 mm plates 90° and 0° orientations, respectively.  
Second, the CVN results show that the lower toughness material conditions follow the 
empirical correlations between SA and absorbed energy (i.e. Figure 6.3) better than higher 
toughness material conditions. The CVN absorbed energy at the DBTT85 determined from the 
SA curve is listed in Table 6.2, column 5. Table 6.2, column 6 is a ratio of this energy over the 
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USE that can be used to compare the two CVN behaviors; ideally, the values in column 6 would 
be  85% (i.e. both curves estimate upper shelf behavior). The 15.5 mm plate and all 45° 
orientation CVNs exhibit CVN energies > 85% of the USE, but all other orientations for the 
13.5 and 22 mm plates have CVN absorbed energy at 85% SA that are significantly lower than 
the USE. The 15.5 mm plate has the least complex microstructure, consisting mainly of 
polygonal ferrite, the highest DWTT DBTT85, and is the most similar to the ferritic steels that 
were used to develop the correlations between DWTT and CVN testing and produced prior to the 
development of TMCP techniques [6.26]. This is likely why the estimated CVN absorbed energy 
and USE values for this steel are in good agreement. The 45° orientation generally has a higher 
DBTT than other orientations. The lower toughness in this orientation could explain why the 45° 
orientation estimated CVN absorbed energy and USE values are in agreement since the 
relationship was developed for lower toughness steels. 
Finally, DWTT specifications for plates generally give a service temperature where 85% 
SA must be achieved. The data from these plates suggests that neither CVN SA nor absorbed 
energy curves correlate well to DWTT results in plates with more complex microstructures and 
higher toughness. To show this, a similar analysis was performed considering a set service 
temperature of -30 °C instead of a set SA of 85%. The results are displayed in the bottom half of 
Table 6.2, columns 3-6. The -30 °C service temperature is above the DWTT DBTT85 for the 13.5 
and 22 mm plate (-56 °C/90° and -36 °C/90°, respectively), while falling below the DWTT 
DBTT85 for the 15.5 mm plate (-20 °C/90°). The DWTT SA at -30 °C is compared to the CVN 
absorbed energy curve by following the arrows labeled (b) in Figure 6.3. The CVN absorbed 
energy determined following this technique can then be turned into a percentage of the CVN 
USE (bottom half of Table 6.2, column 6), offering a comparison of the DWTT and CVN 
behavior at a representative service temperature. By comparing where the estimated CVN 
absorbed energy falls on the CVN absorbed energy curve to the region where -30 °C falls on the 
DWTT SA curve, it can be qualitatively determined if the CVN and DWTT curves would 
estimate similar DBTT behavior (i.e. compare columns 3 and 6 in the bottom half of Table 6.2). 
With the exception of the 15.5 mm plate and all of the 45° orientation results, the CVN absorbed 
energy curves generally exhibit lower shelf and transition behavior at the CVN temperature that 
correlates to the -30 °C service temperature, while the DWTT SA curves exhibit upper shelf 
behavior at -30 °C. Again, the ferritic microstructure of the 15.5 mm plate aligns better with the 
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empirical correlations than the ferrite-pearlite or bainitic microstructures of the other two plates. 
The lowest toughness test orientation (i.e., 45°) also more closely follows the empirical 
correlations. 
Table 6.2– CVN Absorbed Energy Correlated to DWTT SA  
Plate 









Energy at CVN 




0° -110 -116 108 27 
45° -7 -84 334 95 
90° -27 -79 204 47 
15.5 
0° -54 -115 423 99 
45° -38 -64 360 100 
90° -57 -96 395 100 
22 
0° -80 -136 365 75 
45° -94 -101 450 100 








Equivalent SA as 
DWTT (°C) 
CVN Absorbed 
Energy at CNV 
Temperature  (i.e. 




0° 95 -110 108 27 
45° 90 -3 337 96 
90° 96 19 320 74 
15.5 
0° 45 -102 199 47 
45° 18 -83 7 2 
90° 58 -84 323 82 
22 
0° 94 -62 426 88 
45° 91 -89 450 100 
90° 90 -123 199 46 
 
These results show that the SA and absorbed energy CVN evaluation methods selected to 
analyze the data change the DBTT estimate. In addition to there being no simple physical 
correlation between the CVN SA and absorbed energy curves, fracture conditions vary between 
CVN and DWTT. Therefore correlating fracture behavior (i.e. CVN and DWTT curves) is likely 
limited to certain microstructure/toughness combinations. Thus, for the more complex 
microstructures and higher toughness steels (i.e. the 13.5 and 22 mm plates) the previously 
developed empirical relationships between CVN SA, CVN absorbed energy, and DWTT SA 
appear to no longer fit. Even when a set service temperature is examined, rather than a set SA, 
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the difference in the curves significantly affects the estimated impact behavior, except for the 
lowest toughness conditions (i.e. the 15.5 mm plate and 45° orientation).  For these conditions 
the previously developed empirical relationships still show a qualitative relationship between 
CVN SA, CVN absorbed energy, and DWTT SA. 
The relationship between DWTT and CVN is empirical and based off numerous studies 
that involved DWTT, CVN testing, and full-scale pipe burst testing in the 60s and 70s [6.26, 
6.29, 6.30]. These relationships begin to break down when applied to newer, higher strength and 
toughness materials. The results of the CVN testing and DWTT in this study suggest that as the 
toughness and microstructural complexity of the steel increases, the relationship between the two 
tests no longer holds and they cannot be used individually as a rigorous method of pipeline 
quality assurance, and other relationships need to be developed, including to full scale pipe-burst 
testing.   
In addition to increasing toughness and microstructural complexity, increasing plate 
thickness affects the mechanics of the DWTT and final SA analysis, thus, making it difficult to 
compare toughness between thin and thick plates. CVN specimens have the same geometry, 
regardless of plate thickness, but DWTT specimen geometry varies with plate thickness. 
Therefore, a 22 mm plate DWTT specimen will have almost double the fracture surface area, 
measured by total fracture area or area evaluated for SA, of a 13.5 mm plate. CVN testing, which 
uses specimens that have the same fracture surface area, found that the 22 mm plate has the best 
toughness performance while the 13.5 mm plate generally has the lowest. DWTT had opposite 
results: the 13.5 mm plate had the best toughness performance. Since the 22 mm plate DWTT 
specimen has more material constraint than the 13.5 mm plate, a higher fracture initiation energy 
may be required to begin fracture propagation in the thicker plate, regardless of the actual 
material toughness/energy required for fracture propagation.  
The purpose of DWTT is to evaluate the propagation resistance of pipeline steels in 
conditions as close as possible to service conditions. Correlations for fracture initiation or 
propagation energy of a steel must consider the contributions of all components that make up 
impact energy (e.g. initiation, propagation, and kinetic/throw energy) [6.26]. High fracture 
initiation energy has been found to skew the interpretation of the impact energy contributions in 
both CVN and DWTT by artificially increasing the estimated propagation resistance, as well as 
estimating a false DBTT [6.26]. The high fracture initiation energy required to start a crack in 
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advanced and thicker pipeline steels can also affect the mechanics of the DWTT and has been 
linked to the fracture appearance phenomenon IF, which will be discussed in Section 6.3.2.  
6.3.2 Quantifying Inverse Fracture (IF)  
IF is defined for this discussion as the reappearance of cleavage at the hammer impacted 
DWTT specimen end due to work hardening that extends more than one plate thickness into the 
specimen [6.27, 6.30–32]. The high toughness of advanced pipeline steels resists the traditional 
brittle fracture initiation seen in DWTT of lower toughness steels and delays fracture initiation 
[6.30]. This delay has been observed using high speed cameras of DWTT that show the 
specimen bending significantly before the crack initiates [6.30]. The footage also shows that this 
initiation is often followed by crack arrest and additional significant bending of the remaining 
ligament until the specimen finally fails. Bending of the DWTT specimen results in work 
hardening of the steel ahead of the crack, especially in the remaining ligament after crack arrest. 
Hardness testing on broken DWTT specimens has shown that this remaining ligament is where 
the majority of work hardening occurs [6.27, 6.30, 6.33], meaning the crack is propagating 
through work hardened steel that is not representative of the original material. By performing 
hardness testing on broken DWTT specimens, Hwang et al. [6.27] determined that the area of the 
fracture surface that exhibits IF can be directly correlated to the presence of work hardening in a 
DWTT specimen. The Rockwell hardness measurements performed along the width of the 
DWTT fracture surfaces for the three plates tested in this study show that at transition region test 
temperatures the work hardened region can extend 20-40 mm into the specimen for all three 
plate thicknesses and specimen orientations. The size of this region is similar to the findings of 
Hwang et al. [6.27] and the DVN study that found the work hardened region extends 30 mm into 
the specimen for the most ductile materials  [6.33]. Since this trend was observed in all three 
plates, it appears that all microstructure and plate thickness combinations are susceptible to work 
hardening in the hammer impact region of DWTT. The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates both have LST 
test specimens that show no indication of work hardening in the hammer impact region (i.e. 13.5 
mm plate, 45°, -60 °C and 15.5 mm plate, 0°, -30 °C traverses, Figure 5.20 (d) and (b), 
respectively). All 22 mm plate specimens exhibit some degree of work hardening at the hammer 
impacted end at even the lowest test temperatures. The thicker plate also has a higher percentage 
of specimens visually exhibiting IF (i.e. the reappearance of cleavage at the hammer impacted 
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end of the fracture surface). The percentage of DWTT specimen across all test temperatures and 
specimen orientations exhibiting IF for each plate is listed in Table 6.3.  
Table 6.3 – Percentage of DWTT Specimens Exhibiting IF by Plate Thickness 





The increased presence of IF in the 22 mm thick specimens at all test temperatures 
suggests that the thicker plate is undergoing more work hardening in the hammer impacted 
region of the specimen than the thinner plates. Research performed by Hioe et al. [6.31] suggests 
that IF in advanced pipeline steels is caused mainly by their high fracture initiation energy, but 
not necessarily their fracture propagation energy. Thicker plates require higher fracture initiation 
energy due to the additional material constraint and this results in specimen bending rather than 
brittle fracture initiation upon impact. Therefore, traditional DWTT using PN-DWTT specimens 
is not effectively testing thicker pipeline steels and additional consideration should be given 
when eliminating regions of thicker plate fracture surfaces for SA rating.  
6.3.3 SA Rating Methods 
Changing the SA rating method has been proposed in the literature as a way to eliminate 
IF from SA ratings and provide better estimates of the material’s DBTT [6.27, 6.32, 6.33]. 
Therefore, three non-standard methods, described in Section 4.8.1, were used to evaluate the 
DWTT fracture surface SAs; one developed by Pohang University [6.27], another developed by 
DNV [6.33], and a combined method. The Pohang University and DNV methods both estimated 
lower DBTTs than the API RP 5L3 method for all plate thicknesses and specimen orientations 
tested, which is consistent with the literature on these non-standardized methods [6.27, 6.32, 
6.33]. Hwang et al. found that there was a significant variation in the calculation of the SA 
between Pohang University and API RP 5L3 methods, and that the inclusion of IF decreased the 
SA resulting in a high estimated DBTT85. DNV found that there was a decrease in the DBTT 
when using this method because the elimination of 25 mm of the fracture surface from the notch 
and back end of the specimen reduced the influence of IF on the SA rating, as well. 
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The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plate combined DNV+Pohang DBTT85 (see Figure 5.16(a) and 
(b)) were generally the same as the DNV SA rating. This indicates that the elimination of IF 
from the SA rating was achieved by eliminating of 25 mm of the fracture surface from the notch 
and back end of the specimen, without selectively eliminating the IF region, as prescribed by the 
Pohang University method. Therefore, the DNV methods may eliminate more fracture surface 
than necessary to eliminate the influence of IF and is not as conservative a method as the Pohang 
University method for these thinner plates. However, for the 22 mm plate, the Pohang University 
method calculated lower DBTT85 than any other SA rating method (see Figure 5.16 (c)). 
Therefore, the DNV method’s elimination of 25 mm of the fracture surface from the notch and 
back end of the specimen alone was not enough to eliminate the presence of IF from the fracture 
surface. The difference between the Pohang University and DNV+Pohang methods’ estimated 
DBTT85 for the 22 mm plate is likely due to the greater amount of fracture that was surface area 
eliminated from the Pohang University rating. Since only 25 mm of the fracture surface is 
excluded from the notch and back end of the specimen, the DNV method would include any IF 
that extended beyond the 25 mm elimination regions in the SA rating, effectively lowering the 
SA rating and increasing the estimated DBTT for the specimen. The Pohang University method 
likely predicted lower DBTT85 for the 22 mm plate and higher DBTT85 for the 13.5 and 15.5 mm 
plates because the thicker plate specimens had a higher percentage of specimens exhibiting IF 
than the thinner plates (see Table 6.3).  This highlights the difficulty in comparing thicker plate 
DWTT SA results to thinner plates because of the increased susceptibility to IF observed in 
thicker plates. SA rating methods like the Pohang University method are also susceptible to 
error, not only because they rely on visual assessment of abnormal fracture surface appearances, 
but also because they could potentially eliminate too much fracture surface for the SA rating to 
be accurate if the fracture surface exhibited a large area of IF. Therefore, a better solution to 
improve SA ratings of thick plate may involve redesigning the DWTT specimen geometry to 
eliminate IF as discussed in the literature review (see Section 2.4). 
6.3.4 Instrumented DWTT 
The force-time and force-displacement traces of the instrumented DWTT performed on 
the 15.5 mm plate were evaluated for trends that relate the shape of the trace to features on 
fracture surface, such as separations. The force-time/displacement traces displayed no consistent 
pattern that could be correlated to whether or not the fracture surface exhibited separations. 
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However, DWTT specimens with jagged and short force-time/displacement traces had fracture 
surfaces that exhibited an “arrowhead” separation pattern.  
Figure 6.4 shows two of the 15.5 mm plate DWTT fracture surfaces and their 
corresponding force-displacement traces that exhibit (a) an “arrowhead” separation pattern and 
(b) cleavage fracture. The area under the force-displacement trace of the fracture surface 
exhibiting cleavage fracture is significantly larger and the curve is relatively smooth when 
compared to the jagged and short trace observed with the “arrowhead” separation pattern. The 
“arrowhead” separation pattern DWTT specimen has significantly lower maximum load, total 




Figure 6.4 15.5 mm plate DWTT fracture surfaces and corresponding force-displacement 
traces tested at -30 °C in the (a) 90° specimen orientation and (b) 0° specimen 
orientation. Red arrows point to the “arrowhead” separation pattern.  
 
 The literature on the formation of the “arrowhead” separation pattern suggests that there 
are three prerequisites: (i) a high DBTT for fractures parallel to the plate surface, (ii) the absence 
of planar weaknesses allowing for the development of high stress constraint, and (iii) a relatively 
high yield stress, which would also allow for the development of high stress constraint [6.34]. 
The 15.5 mm plate has relatively similar DBTTs between the 0° and 90° specimen orientation, 
but the 90° orientation does have a slightly higher yield strength and susceptibility to separation 
formation.  
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The “arrowhead” separation pattern’s appearance suggests that the crack is stopping and 
restarting as the hammer continues to move through the DWTT specimen. The jagged increases 
in the force-time/displacement traces could be indicative of the hammer restarting the crack. 
Therefore, it is difficult to determine if the crack propagation force and imitation energy 
extracted from the force-time/displacement traces is representative of the plate’s toughness 
because the hammer may not be immediately imparting its full force at a constant strain rate. The 
hammer and specimen may even be experiencing additional vibrations due to the starting and 
stopping of the crack, which is known interfere with instrumented impact testing results [6.35]. 
The instrumented DWTT results show that while the force-time/displacement traces cannot 
currently be correlated to general separation formation, they might be used to detect abnormal 
fracture appearances, such as the “arrowhead” separation pattern.  
6.4 Toughness  
This section will discuss the microstructural, texture, and separation effects on plate steel 
toughness. Anisotropy in toughness with respect to specimen orientation will also be discussed.  
6.4.1 Microstructural Effects on Toughness  
As discussed in Section 6.3.1, the difference in impact behavior during DWTT between 
thin and thick plates makes it difficult to compare DBTTs and toughness. Therefore, this 
discussion will mainly focus on the CVN testing results that have a fixed specimen geometry as a 
means to discuss microstructural effects on toughness without introducing thickness as a 
variable. The 13.5 and 22 mm plates represent two ends of the spectrum with respect to plate 
thickness and microstructure. The 13.5 mm plate has a fine polygonal ferrite microstructure with 
some regions of pearlite. The 22 mm plate microstructure is banded and contains non-uniformly 
distributed polygonal ferrite and a bainitic secondary constituent that increases in volume 
fraction at the plate’s centerline. The 22 mm plate also has the lowest DBTTAE, DBTTLE, and 
DBTTSA and highest USEs for all plates and orientations. In a survey of X70 grade steels taken 
from 12 different steel mills with unique processing routes, Kyada et al. [6.36] found that steels 
with fine acicular ferrite and bainitic microstructures has superior tensile and toughness 
properties, while steels with coarse polygonal ferrite/pearlite and banded microstructures with 
heavy centerline segregation had poor tensile and toughness properties. While the 13.5 mm plate 
does not have a relatively coarse ferrite grain size compared to the 22 mm plate (~5 µm versus 
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~5-7.5 µm), the combination of polygonal ferrite and pearlite present in the 13.5 mm plate 
appear to provide lower toughness than the bainite-containing microstructure. However, the 13.5 
mm plate does have significantly higher yield and tensile strengths than the 22 mm plate. 
Therefore, the bainitic secondary constituent present in the 22 mm plate may improve toughness, 
but its distribution in the ferrite matrix may not improve strength (see Section 6.2.2). The 32 mm 
plate’s toughness performance, microstructure, and volume fraction of the bainitic secondary 
constituent at the plate centerline (i.e. where the CVN specimens were machined from) is similar 
to the 22 mm plate.   
The difference in the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates’ toughness is dependent on the method 
used to determine the CVN DBTT, however, both plates’ CVN toughness performance is 
reduced relative to the two thicker plates. The 15.5 mm plate had significantly higher DWTT 
DBTTs for all three orientations than the 13.5 mm plate. The minimal difference in thickness and 
number of samples exhibiting IF for the thinner plates (see Table 6.3) suggests that both plates 
have similar impact behavior during DWTT, which means a more meaningful comparison of the 
DWTT toughness properties can be made. The 15.5 mm plate has a homogenous polygonal 
ferrite microstructure and largest ferrite grain size out of the four plates (~8 µm). A coarser grain 
size may lower a plate’s toughness measured by DWTT in the two thinner plates tested in this 
study. 
6.4.2 Texture Effects on Toughness  
The {332}<113> texture component is known to improve strength and toughness while 
mitigating anisotropy of mechanical properties [6.5, 6.24, 6.25]. However, for the four plates 
investigated in this study, there is no clear correlation between the {332}<113> component and 
toughness performance.  
The 22 mm plate has the highest intensity and volume fraction of the {332}<113> 
component and the low CVN DBTTs and anisotropy, but the 32 mm plate has the lowest 
intensity and volume fraction of the {332}<113> component while generally having the second 
best CVN toughness performance and lowest degree of toughness anisotropy (see Table 6.1 and 
Figure 5.14).  
The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates both have higher intensities and volume fractions of the 
{332}<113> component than the 32 mm plate, but exhibit significant toughness anisotropy for 
both CVN and DWTT and generally higher CVN DBTTS (see Figure 5.14).  
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6.4.3 Anisotropy in Toughness  
For all four plate thicknesses, the DBTT is generally highest in the 45° specimen 
orientation for both CVN and DWTT results and similar for the 0° and 90° orientations (see 
Figures 5.14 and 5.15). For CVN testing, the 22 mm plate does not have the lowest USE in the 
45° orientation, but in the 90° orientation. Toughness anisotropy appears to be more severe in the 
13.5 and 15.5 mm plates for both CVN and DWTT results. Some of the methods used to 
determine DBTTs for the 22 and 32 mm plates do not indicate any toughness anisotropy. The 22 
mm plate DWTT results show no significant variance in DBTT with respect to orientation, while 
the 32 mm plate CVN results show no significant variance in DBTT with respect to orientation. 
However, the 22 mm plate CVN DBTT and 32 mm CVN USE results do exhibit reduced 
toughness performance in the 45° orientation. Grain size, morphology, inclusions, secondary 
phases/microconstituents, separations, and texture have all been identified as factors that affect 
toughness anisotropy in plate steel [6.5, 6.13, 6.14, 6.24, 6.37, 6.38].  
The microstructural banding in the thicker plates does not appear to contribute to 
toughness anisotropy. Banded microstructures and crystallographic texture anisotropy, which are 
often inferred when multiple microstructural constituents are present, have often been cited as 
causes of toughness anisotropy [6.8, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16, 6.17, 6.39, 6.40], with elongated bainite 
often cited as promoting separation formation and subsequently promoting toughness anisotropy 
[6.39, 6.40]. However, in most of these studies banding occurs because of chemical segregation, 
with detectable variations in manganese content in the plate through-thickness. EDS performed 
in the through-thickness of the 22 mm plate revealed that there is no notable increase in 
manganese content in the bainitic bands. Therefore, the type of microstructural banding in this 
plate may not cause toughness anisotropy. It is interesting to note that the 13.5 and 15.5 thick 
plates both exhibit lower toughness in the 45° orientation, even though they have relatively 
homogeneous microstructures and hardness profiles, suggesting that crystallographic texture 
rather than microstructure plays a significant role in controlling toughness anisotropy for these 
plates. A study by Joo et al. designed to isolate the role of crystallographic texture on toughness 
anisotropy in X80 steels found that when banding, and subsequently separations, were eliminated 
through heat treatment there was still significant variation in impact toughness between CVN 
specimen orientations. Thus, indicating that crystallographic texture alone can cause toughness 
anisotropy [6.15]. 
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The {332}<113> texture component is known to improve strength and toughness while 
mitigating anisotropy of mechanical properties [6.5, 6.24, 6.25] and was discussed in Section 
6.4.2. The {001}<110> and {113}<110> texture components have been identified by numerous 
studies [6.25, 6.41–46] as undesirable because they promote toughness anisotropy; often 
observed as an increase in the DBTT of 45° orientation impact specimens. Two texture 
components of the {001}<110> family were evaluated in this study: the (001)[1-10] component 
along the RD fiber and the (001)[-1-10] component along the TD fiber. Since these components 
are orientations that have multiplicity in the cubic-orthorhombic crystal-sample symmetry 
system, the intensities of these two components are approximately the same. The 22 mm plate 
has the highest volume fraction and intensity of {001}<110> texture components, followed by 
the 15.5 mm, 32 mm, and finally 13.5 mm plate. The 13.5 mm plate has the highest volume 
fraction and intensity of {113}<110> texture component, followed by the 32 mm, 22 mm, and 
finaly 15.5 mm plate. The two thinner plates exhibit significant toughness anisotropy for both 
CVN and DWTT results, while only some of the CVN DBTT metrics exhibit reduced toughness 
in the 45° orientation for the two thicker plates. Therefore, there is no clear correlation between 
the {001}<110> and {113}<110>  components and toughness anisotropy for the plates in this 
study.  
 While most methods used to determine the plate’s DBTT exhibit reduced toughness in 
the 45° orientation, some of the CVN absorbed energy DBTT results exhibit reduced toughness 
in the 90° orientation. The 13.5 mm plate 90° orientation has the lowest DBTTAE for the plate 
and the 22 mm plate 90° orientation has the lowest USE for the plate (see Figures 5.14(b) and 
(f), respectively). The 90° orientation also has the highest total SI out of the three specimen 
orientations for all three plates that were DWTT, suggesting that the formation of separations can 
lower the absorbed energy measured during CVN testing.  
A study that used a modified CVN geometry to promote separation formation found that 
separations caused by microstructural banding were the main contributor to toughness anisotropy 
in the X80 steel [6.14]. However, it should be noted that this study only used absorbed energy 
results to estimate the DBTT. This suggests, as observed in this study, that the effect of 
separation formation on toughness anisotropy is detectable mainly in the absorbed energy results. 
The presence of separations is a phenomena that is a recent concern for impact testing since it 
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complicates SA rating techniques and there is no way to measure how much energy is redirected 
from the crack tip to form them [6.47]. This topic will be discussed further in Section 6.5.1.      
For all four plates, the 45° orientation has the highest plastic strain ratios. The plastic 
strain ratios for the 45° orientation are all greater than one, meaning this orientation exhibits a 
greater resistance to thinning in tension than the other orientations, especially those with plastic 
strain ratios less than one. High plastic strain ratios in the 45° orientation may increase the 
DBTT, since resistance to thinning may promote brittle fracture instead of ductile deformation. 
Resistance to thinning may also suppress the formation of separations. The relation between 
plastic strain ratio, crystallographic texture, and separations will be discussed further in 
Section 6.5.5.  
6.5 Separations 
This section will discuss the results and limitations of the SI measurement and the 
microstructural, texture, and constraint/thickness effects on separation formation. The results of 
the plastic strain ratio results and how they relate to crystallographic texture and separation 
formation will also be discussed. For all plates, separations were primarily observed on 
specimens that were CVN or DWTT at TTs. This is consistent with the literature on separations 
[6.5, 6.13–15, 6.17, 6.24].  
6.5.1 Quantifying Separations and the Separation Index (SI) 
API RP 5L3 requires that a distinction be made between separations that contain cleavage 
and ductile fracture surfaces when performing a SA rating [6.10], but does not give a clear 
method for how to determine the separation’s SA rating. Separations present a serious challenge 
for performing visual SA ratings. There is no standardized method for measuring separation 
severity and most proposed methods for quantifying them face limitations that restrict their 
efficacy. The SI measurement method [6.47] does not scale appropriately with increasing plate 
thickness and cannot readily compare separation severity between plate thicknesses. The SI 
measurement method also cannot properly account for the severity/morphology of separations 
that have significant width or depth. Visual inspection and cross sectioning of some of the 22 
mm plate DWTT fracture surfaces revealed deep centerline separations that would require 
significant energy to form, but this is not quantified using the SI method. 3D surface profiling 
methods such as white light interferometry can be used to measure separation length, width, and 
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depth, but CVN and especially DWTT fracture surfaces of advanced pipeline steels are 
topographically complex, sometimes with overlapping features and very thin separations that 
cannot be properly interrogated using even white light interferometry. 3D surface profiling 
techniques also have additional equipment and time requirements that are not conducive with 
mill environments. Presently, the most effective way to determine separation severity is still a 
qualitative visual assessment. However, the SI measurement method can be used to compare the 
severity of separations between different orientations or through-thickness locations within a 
plate. 
6.5.2 Microstructural Effects on Separations 
Visual assessment of the CVN and DWTT fracture surfaces was used to make a 
qualitative comparison of the separation severity between the four plates (see all fracture 
surfaces in Appendices B and D). The 13.5 and 22 mm plates were generally found to be the 
most susceptible to separations; however, the location and morphology of the separations 
differed significantly between the two plates (see Figure 6.5).  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.5 DWTT fracture surface of the (a) 13.5 and (b) 22 mm plates from the 90° 




The 13.5 mm plate exhibited many, shallow separations across the fracture surface, while 
the 22 mm plate was found to have fewer, but deeper separations focused at the centerline. The 
13.5 mm plate also exhibited the most separations on CVN fracture surfaces for every orientation 
tested. The 22 mm plate only exhibited separations on 90° orientation CVN fracture surfaces. 
The 32 mm plate exhibited separations for all three CVN specimen orientations, but had fewer 
total fracture surfaces that exhibited separations when compared to the 13.5 and 22 mm plate. 
The 15.5 mm plate had the least number of CVN and DWTT specimens exhibiting separations, 
but also exhibited separations spread across the through-thickness rather than concentrated at the 
centerline. 
Based on these results, it does not appear that a single type of microstructure overtly 
promotes separation formation in the four plates investigated, even though microstructural 
banding has been frequently cited as a primary cause of separation formation [6.8, 6.9, 6.13, 
6.16, 6.17, 6.40]. However, it is difficult to separate the effects of microstructure, texture, and 
constraint, as their effects can overlap. The following discussion focuses mainly on some of the 
possible effects of microstructure and the literature on microstructural effects, but the potential 
compounding effects of texture and constraint should also be considered. The 13.5 and 22 mm 
plates are susceptible to different types of separation morphologies and have significantly 
different microstructures; polygonal ferrite and pearlite versus polygonal ferrite with non-
uniform banding of a bainitic secondary constituent. The 13.5 mm plate had minimal 
microstructural banding and the lowest material constraint (e.g. thickness), suggesting that the 
crystallographic texture and presence of pearlite may promote shallow separation formation 
across the through-thickness in this material. The 15.5 mm plate was the least susceptible to 
separation formation and has a microstructure that is the most similar to the steels used to 
develop impact testing that also did not exhibit separations [6.26]. Other studies have also found 
that separation formation will occur in microstructures that do not exhibit banding or other 
microstructural features that are known to be susceptible to separations if separation promoting 
textures are present [6.15, 6.41]. Also, most studies that attribute separation formation to 
microstructural features or banding also note the crystallographic texture differences observed 
between the different microstructural bands or features, suggesting if microstructural features 
that promote separations are present, so are the texture components that contribute to separation 
formation [6.5, 6.13, 6.14, 6.39]. Other microstructural features susceptible to separations are 
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generally accompanied by crystallographic texture components that promote separation 
formation in concert with the microstructural features. Therefore, based on the results of this 
study and the literature, separation formation for the four plates appears to be significantly 
affected by crystallographic texture.  
Microstructure appears to have an effect on the morphology of the separation crack. A 
few EBSD image quality maps overlaid with a grain color map and an IPF map (RD = plane 
normal) of the microstructures near separations observed in the 13.5 and 22 mm 90° orientation 
DWTT specimens tested at -40 °C showed that there is a difference the microstructures where 
the separations formed (see Figures 5.21-5.28). However, it is possible that the separations 
selected for EBSD scans may not be generally representative.  
The 13.5 mm plate separations all form between grains ranging from 2-5 µm in diameter 
(see Tables 5.15, 5.17, and 5.20). The 13.5 mm plate centerline separation and second quarter-
depth separation both exhibit blunt crack tips and terminate at relatively large grains. Since grain 
size is slightly smaller than the width of these cracks, it is difficult to conclude if the crack is 
entirely intergranular. The misorientation angles between the grains across the cracks is greater 
than 20° (see Tables 5.14, and 5.19), therefore the cracks are likely intergranular. The 13.5 mm 
plate first quarter-depth separation has a relatively sharp crack tip and is discontinuous in the 
examined cross section plane, with two cracks present below the tip of the main separation (see 
Figure 5.23). These quarter-depth separations are mainly intergranular, as the misorientation 
angles between the grains across the cracks are generally large (see Table 5.16). However, the 
crack farthest from the continuous separation (see Figure 5.24) may be mixed-mode since the 
misorientation angles between the grains across the crack are sometimes less than 20°. The crack 
also appears to terminate within a grain when the misorientation angle is ~9° across the crack tip. 
All three separations examined in the 13.5 mm plate appear to be generally ductile with 
significant amounts of grain deformation occurring, especially for the separations that end in a 
blunt crack tip. The homogenous through-thickness ferritic microstructure of the 13.5 mm plate 
does appears to promote separation formation across the plates through-thickness (i.e. not only at 
the centerline), since there is no preferentially weak microstructure or boundary between hard 
and soft microstructural constituents. It should be noted that non-metallic inclusions were not 
observed in the microstructure and therefore not considered as a cause of separation formation in 
this research.  
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While the 13.5 mm plate separations are generally single, well defined cracks, the 22 mm 
plate centerline separation splits into many thin cracks that extend from the tip of main 
separation (see Figure 5.26). These thin cracks propagate through a highly substructured ferritic 
microstructure (see Figure 5.27), which is likely the bainitic secondary constituent that is present 
along the plate’s centerline. The area fraction of the smaller grain diameters is generally higher 
for the EBSD scans of the 22 mm plate when compared to the 13.5 mm plate (see Table 5.21). 
The separations appear to terminate in a region where the area fraction of some larger grain 
diameters begins to increase, generally away from the centerline (see Table 5.22).  
A study on toughness and fracture in upper bainitic microstructures found that the 
fracture propagation energy dropped to zero when a crack was initiated in such a microstructure 
[6.2]. Assessment of the fracture surfaces revealed cleavage fracture occurred along coarse 
interlath carbides and the cleavage plane of the ferrite crystals in packets of upper bainite [6.2]. 
While it cannot be determined from the EBSD scan if the crack occurred in a brittle manner, 
especially because the significantly deformed grains would suggest ductile behavior, the bainitic 
secondary constituent does not appear to impede the propagation of the separation into the 
material.  
While microstructure morphology does appear to affect the morphology of the separation, 
microstructure alone may not be the only factor affecting separation formation. Texture and 
constraint may play a role in concentrating separation formation along the centerline of a plate 
and will be discussed in Sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4. 
6.5.3 Texture Effects on Separations 
High intensities of texture components in the {001} plane family have been found to 
promote separation formation because they orient cleavage planes parallel to a plate’s rolling 
plane (i.e. the plane of separation formation) [6.5, 6.16, 6.24, 6.42, 6.48]. Ray and Jonas [6.42] 
refer to the {001}<110> component as highly undesirable because it is responsible for property 
deterioration associated with separations. The 13.5 mm plate has the lowest intensity and volume 
fraction of the {001}<110> component at the centerline, while the 22 mm plate has the highest 
intensity and volume fraction of the component at the plate centerlines (see Figure 6.6). While 
the presence of the {001}<110> component  in the 22 mm plate may contribute to separation 
formation, both plates were susceptible to separations. The 13.5 mm plate does not exhibit other 
obvious microstructural features that have been correlated to separations in the literature. The 
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{001}<110> component has intensities greater than random, but also has low intensities for all 
four plates relative to other texture components present. Therefore, other texture components 
may also contribute to the promotion of separation formation. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.6 Graph of select RD texture components versus texture intensity for the plates’ (a) 
edge and (b) centerline locations in the through-thickness. 
 
In previous research [6.5], Haytham Al-Jabr developed a relationship between the 
Griffith theory for brittle fracture stress (σ𝑓) and the angle between the closest {001} plane and 
the normal plane of a texture component (𝜃) for a given material and crack length: 
 
 σ𝑓 ∝ 1cos2 𝜃 (6.1) 
 
Then, Equation 6.1 was used to determine the relative fracture strength for different 
orientation combinations, as shown in the example of Equation 6.2:    
 
 
(σ𝑓){114}<110>(σ𝑓){001}<110> = (cos2 𝜃){001}<110> (cos2 𝜃)114}<110> = 1.13 (6.2) 
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The fracture strengths of the four RD fiber components relative to the {001}<110> 
cleavage plane component are listed in Table 6.4. For texture components with θs ranging from 
19.5-35.3°, fracture strengths are greater than the cleavage plane fracture strength by factors of 
1.13-1.5. Therefore, these orientations may promote separations because of their small angle 
between the {001} and rolling plane and subsequently low fracture strengths in the plate ND 
[6.5]. The 13.5 mm plate has the highest intensities for the four additional RD texture 
components of interest at the edge and centerline of the plate, and the 15.5 mm plate has the 
lowest intensities at the centerline of the plate (see Figure 6.6). This suggests that high intensities 
of these components across the through-thickness of a plate may promote the type of separations 
observed in the 13.5 mm plate, and reduction of these texture component intensities may reduce 
separation formation as observed in the 15.5 mm plate. The {113}<110> texture component 
exhibits the maximum intensity for most plates at the edge and centerline locations. While the 
13.5 mm plate has less variation in intensity between the {113}<110> and its neighboring 
components, the 22 and 32 mm plates both exhibit a sharp peak in intensity of the {113}<110> 
component at the plates’ centerline (see Figure 6.6). The plate centerline is where the highest SI 
is measured on 22 mm plate DWTT fracture surfaces. The high intensity of the {113}<110> 
texture component at the centerline where the most separations were observed on the fracture 
surfaces in addition to its high intensity in plates that generally exhibit more separations suggest 
that the {113}<110> component is important in promoting and controlling separation formation. 
The {113}<110> component was also identified in the previous research [6.5] as susceptible to 
separation.       
Table 6.4 – Fracture Strengths Relative to the {001}<110> Component for Selected Texture 
Components 
Texture 
Component θ (°) 
(σ𝑓)component (σ𝑓){001}<110>⁄  
{001}<110> 0 1.00 
{114}<110> 19.5 1.13 
{113}<110> 25.2 1.23 
{337}<110> 31.2 1.37 
{112}<110> 35.3 1.50 
 
The SI measurements made along the through-thickness of the DWTT fracture surfaces 
show that for all plates, separation formation is concentrated at the centerline of the plate (see 
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Figure 5.17). However, the through-thickness SI measurements also indicate that separations at 
the quarter-depth and edge location form more often in the 13.5 mm plate, while the 15.5 and 22 
mm plate generally have a more significant drop of in SI when moving away from the centerline. 
Along with increased constraint at the centerline, the 15.5 and 22 mm plates also have a more 
severe gradient of texture components that promote separations between the edge and centerline 
of the plate, while the 13.5 mm plate is generally more textured with these components 
throughout the through-thickness (see Figure 5.32). Texture gradients of components that 
promote separations have been observed in the through-thickness of other plate steels and texture 
maxima are associated with separation formation [6.24]. In addition to texture maxima at a 
plates’ centerline, material constraint is known to play a role in dictating the location of 
separation formation and will be discussed in Section 6.5.4.  
6.5.4 Constraint/Plate Thickness Effects on Separations  
Through-thickness SI results for all three plates (see Figure 5.17) confirm the effect of 
out-of-plane constraint (Tz)[6.17] on location of separation formation, as discussed in the 
literature review. High SIs at the centerline of the DWTT specimens tested at USTs and TTs 
indicate that separations are releasing the high Tz present at the centerline of the plates. The 
increase in quarter-depth separations seen in specimens tested at lower TTs could be explained 
by the presence of fewer, but deeper (i.e. more severe) centerline separations that would be 
measured as a lower SI, or the presence of cleavage fracture along the centerline. Both would 
reduce Tz along the centerline and increase Tz at the quarter-depth, causing separations to 
develop at the quarter-depth to relieve this increased Tz [6.17]. The effect of constraint is 
apparent in all three plates, regardless of microstructure and hardness variation in the through-
thickness. Therefore, it is likely that constraint contributes to concentrating separation formation 
at the plate’s centerline. For example, the 22 mm plate has a decrease in hardness at the quarter-
depth which may provide a path of least resistance for separation formation. However, 
separations still form primarily along the centerline of the plate and only appear at the quarter-
depth location either after a centerline separation had formed or the centerline is dominated by 
cleavage. Texture gradient maxima of separation promoting components also exist at the 
centerline of all the plates in this study and in the literature [6.5, 6.24]. Therefore, the effects of 
constraint on separation formation location in the through-thickness are reinforced by through-
thickness texture gradients. 
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The 22 mm 0° orientation CVN and DWTT results also highlight the effect of constraint 
imposed by the two specimen geometries on separations. While the 22 mm 0° orientation CVN 
specimens exhibit no separations, the corresponding DWTT specimens exhibit the deep 
centerline separations previously described. The reduction of material constraint in the CVN 
specimens appears to eliminate the presence of separations in this plate.   
6.5.5 Anisotropy in Separation Formation and the Plastic Strain Ratio 
The 90° orientation was the only CVN specimen orientation that exhibited separations for 
all four plates, and there is an increase in the total SI for all of the DWTT specimens tested in the 
90° orientation (see Figure 5.17). The 0° orientation CVN and DWTT specimens also exhibited 
separations, especially in the 13.5 mm plate. {001} cleavage plane texture components that 
promote separation formation and are formed by rolling would be observed in both the 90° and 
0° specimen orientations because of the symmetry imposed by an orthorhombic-cubic sample-
crystal structure system. This offers a potential explanation for the higher number of separations 
and SIs observed in both of these specimen orientations when compared to the 45° orientation. 
An explanation for the increased presence of separations in the 90° orientation for both impact 
tests would likely require local specimen orientation specific texture analysis to determine if 
there is an increase in texture components that promote separations in the 90° specimen 
orientation, as there is no clear microstructural variation between the three orientations that 
would promote separations. 
For all four plates, the 45° specimen orientation has the highest plastic strain ratios. The 
plastic strain ratios for the 45° orientation are all greater than one, meaning this orientation 
exhibits a greater resistance to thinning than the other orientations, especially those with plastic 
strain ratios less than one. A high plastic strain ratio means that the strain induced in the 
thickness direction is lower than the strain induced in the width direction. Therefore, if the strain 
induced by tension in the specimen’s length direction is accommodated mostly in the width 
direction, the strain does not need to be accommodated in the thickness direction.  
The thickness direction in the tensile samples is also the thickness direction in the DWTT 
samples. The 45° orientation also generally has the least amount of separations present on 
DWTT fracture surfaces, suggesting a correlation between plastic strain ratio and separation 
formation. This can be seen in Figure 5.17 where the SI is lowest in the 45° orientation at TTs at 
which separations usually form. The stress-state required for separation formation in a DWTT 
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sample has been described as when the stress for fracture in the length direction is greater than 
the stress applied in that direction and when the stress for fracture in the thickness direction is 
less than or equal to the stress in the thickness direction [6.5].  The through-thickness stress 
induced in the plastic zone of a DWTT sample results from material constraint, which scales 
with plate thickness [6.17], assuming isotropic plastic deformation.  If, however, the material 
exhibits plastic strain anisotropy, the magnitude of the strain in the through-thickness direction 
might be greater or less than that for an isotropic material. Therefore, if a material has a high 
plastic strain ratio, the through-thickness strain is reduced, and the stress induced in the thickness 
direction may be lower and less likely to meet the criteria for separation formation.   
The formation of separations breaks the plate up into thinner ligaments that releases the 
high through-thickness constraint and the thinner ligaments experience a reduced maximum 
constraint, as described by Guo et al. [6.17]. Further supporting the relationship between 
resistance to thinning and separation formation, the 13.5 mm plate also exhibits the lowest 
resistance to thinning and was susceptible to separation formation in both DWTT and CVN 
testing for all three orientations. The 22 mm plate was also susceptible to separation formation 
but exhibits some of the highest plastic strain ratios. However, one deep centerline separation 
may not reduce the through-thickness constraint in the newly formed ligaments as efficiently as 
many separations spread across the through-thickness. Therefore, the spread of the separations 
across the through-thickness in the 13.5 mm plate may be connected to the plate’s low resistance 
to thinning.    
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY 
The purpose of this project was to investigate the effects of microstructure and texture on 
separations and the related effects of separations on toughness and toughness anisotropy in thick 
X70 pipeline plate steel. The effects of plate thickness and separations on impact behavior during 
CVN and DWTT were also investigated. Four X70 plates of varying thickness (13.5-32 mm) 
were used in this study. The main conclusions from this project are summarized in this chapter.  
  The microstructures of the four plates varied with plate thickness. The 13.5 and 15.5 
mm plate microstructures are primarily a fine polygonal ferrite, with the 13.5 mm plate 
containing some small colonies of pearlite. The 22 and 32 mm plate microstructures are banded 
and contains non-uniformly distributed polygonal ferrite and a bainitic secondary constituent that 
increases in volume fraction along the plates’ centerline. EDS results did not correlate the 
microstructural banding observed in the thicker plates to manganese segregation or chemical 
banding. The grain size of the 22 mm plate increases at the centerline of the plate. All four plates 
exhibit elongated, substructured ferrite along the rolling edges. The 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates had 
relatively flat through-thickness hardness profiles and homogenous microstructures relative to 
the thicker plates. The 22 and 32 mm plates had W shaped through-thickness hardness profiles 
and heterogeneous microstructures. The crystallographic textures for all four plates resembles 
BCC transformation textures typical of rolled ferritic plate. Texture intensities reach their 
maximum at the centerline for all four plates. The RD fiber {113}<110> component exhibits the 
highest intensity for all four plates at their centerlines. The RD fiber is the strongest fiber for all 
four plates. The CVN results indicate that the 22 and 32 mm plates have a higher toughness than 
the 13.5 and 15.5 mm plates.  
 The first fundamental question asked in this research was: 
 What factors control the formation and location of separations in plates of varying 
thickness and how do separations affect toughness and toughness anisotropy during 
impact testing? 
Microstructure, texture, and constraint play different roles in controlling separation 
formation and location in each of the plates. The 13.5 and 22 mm plates were the most 
susceptible to separation formation, but had significantly different microstructures. Therefore, 
microstructure does not entirely control separation formation in the four plates investigated. 
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However, microstructure was observed to affect the morphology of the separation crack. 
Separations in polygonal ferrite microstructures generally were spread across the plate’s through-
thickness and had a well-defined crack tip, while separations in a microstructure with a high 
volume fraction of the bainitic secondary constituent at the plate centerline formed mainly along 
the centerline and split into many thin cracks extending from the main separation crack tip. None 
of the plates’ microstructures exhibited non-metallic inclusions that promote separations. 
Texture components with low angles between the angle between the closest {001} 
cleavage plane and the normal plane of a texture component were correlated with separation 
formation in plates that had high intensities and volume fractions of these components. The 
{113}<110> component has an angle of 25.2° between the plane normal and {001} plane and a 
fracture strength that is only greater than the fracture strength of the cleavage plane by a factor of 
1.23. The {113}<110> component exhibits the highest intensity for all four plates, but also has 
significantly higher volume fractions and intensities in the plates that exhibit separations and is 
likely responsible for promoting separations in the steels investigated. Concentration of the 
{113}<110> component at the plate centerline likely promoted separation formation at the 
centerline, while plates with relatively high intensities of the {113}<110> component across the 
through-thickness exhibited separations across the through-thickness. Similar effects of the 
{113}<110> component were observed in the previous research done by Haytham Al-Jabr. 
Increased material constraint (i.e. thickness) was also correlated to promoting separations 
and concentrating them at the centerline of the plates. The 22 mm plate 0° orientation DWTT 
and CVN specimens highlight this effect: the thicker DWTT specimens exhibited centerline 
separations while the thinner CVN specimens exhibited no separations. Separations formed 
primarily along the centerline of the plates and only appeared at the quarter-depth locations 
either after a centerline separation had formed or the centerline exhibited primarily cleavage. 
Therefore, the effects of constraint on separation formation location in the through-thickness are 
reinforced by texture maxima at the centerline.  
 Microstructure, texture, and constraint exhibited some overlapping effects on separation 
formation and location. The bainitic secondary constituent, high material constraint, and texture 
maxima all appear to promote separation formation primarily at the centerline for the thicker 
plates. The presence of separations across the through-thickness in the 13.5 mm plate without 
any significant microstructural features that promote separation formation and relatively high 
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intensities of the texture components that promote separation formation across the through-
thickness suggests that separation formation is controlled by texture for the thinner plate. The 
reduction of separation formation in the 15.5 mm plate is likely attributed to the reduced 
intensities of texture components that promote separation formation, since the plate has a 
relatively similar microstructure and material constraint as the 13.5 mm plate. 
Separations appear to mainly affect CVN absorbed energy toughness measurements and 
subsequently affect toughness anisotropy because they form preferentially in the 90° orientation 
for the plates studied. The presence of separations resulted in lower CVN USEs and DBTTAE 
estimates for the 22 and 13.5 mm plate 90° orientations, respectively. Increased presence of 
separations in the 90° orientation caused anisotropy in CVN absorbed energy toughness results, 
but not in SA or LE results. For all plates, separations were primarily observed on CVN or 
DWTT specimens that were tested at TTs. The severity of the toughness anisotropy was lowest 
for the 22 and 32 mm plates. Therefore, the microstructural banding in the thicker plates does not 
seem to contribute to toughness anisotropy, even though banded microstructures are often found 
to promote separation formation associated toughness anisotropy. The 45° orientation was the 
least susceptible to separations and had the highest plastic strain ratio for all four plates. This 
correlation between high plastic strain ratio and reduction in separation formation in the 45° 
orientation suggests that separations are less likely to occur in materials that accommodate more 
strain in the width direction, because of the subsequent reduction in strain that would need to be 
accommodated in the through-thickness direction. If the through thickness strain is reduced, the 
stress induced in a DWTT specimen through-thickness direction may also be lower and therefore 
less likely to meet the criteria for separation formation. Therefore, separation formation likely 
occurs as a means to reduce constraint in the plate’s through-thickness. All four plates exhibited 
mechanical property anisotropy, with the 45° orientation generally exhibiting deleterious 
performance. The 45° orientation has the lowest yield strengths and generally higher DBTTs for 
all four plates. High volume fractions and intensity of the {113}<110> texture component apears 
to promote anisotropy in strength. 
 The second fundamental question asked in this research was: 
 How does plate thickness and subsequent variation in through-thickness microstructure 
and crystallographic texture relate to impact behavior? 
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With respect to through-thickness microstructure, the bainitic secondary constituent 
present at the centerline of the thicker plates may improve toughness measured by CVN testing, 
while coarser ferrite grain sizes may lower a plate’s toughness measured by DWTT. However, an 
increased volume fraction of the bainitic secondary constituent along the centerline of thicker 
plates’ is correlated with reduced strength and a better ratio and distribution of high and low 
strength constituents for tensile performance can be found at the quarter-depth location. There 
was no strong correlation observed between texture and toughness for these plates.  
Thicker plates that exhibit separations present a serious challenge for performing visual 
SA ratings and the SI measurement method used to quantify the separations in this study has 
limitations. The SI measurement method does not scale appropriately with increasing plate 
thickness and cannot properly account for the severity and morphology of separations that have 
significant width or depth. The SI measurement method can compare the severity of separations 
between different orientations or through-thickness locations for a plate.  
SA, absorbed energy, and LE do not estimate the same DBTT behavior in this study; 
CVN absorbed energy curves over-estimate the DBTT predicted by SA measurements. As the 
toughness and microstructural complexity increases, the empirical relationships between CVN, 
DWTT, and full-scale pipe burst testing fall apart. Agreement between the different estimates of 
toughness behavior only occurred for the lowest toughness conditions (i.e. the 15.5 mm plate and 
45° orientation). Therefore, new empirical relationships need to be developed for high-toughness 
plate. In addition to increasing toughness and microstructural complexity, increasing plate 
thickness affects the mechanics of the DWTT and final SA analysis and promotes IF. Work 
hardening of the hammer impact region in thicker plates can extend 20-40 mm into DWTT 
specimens. Therefore it is difficult to compare toughness between thin and thick plates using 
DWTT results. Novel SA rating techniques designed to limit the effect of IF have significant 
limitations. Instrumented DWTT can be used to detect abnormal fracture phenomenon, such as 
the “arrowhead” separation pattern. 
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CHAPTER 8: FUTURE WORK 
The DWTT results are incomplete and instrumented DWTT of the 32 mm plate will 
likely take place at EVRAZ Portland, USA. There are significant limitations for novel DWTT 
SA rating methods and a better solution to address IF/work hardening in thicker plates involves 
redesigning the DWTT specimen geometry to eliminate IF. Modified CVN specimens have been 
found to reduce USEs, wear on impact machines, and the need for testing at extremely low 
temperatures to characterize the TT and LST region [8.1]. Similar benefits in addition to 
reducing IF/work hardening could come from using a modified DWTT specimen.  In addition, 
full scale pipe-burst testing of advanced high strength and toughness pipeline steels is needed to 
develop accurate empirical relationships between full scale impact behavior and traditional or 
modified DWTT and CVN results.  
To further isolate the effects of thickness on DWTT for a specific through-thickness 
microstructure and texture gradient, multiple DWTT specimens could be taken from the same 
plate and reduced in thickness to varying levels. Therefore, comparisons of impact behavior 
would be more dependent on thickness than microstructural and texture variation, especially if 
the through-thickness microstructure is homogenous.      
Separations reduced USE and absorbed energy measured in instrumented CVN testing 
because separations redirect energy away from the main crack. Developing separation severity 
metrics that account for separation width and depth as well as length is critical for improving the 
accuracy of SA rating. Determining the amount of energy required to form a separation and how 
much energy it redirects from the main crack would be valuable for understanding how 
separations affect the local stress state within the plate and the threshold level of fracture stress at 
different types of boundaries (i.e. microstructural banding, texture components, etc.) required for 
a separation to form. Anisotropy in separation formation could be further understood through 
texture analysis in the fracture planes of the three orientations, rather than just the rolling plane. 
A relationship between plastic strain ratio and textures that promote separation formation could 
also be developed.  
Texture plays a significant role in separation formation and location. Therefore 
experiments on the effects of processing and alloying on texture development in thick plate are 
necessary to understand the development of critical texture components. Specifically, control of 
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the through-thickness texture gradient could allow for the control of separation formation across 
the plate through-thickness (i.e. either concentrating separations at the centerline or spreading 
them across the through-thickness). If separation formation and location can be easily controlled, 
separations could be used beneficially for material design of products in which delamination is 
the preferable mode of failure.   
8.1 References 
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(a) (b) 
      
(c) (d) 
      
(e) (f) 
Figure A.1 13.5 mm plate tensile fracture surfaces for the (a) 0° orientation centerline 
specimens, (b) 0° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (c) 45° orientation 
centerline specimens, (d) 45° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (e) 90° 
orientation centerline specimens, and (f) 90° orientation quarter-depth specimens 














      
(a) (b) 
      
(c) (d) 
      
(e) (f) 
Figure A.2 15.5 mm plate tensile fracture surfaces for the (a) 0° orientation centerline 
specimens, (b) 0° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (c) 45° orientation 
centerline specimens, (d) 45° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (e) 90° 
orientation centerline specimens, and (f) 90° orientation quarter-depth specimens 














      
(a) (b) 
      
(c) (d) 
      
(e) (f) 
Figure A.3 22 mm plate tensile fracture surfaces for the (a) 0° orientation centerline 
specimens, (b) 0° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (c) 45° orientation 
centerline specimens, (d) 45° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (e) 90° 
orientation centerline specimens, and (f) 90° orientation quarter-depth specimens 














      
(a) (b) 
      
(c) (d) 
      
(e) (f) 
Figure A.4 32 mm plate tensile fracture surfaces for the (a) 0° orientation centerline 
specimens, (b) 0° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (c) 45° orientation 
centerline specimens, (d) 45° orientation quarter-depth specimens, (e) 90° 
orientation centerline specimens, and (f) 90° orientation quarter-depth specimens 















          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -100 °C -95 °C -90 °C -75 °C -40 °C -40 °C -21 °C 
(a) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -90 °C -70 °C -60 °C -50 °C -40 °C -40 °C -21 °C 
(b) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -90 °C -70 °C -40 °C -10 °C -21 °C 100 °C 200 °C 
(c) 
Figure B.1 13.5 mm plate CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° specimen 




















       
-180 °C -135 °C N/A -100 °C -100 °C -90 °C -75 °C -40 °C -40 °C 21 °C 
(a) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -90 °C -70 °C -65 °C -60 °C -40 °C -10 °C 21 °C 
(b) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -90 °C -75 °C -40 °C -40 °C -30 °C 21 °C 100 °C 
(c) 
Figure B.2 15.5 mm plate CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° specimen 


















          
-180 °C -135 °C -120 °C -115 °C -100 °C -95 °C -90 °C -40 °C -40 °C 21 °C 
(a) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -110 °C -105 °C -100 °C -90 °C -40 °C 21 °C 100 °C 
(b) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -130 °C -125 °C -120 °C -115 °C -110 °C -90 °C -40 °C 21 °C 
(c) 
Figure B.3 22 mm plate CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° specimen 


















          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -110 °C -100 °C -90 °C -75 °C -40 °C 21 °C 100 °C 
(a) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -120 °C -115 °C -100 °C -90 °C -70 °C -40 °C 21 °C 100 °C 
(b) 
          
-180 °C -135 °C -115 °C -90 °C -80 °C -75 °C -60 °C -40 °C 21 °C 100 °C 
(c) 












APPENDIX C: “LOW-BLOW” CVN FRACTURE SURFACES AND J-R CURVES 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(a) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(b) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(c) 
Figure C.1 13.5 mm plate “Low-Blow” fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° 
specimen orientations (color image – see PDF copy). 
 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(a) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(b) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(c) 
Figure C.2 15.5 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 
90° specimen orientations (color image – see PDF copy). 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(a) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(b) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(c) 
Figure C.3 22 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 
90° specimen orientations (color image – see PDF copy). 
 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(a) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(b) 
       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(c) 
Figure C.4 32 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN fracture surfaces for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 





Table C.1– “Low-Blow” CVN Results for all Plate Thicknesses and Specimen Orientations 
Plate (mm) Orientation JQ (kN/m) Tm (MPa) 
13.5 
0° 1049 183 
45° 940 195 
90° 890 166 
15.5 
0° 983 235 
45° 1096 221 
90° 938 275 
22 
0° 1183 246 
45° 1235 280 
90° 1453 168 
32 
0° 1368 161 
45° 1158 212 






Figure C.5 13.5 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN J-R curves for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° 
specimen orientations. Red data points excluded from JQ calculation (color image 











Figure C.6 15.5 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN J-R curves for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° 
specimen orientations. Red data points excluded from JQ calculation (color image 
















Figure C.7 22 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN J-R curves for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° 
specimen orientations. Red data points excluded from JQ calculation (color image 
















Figure C.8 32 mm plate “Low-Blow” CVN J-R curves for the (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° 
specimen orientations. Red data points excluded from JQ calculation (color image 








APPENDIX D: DWTT FRACTURE SURFACES 
    
1 -20°C 2 -20°C 23 -40°C 24 -40°C 
    
41 -60°C 42 -60°C 63 -60°C 64 -60°C 
(a) 
    
3 -20°C 4 -20°C 21 -40°C 22 -40°C 
    
61 -50°C 62 -50°C 39 -60°C 40 -60°C 
(b) 
    
5 -20°C 6 -20°C 19 -40°C 20 -40°C 
    
37 -60°C 38 -60°C 65 -70°C 66 -70°C 
(c) 
Figure D.1 13.5 mm plate drop weight tear test fracture surfaces for the (a) 0, (b) 45°, and (c) 
90° orientation specimens (color image – see PDF copy). 
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11 -20°C 12 -20°C 57 -25°C 58 -25°C 
    
47 -30°C 48 -30°C 29 -40°C 30 -40°C 
(a) 
    
55 0°C 56 0°C 9 -20°C 10 -20°C 
    
45 -30°C 46 -30°C 27 -40°C 28 -40°C 
(b) 
    
7 -20°C 8 -20°C 59 -25°C 60 -25°C 
    
43 -30°C 44 -30°C 25 -40°C 26 -40°C 
(c) 
Figure D.2 15.5 mm plate drop weight tear test fracture surfaces for the (a) 0, (b) 45°, and (c) 
90° orientation specimens (color image – see PDF copy). 
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17 -20°C 18 -20°C 35 -40°C 36 -40°C 
  
  
71 -50°C 72 -50°C  53 -60°C 54 -60°C 
(a) 
    
15 -20°C 16 -20°C 33 -40°C 34 -40°C 
    
69 -50°C 70 -50°C 51 -60°C  52 -60°C 
(b) 
    
13 -20°C 14 -20°C 67 -30°C 68 -30°C 
    
31 -40°C 32 -40°C 49 -60°C 50 -60°C 
(c) 
Figure D.3 22 mm plate drop weight tear test fracture surfaces for the (a) 0, (b) 45°, and (c) 




APPENDIX E: INSTRUMENTED DWTT RESULTS 
    
-25 V1 -25 V2 -30 V1 -30 V2 
(a) 
    
-10 V1 -10 V2 -20 V1 -20 V2 
(b) 
    
-25 V1 -25 V2 -30 V1 -30 V2 
(c) 
Figure E.1 Instrumented 15 drop weight tear test fracture surfaces for the (a) 0° orientation 
specimens, (b) 45° orientation specimens, (c) 90° orientation specimens (color 






Figure E.2 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 0°, -25 °C 
test specimens (a) V1 and (b) V2 (color image – see PDF copy). 




























FP : 81.69 kN
EM : 8.16 kJ
EP : 15.95 kJ
Etotal : 15.99 kJ
lM : 12.26 mm
lP : 27.08 mm
































FP : 81.69 kN
EM : 8.16 kJ
EP : 15.95 kJ
Etotal : 15.99 kJ
lM : 12.26 mm













Figure E.3 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 0°, -30 °C 





































FP : 74.24 kN
EM : 1.27 kJ
EP : 1.75 kJ
Etotal : 2.43 kJ
lM : 3.21 mm
lP : 4.12 mm































FP : 74.24 kN
EM : 1.27 kJ
EP : 1.75 kJ
Etotal : 2.43 kJ
lM : 3.21 mm














Figure E.4 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 45°, -10 °C 




















Figure E.5 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 45°, -10 °C 








































FP : 87.39 kN
EM : 10.04 kJ
EP : 13.35 kJ
Etotal : 13.52 kJ
lM : 14.04 mm
lP : 19.37 mm
































FP : 84.50 kN
EM : 9.84 kJ
EP : 13.41 kJ
Etotal : 13.51 kJ
lM : 14.16 mm
lP : 20.62 mm
































FP : 84.50 kN
EM : 9.84 kJ
EP : 13.41 kJ
Etotal : 13.51 kJ
lM : 14.16 mm














Figure E.6 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 90°, -25 °C 




































FP : 56.53 kN
EM : 1.04 kJ
EP : 6.09 kJ
Etotal : 6.09 kJ
lM : 3.19 mm
lP : 21.35 mm































FP : 56.53 kN
EM : 1.04 kJ
EP : 6.09 kJ
Etotal : 6.09 kJ
lM : 3.19 mm














Figure E.7 Instrumented DWTT load-displacement and load time traces for the 90°, -30 °C 










Distance between beam 







-2 (2 mm above 
sample) 1.25 1.09 
 
0 2.24 1.57 
 
2 2.52 1.83 
 
4 3.49 2.57 
  
6 
(centerline is 1.75 mm 
into 2 mm scan) 
4.07 2.99 
 
8 3.47 2.56 
Figure F.1 13.5 mm plate MAUD pole figures for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart 








Distance between beam center 






-2 (2 mm above sample) 1.15 1.03 
0 2.75 1.62 
2 2.30 1.35 
4 2.98 1.67 
6 3.54 2.38 
8 (centerline is 1 mm into 2 mm 
scan) 3.86 2.43 
10 2.74 1.93 
12 2.68 1.69 
14 1.76 1.20 
16 (0.5 mm below sample) 1.79 1.20 
Figure F.2 15.5 mm plate MAUD pole figures for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart. 





Distance between beam 











1 1.62 1.18 
 
4 3.61 2.05 
 
7 3.71 2.10 
 
10 (centerline is 2 mm 
into scan) 3.74 2.75 
  
13 4.58 2.86 
 
16 3.60 1.96 
 
19 2.91 1.64 
 
22 (0 mm below 
sample) 
1.15 1.02 
Figure F.3 22 mm plate MAUD pole figures for each scan location spaced 3 mm apart (color 





Distance between beam 







-3 (3 mm above 
sample) 1.08 1.01 
  
1 2.45 1.57 
 
5 2.43 1.47 
 
9 3.62 2.12 
  
13 3.66 2.53 
 
17 3.63 2.24 
 
21 3.00 1.64 
Artificial texture sharpening due to isolated, 
high texture intensities. Unable to achieve pole 
figure convergence with standard parameters. 
25 n/a n/a 
 
29 2.87 1.59 
 
33 (1 mm below 
sample) 1.44 1.25 
Figure F.4 32 mm plate MAUD pole figures for each scan location spaced 4 mm apart. (color 


















(centerline is 1.75 mm into 2 mm scan) 
 
8 
Figure G.1 13.5 mm plate re-constructed pole figure quarters generated from the MTEX ODF 
calculation labeled for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart. Scale in units of 


























16 (0.5 mm below sample) 
Figure G.2 15.5 mm plate re-constructed pole figure quarters generated from the MTEX ODF 
calculation labeled for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart. Scale in units of 



















22 (0 mm below sample) 
Figure G.3 22 mm plate re-constructed pole figure quarters generated from the MTEX ODF 
calculation labeled for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart. Scale in units of 


















Artificial texture sharpening due to 
isolated, high texture intensities. 
Unable to achieve pole figure 





Figure G.4 32 mm plate re-constructed pole figure quarters generated from the MTEX ODF 
calculation labeled for each scan location spaced 2 mm apart. Scale in units of 
texture intensity MRD (color image – see PDF copy). 
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Table G.1  – CalcError Results for the 13.5 mm Plate MTEX Recalculated Pole Figures 
Distance between beam center and 
top of sample 
Pole Figure 
Normal CalcError 






























































































200 8 200 7 200 7 
211 6 211 7 211 7 
220 14 220 10 220 12 
310 4 310 5 310 4 
222 10 222 6 222 8 
321 3 321 5 321 3 
400 8 400 7 400 7 
330 14 330 10 330 12 







200 3 200 8 200 3 
211 3 211 8 211 3 
220 5 220 12 220 5 
310 3 310 5 310 2 
222 3 222 9 222 4 
321 2 321 4 321 1 
400 3 400 8 400 3 
330 5 330 5 330 2 







200 6 200 10 200 5 
211 6 211 10 211 3 
220 10 220 16 220 7 
310 4 310 5 310 4 
222 6 222 12 222 6 
321 3 321 4 321 2 
400 6 400 10 400 5 
330 10 330 5 330 7 


















































200 5 200 10 200 7 
211 3 211 10 211 6 
220 7 220 14 220 9 
310 2 310 6 310 4 
222 6 222 11 222 8 
321 2 321 5 321 3 
400 5 400 10 400 7 
330 2 330 6 330 4 







200 8 200 11 200 1 
211 8 211 10 211 1 
220 12 220 14 220 1 
310 5 310 6 310 1 
222 9 222 11 222 1 
321 4 321 6 321 0.5 
400 8 400 11 400 1 
330 5 330 7 330 1 





200 8 200 8 
211 8 211 8 
220 13 220 11 
310 5 310 5 
222 10 222 9 
321 4 321 4 
400 8 400 8 
330 5 330 11 



























































200 8 200 11 
211 7 211 10 
220 13 220 15 
310 6 310 6 
222 10 222 11 
321 4 321 5 
400 8 400 11 
330 13 330 6 







200 7 200 11 200 8 
211 6 211 10 211 5 
220 10 220 15 220 10 
310 4 310 6 310 6 
222 8 222 12 222 8 
321 3 321 5 321 3 
400 7 400 11 400 8 
330 10 330 15 330 5 





200 10 200 8 
211 9 211 6 
220 14 220 11 
310 6 310 4 
222 10 222 8 
321 4 321 3 
400 10 400 7 
330 14 330 11 













Figure G.5 13.5 mm plate MTEX ODF Euler space sections for φ2 from 0° to 85° at 5° 
intervals labeled with the texture intensity minimum and maximum for each scan 
location spaced 3 mm apart. (a) 0 mm (b) 2 mm (c) 4 mm (d) 6 mm and (e) 8 mm 
from the top of the sample. Scale in units of texture intensity MRD (color image – 















Figure G.6 15.5 mm plate MTEX ODF Euler space sections for φ2 from 0° to 85° at 5° 
intervals labeled with the texture intensity minimum and maximum for each scan 
location spaced 2 mm apart. (a) 0 mm (b) 2 mm (c) 4 mm (d) 6 mm (e) 8 mm (f) 
10 mm (g) 12 mm (h) 14 mm and (i) 16 mm from the top of the sample. Scale in 











Figure G.7 22 mm plate MTEX ODF Euler space sections for φ2 from 0° to 85° at 5° 
intervals labeled with the texture intensity minimum and maximum for each scan 
location spaced 3 mm apart. (a) 1 mm (b) 4 mm (c) 7 mm (d) 10 mm (e) 13 mm 
(f) 16 mm (g) 19 mm and (h) 22 mm from the top of the sample. Scale in units of 










Artificial texture sharpening due to isolated, high 
texture intensities. Unable to achieve pole figure 
convergence with standard parameters. 
 
(g) (h) 
Figure G.8 32 mm plate MTEX ODF Euler space sections for φ2 from 0° to 85° at 5° 
intervals labeled with the texture intensity minimum and maximum for each scan 
location spaced 4 mm apart. (a) 1 mm (b) 5 mm (c) 9 mm (d) 13 mm (e) 17 mm 
(f) 21 mm (g) 25 mm and (h) 29 mm from the top of the sample. Scale in units of 







   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
(d) (e) 
Figure G.9 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the RD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 13.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, and (e) 8 










   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
(d) (e) 
Figure G.10 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the TD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 13.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, and (e) 8 










   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
(d) (e) 
Figure G.11 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the ND fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 13.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, and (e) 8 






   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
 
  
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure G.12 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the RD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 15.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, (e) 8 
mm, (f) 10 mm, (g) 12 mm, (h) 14 mm, and (i) 16 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure G.13 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the TD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 15.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, (e) 8 
mm, (f) 10 mm, (g) 12 mm, (h) 14 mm, and (i) 16 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure G.14 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the ND fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 15.5 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 0 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 4 mm, (d) 6 mm, (e) 8 
mm, (f) 10 mm, (g) 12 mm, (h) 14 mm, and (i) 16 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Figure G.15 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the RD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 22 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 4 mm, (c) 7 mm, (d) 10 mm, (e) 13 
mm, (f) 16 mm, (g) 19 mm, and (h) 22 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Figure G.16 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the TD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 22 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 4 mm, (c) 7 mm, (d) 10 mm, (e) 13 
mm, (f) 16 mm, (g) 19 mm, and (h) 22 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Figure G.17 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the ND fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 22 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 4 mm, (c) 7 mm, (d) 10 mm, (e) 13 
mm, (f) 16 mm, (g) 19 mm, and (h) 22 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Artificial texture sharpening due to isolated, 
high texture intensities. Unable to achieve pole 
figure convergence with standard parameters. 
 
(g) (h) 
Figure G.18 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the RD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 32 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 9 mm, (d) 13 mm, (e) 17 
mm, (f) 21 mm, (g) 25 mm, and (h) 29 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Artificial texture sharpening due to isolated, 
high texture intensities. Unable to achieve pole 
figure convergence with standard parameters. 
 
(g) (h) 
Figure G.19 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the TD fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 32 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 9 mm, (d) 13 mm, (e) 17 
mm, (f) 21 mm, (g) 25 mm, and (h) 29 mm from the top of the sample.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Artificial texture sharpening due to isolated, 
high texture intensities. Unable to achieve pole 
figure convergence with standard parameters. 
 
(g) (h) 
Figure G.20 Graphs of the volume fraction, uniform volume fraction, and MRD of selected 
texture components along the ND fiber (ф=0°-90°,φ1=0°, φ2= 45°)) for the 32 
mm plate at the scan locations  (a) 1 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 9 mm, (d) 13 mm, (e) 17 
mm, (f) 21 mm, (g) 25 mm, and (h) 29 mm from the top of the sample.  
206 
Table G.5– 13.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 0 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00023 0.00018 1.23919 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.10970 0.04210 2.60570 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.11980 0.04210 2.84561 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.11330 0.04210 2.69121 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.10630 0.04210 2.52494 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09590 0.04210 2.27791 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04790 0.04210 1.13777 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03310 0.04210 0.78622 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04790 0.04210 1.13777 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05300 0.03160 1.67722 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04030 0.03150 1.27937 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06960 0.04210 1.65321 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.05260 0.04220 1.24645 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06960 0.04210 1.65321 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09090 0.04210 2.15914 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09090 0.04210 2.15914 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03070 0.04210 0.72922 
 
Table G.6– 13.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 2 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00028 0.00018 1.51108 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.13060 0.04210 3.10214 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.14760 0.04210 3.50594 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.14170 0.04210 3.36580 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.13190 0.04210 3.13302 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11410 0.04210 2.71021 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05020 0.04210 1.19240 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03300 0.04210 0.78385 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05020 0.04210 1.19240 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05320 0.03160 1.68354 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04340 0.03150 1.37778 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06960 0.04210 1.65321 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.06400 0.04220 1.51659 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06960 0.04210 1.65321 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09570 0.04210 2.27316 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09680 0.04210 2.29929 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02710 0.04210 0.64371 
207 
Table G.7– 13.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 4 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00037 0.00018 1.98887 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.16930 0.04210 4.02138 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.19980 0.04210 4.74584 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.19560 0.04210 4.64608 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.17920 0.04210 4.25653 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.14270 0.04210 3.38955 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05590 0.04210 1.32779 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02580 0.04210 0.61283 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05590 0.04210 1.32779 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06120 0.03160 1.93671 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04870 0.03150 1.54603 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08010 0.04210 1.90261 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.08400 0.04220 1.99052 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08010 0.04210 1.90261 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10920 0.04210 2.59382 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10800 0.04210 2.56532 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01750 0.04210 0.41568 
 
Table G.8– 13.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 6 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00041 0.00018 2.20003 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.19300 0.04210 4.58432 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.22990 0.04210 5.46081 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.22660 0.04210 5.38242 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.20790 0.04210 4.93824 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.16310 0.04210 3.87411 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05910 0.04210 1.40380 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02330 0.04210 0.55344 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05910 0.04210 1.40380 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.07160 0.03160 2.26582 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.05190 0.03150 1.64762 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09350 0.04210 2.22090 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09290 0.04220 2.20142 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09350 0.04210 2.22090 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.13280 0.04210 3.15439 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.12970 0.04210 3.08076 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01360 0.04210 0.32304 
208 
Table G.9– 13.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 8 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00038 0.00018 2.04356 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.16610 0.04210 3.94537 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.19490 0.04210 4.62945 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.19200 0.04210 4.56057 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.17760 0.04210 4.21853 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.14560 0.04210 3.45843 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05960 0.04210 1.41568 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02730 0.04210 0.64846 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05960 0.04210 1.41568 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06760 0.03160 2.13924 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.05160 0.03150 1.63810 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08840 0.04210 2.09976 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.08630 0.04220 2.04502 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08840 0.04210 2.09976 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.12310 0.04210 2.92399 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.12150 0.04210 2.88599 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01760 0.04210 0.41805 
 
Table G.10– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 0 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00043 0.00018 2.34923 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.10500 0.04210 2.49406 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.10190 0.04210 2.42043 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.09420 0.04210 2.23753 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.09010 0.04210 2.14014 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09050 0.04210 2.14964 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.06930 0.04210 1.64608 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02450 0.04210 0.58195 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.06930 0.04210 1.64608 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06900 0.03160 2.18354 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.05560 0.03150 1.76508 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09100 0.04210 2.16152 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09900 0.04220 2.34597 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09100 0.04210 2.16152 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10850 0.04210 2.57720 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10120 0.04210 2.40380 
90 90 45 110 001 0.04160 0.04210 0.98812 
209 
Table G.11– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 2 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00025 0.00018 1.33641 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.08730 0.04210 2.07363 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.09160 0.04210 2.17577 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.08560 0.04210 2.03325 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.08060 0.04210 1.91449 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.07880 0.04210 1.87173 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05630 0.04210 1.33729 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04030 0.04210 0.95724 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05630 0.04210 1.33729 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05540 0.03160 1.75316 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04520 0.03150 1.43492 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07300 0.04210 1.73397 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.05650 0.04220 1.33886 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07300 0.04210 1.73397 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.08940 0.04210 2.12352 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.08740 0.04210 2.07601 
90 90 45 110 001 0.04580 0.04210 1.08789 
 
Table G.12– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 4 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00033 0.00018 1.78666 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.11710 0.04210 2.78147 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.12670 0.04210 3.00950 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.11850 0.04210 2.81473 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.10840 0.04210 2.57482 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09560 0.04210 2.27078 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05700 0.04210 1.35392 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04080 0.04210 0.96912 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05700 0.04210 1.35392 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05760 0.03160 1.82278 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04660 0.03150 1.47937 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07570 0.04210 1.79810 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.07540 0.04220 1.78673 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07570 0.04210 1.79810 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09670 0.04210 2.29691 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09550 0.04210 2.26841 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03150 0.04210 0.74822 
210 
Table G.13– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 6 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00044 0.00018 2.38937 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.17710 0.04210 4.20665 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.19250 0.04210 4.57245 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.17570 0.04210 4.17340 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.15470 0.04210 3.67458 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11950 0.04210 2.83848 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05750 0.04210 1.36580 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02750 0.04210 0.65321 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05750 0.04210 1.36580 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06730 0.03160 2.12975 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04810 0.03150 1.52698 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08800 0.04210 2.09026 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.10100 0.04220 2.39336 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08800 0.04210 2.09026 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.12740 0.04210 3.02613 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.12980 0.04210 3.08314 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01840 0.04210 0.43705 
 
Table G.14– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 8 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00051 0.00018 2.77488 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.16120 0.04210 3.82898 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.17830 0.04210 4.23515 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.16970 0.04210 4.03088 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.15250 0.04210 3.62233 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11780 0.04210 2.79810 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05990 0.04210 1.42280 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02890 0.04210 0.68646 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05990 0.04210 1.42280 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.07120 0.03160 2.25316 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04950 0.03150 1.57143 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09330 0.04210 2.21615 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.11680 0.04220 2.76777 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09330 0.04210 2.21615 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.12790 0.04210 3.03800 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.12810 0.04210 3.04276 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01750 0.04210 0.41568 
211 
Table G.15– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 10 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00041 0.00018 2.23479 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.11670 0.04210 2.77197 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.12600 0.04210 2.99287 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.12160 0.04210 2.88836 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.11210 0.04210 2.66271 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09260 0.04210 2.19952 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05370 0.04210 1.27553 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03300 0.04210 0.78385 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05370 0.04210 1.27553 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06580 0.03160 2.08228 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04370 0.03150 1.38730 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08650 0.04210 2.05463 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09410 0.04220 2.22986 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.08650 0.04210 2.05463 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10810 0.04210 2.56770 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10710 0.04210 2.54394 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02570 0.04210 0.61045 
 
Table G.16– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 12 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00038 0.00018 2.07902 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.11230 0.04210 2.66746 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.12140 0.04210 2.88361 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.11550 0.04210 2.74347 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.10610 0.04210 2.52019 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09140 0.04210 2.17102 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05400 0.04210 1.28266 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03890 0.04210 0.92399 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05400 0.04210 1.28266 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06010 0.03160 1.90190 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04410 0.03150 1.40000 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07900 0.04210 1.87648 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.08760 0.04220 2.07583 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07900 0.04210 1.87648 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10200 0.04210 2.42280 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10270 0.04210 2.43943 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03160 0.04210 0.75059 
212 
Table G.17– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 14 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00024 0.00018 1.32066 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.07540 0.04210 1.79097 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.07990 0.04210 1.89786 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.07570 0.04210 1.79810 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.07120 0.04210 1.69121 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.06640 0.04210 1.57720 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04770 0.04210 1.13302 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03700 0.04210 0.87886 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04770 0.04210 1.13302 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.04870 0.03160 1.54114 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.03800 0.03150 1.20635 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06430 0.04210 1.52732 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.05570 0.04220 1.31991 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06430 0.04210 1.52732 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07600 0.04210 1.80523 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.07540 0.04210 1.79097 
90 90 45 110 001 0.04980 0.04210 1.18290 
 
Table G.18– 15.5 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 16 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00024 0.00018 1.31941 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.04850 0.04210 1.15202 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.04570 0.04210 1.08551 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.04540 0.04210 1.07838 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.04750 0.04210 1.12827 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.05700 0.04210 1.35392 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05700 0.04210 1.35392 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.05340 0.04210 1.26841 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05700 0.04210 1.35392 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05380 0.03160 1.70253 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04390 0.03150 1.39365 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07150 0.04210 1.69834 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.05550 0.04220 1.31517 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07150 0.04210 1.69834 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07270 0.04210 1.72684 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.06450 0.04210 1.53207 
90 90 45 110 001 0.04460 0.04210 1.05938 
213 
Table G.19– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 1 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00019 0.00018 1.04508 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.06950 0.04210 1.65083 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.07310 0.04210 1.73634 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.06790 0.04210 1.61283 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.06330 0.04210 1.50356 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.05950 0.04210 1.41330 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04170 0.04210 0.99050 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04670 0.04210 1.10926 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04170 0.04210 0.99050 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.04620 0.03160 1.46203 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.03330 0.03150 1.05714 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06110 0.04210 1.45131 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.04430 0.04220 1.04976 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06110 0.04210 1.45131 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07050 0.04210 1.67458 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.06910 0.04210 1.64133 
90 90 45 110 001 0.06490 0.04210 1.54157 
 
Table G.20– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 4 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00040 0.00018 2.18043 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.13970 0.04210 3.31829 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.15340 0.04210 3.64371 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.14360 0.04210 3.41093 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.12880 0.04210 3.05938 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.10370 0.04210 2.46318 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05310 0.04210 1.26128 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04600 0.04210 1.09264 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05310 0.04210 1.26128 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05690 0.03160 1.80063 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04400 0.03150 1.39683 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07460 0.04210 1.77197 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09200 0.04220 2.18009 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07460 0.04210 1.77197 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09860 0.04210 2.34204 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09790 0.04210 2.32542 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02650 0.04210 0.62945 
214 
Table G.21– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 7 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00043 0.00018 2.32750 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.14230 0.04210 3.38005 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.15520 0.04210 3.68646 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.14480 0.04210 3.43943 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.12990 0.04210 3.08551 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.10450 0.04210 2.48219 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05410 0.04210 1.28504 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04290 0.04210 1.01900 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05410 0.04210 1.28504 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.06090 0.03160 1.92722 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04470 0.03150 1.41905 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07990 0.04210 1.89786 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09810 0.04220 2.32464 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07990 0.04210 1.89786 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10660 0.04210 2.53207 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10640 0.04210 2.52732 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02450 0.04210 0.58195 
 
Table G.22– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 10 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00055 0.00018 3.01141 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.19350 0.04210 4.59620 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.20760 0.04210 4.93112 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.18580 0.04210 4.41330 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.15990 0.04210 3.79810 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11720 0.04210 2.78385 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05550 0.04210 1.31829 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03340 0.04210 0.79335 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05550 0.04210 1.31829 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.07060 0.03160 2.23418 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04630 0.03150 1.46984 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09230 0.04210 2.19240 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.12700 0.04220 3.00948 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09230 0.04210 2.19240 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.13290 0.04210 3.15677 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.13570 0.04210 3.22328 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01670 0.04210 0.39667 
215 
Table G.23– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 13 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00060 0.00018 3.25744 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.18260 0.04210 4.33729 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.20000 0.04210 4.75059 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.18430 0.04210 4.37767 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.16110 0.04210 3.82660 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11950 0.04210 2.83848 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05780 0.04210 1.37292 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03400 0.04210 0.80760 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05780 0.04210 1.37292 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.07250 0.03160 2.29430 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04800 0.03150 1.52381 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09490 0.04210 2.25416 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.13700 0.04220 3.24645 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.09490 0.04210 2.25416 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.13090 0.04210 3.10926 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.12930 0.04210 3.07126 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01620 0.04210 0.38480 
 
Table G.24– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 16 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00043 0.00018 2.34684 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.13220 0.04210 3.14014 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.14680 0.04210 3.48694 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.13970 0.04210 3.31829 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.12630 0.04210 3.00000 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.10140 0.04210 2.40855 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05570 0.04210 1.32304 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04520 0.04210 1.07363 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05570 0.04210 1.32304 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05920 0.03160 1.87342 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04560 0.03150 1.44762 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07780 0.04210 1.84798 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.09870 0.04220 2.33886 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07780 0.04210 1.84798 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09990 0.04210 2.37292 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09620 0.04210 2.28504 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02560 0.04210 0.60808 
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Table G.25– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 19 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00037 0.00018 2.00255 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.11420 0.04210 2.71259 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.12730 0.04210 3.02375 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.12190 0.04210 2.89549 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.11120 0.04210 2.64133 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09210 0.04210 2.18765 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05250 0.04210 1.24703 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04780 0.04210 1.13539 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05250 0.04210 1.24703 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05360 0.03160 1.69620 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04290 0.03150 1.36190 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07060 0.04210 1.67696 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.08430 0.04220 1.99763 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07060 0.04210 1.67696 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.08750 0.04210 2.07838 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.08400 0.04210 1.99525 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03070 0.04210 0.72922 
 
Table G.26– 22 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 21 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00018 0.00018 0.97192 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.04270 0.04210 1.01425 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.04300 0.04210 1.02138 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.04270 0.04210 1.01425 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.04250 0.04210 1.00950 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.04340 0.04210 1.03088 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04380 0.04210 1.04038 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04330 0.04210 1.02850 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04380 0.04210 1.04038 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.03600 0.03160 1.13924 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.03310 0.03150 1.05079 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.04800 0.04210 1.14014 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.04100 0.04220 0.97156 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.04800 0.04210 1.14014 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.04740 0.04210 1.12589 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.04580 0.04210 1.08789 
90 90 45 110 001 0.04490 0.04210 1.06651 
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Table G.27– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 1 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00037 0.00018 1.98800 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.10080 0.04210 2.39430 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.10290 0.04210 2.44418 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.09450 0.04210 2.24466 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.08720 0.04210 2.07126 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.07970 0.04210 1.89311 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05620 0.04210 1.33492 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.02700 0.04210 0.64133 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05620 0.04210 1.33492 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05330 0.03160 1.68671 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04550 0.03150 1.44444 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07020 0.04210 1.66746 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.08380 0.04220 1.98578 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07020 0.04210 1.66746 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.08350 0.04210 1.98337 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.07940 0.04210 1.88599 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03800 0.04210 0.90261 
 
Table G.28– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 5 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00030 0.00018 1.60982 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.09800 0.04210 2.32779 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.10780 0.04210 2.56057 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.10300 0.04210 2.44656 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.09500 0.04210 2.25653 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.08270 0.04210 1.96437 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05210 0.04210 1.23753 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03780 0.04210 0.89786 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05210 0.04210 1.23753 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.04750 0.03160 1.50316 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04240 0.03150 1.34603 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06260 0.04210 1.48694 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.06800 0.04220 1.61137 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06260 0.04210 1.48694 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07540 0.04210 1.79097 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.07340 0.04210 1.74347 
90 90 45 110 001 0.03560 0.04210 0.84561 
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Table G.29– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 9 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00044 0.00018 2.38757 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.15050 0.04210 3.57482 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.16630 0.04210 3.95012 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.15290 0.04210 3.63183 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.13430 0.04210 3.19002 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.10380 0.04210 2.46556 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05410 0.04210 1.28504 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03830 0.04210 0.90974 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05410 0.04210 1.28504 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05830 0.03160 1.84494 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04480 0.03150 1.42222 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07650 0.04210 1.81710 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.10060 0.04220 2.38389 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07650 0.04210 1.81710 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09890 0.04210 2.34917 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09730 0.04210 2.31116 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02370 0.04210 0.56295 
 
Table G.30– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 13 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00052 0.00018 2.84108 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.19460 0.04210 4.62233 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.21210 0.04210 5.03800 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.18800 0.04210 4.46556 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.15900 0.04210 3.77672 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.11130 0.04210 2.64371 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05150 0.04210 1.22328 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03500 0.04210 0.83135 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05150 0.04210 1.22328 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05840 0.03160 1.84810 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04300 0.03150 1.36508 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07650 0.04210 1.81710 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.11980 0.04220 2.83886 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07650 0.04210 1.81710 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.10560 0.04210 2.50831 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.10720 0.04210 2.54632 
90 90 45 110 001 0.01980 0.04210 0.47031 
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Table G.31– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 17 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00048 0.00018 2.60482 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.16220 0.04210 3.85273 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.17860 0.04210 4.24228 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.16470 0.04210 3.91211 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.14440 0.04210 3.42993 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.10870 0.04210 2.58195 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05540 0.04210 1.31591 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03650 0.04210 0.86698 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05540 0.04210 1.31591 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.05790 0.03160 1.83228 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04580 0.03150 1.45397 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07620 0.04210 1.80998 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.10970 0.04220 2.59953 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.07620 0.04210 1.80998 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.09630 0.04210 2.28741 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.09350 0.04210 2.22090 
90 90 45 110 001 0.02220 0.04210 0.52732 
 
Table G.32– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 21 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00035 0.00018 1.88361 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.11660 0.04210 2.76960 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.12610 0.04210 2.99525 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.11840 0.04210 2.81235 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.10790 0.04210 2.56295 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.09010 0.04210 2.14014 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05330 0.04210 1.26603 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.04320 0.04210 1.02613 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.05330 0.04210 1.26603 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.04920 0.03160 1.55696 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04340 0.03150 1.37778 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06470 0.04210 1.53682 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.07950 0.04220 1.88389 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.06470 0.04210 1.53682 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07860 0.04210 1.86698 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.07560 0.04210 1.79572 










Table G.33– 32 mm Plate Texture Component Results for the 29 mm from Sample Top Scan  






0 0 45 001 1-10 0.00065 0.00018 3.55448 
0 19.5 45 114 1-10 0.12140 0.04210 2.88361 
0 25.2 45 113 1-10 0.11020 0.04210 2.61758 
0 31.2 45 337 1-10 0.09200 0.04210 2.18527 
0 35.3 45 112 1-10 0.08110 0.04210 1.92637 
0 43.3 45 223 1-10 0.07020 0.04210 1.66746 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04980 0.04210 1.18290 
0 90 45 110 1-10 0.03050 0.04210 0.72447 
ND 
0 54.7 45 111 1-10 0.04980 0.04210 1.18290 
30 54.7 45 111 1-21 0.04420 0.03160 1.39873 
60 54.7 45 111 0-11 0.04000 0.03150 1.26984 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.05830 0.04210 1.38480 
TD 
90 0 45 001 -1-10 0.14920 0.04220 3.53555 
90 54.7 45 111 -1-12 0.05830 0.04210 1.38480 
90 60.5 45 554 -2-25 0.07070 0.04210 1.67933 
90 64.8 45 332 -1-13 0.07100 0.04210 1.68646 
90 90 45 110 001 0.08110 0.04210 1.92637 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
